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s! a.':.! ntt, ndant ii| on personssufumiei contagious diseases wear matter left in the form of roots is
equal to
d g,,\\ i,s and aprons of oil silk ?
a
oue-hall' of the whole lmy that the clover
Because ti-Xllires et wool, fur, cotton or has
yielded.
way substance, have capait is a general rule that whatever causit^ii reei iving am! retaining the air.
es an increased
produce above ground,
wiiieh beieg charged with poisonous ex- will cause a
increase below
corresponding
ilati is, the infection is by thiss means the
surface, in the shape of roots. Thus,
mmmnieateil to the body.
nitrate of soda, which produces a large
\\ hy sliouUi the curtains of the .sick-bed,
of hay, also causes a great inquantity
Uie paper id the sick-room, not have crease ot
roots, which, when ploughed in,
ttternsol prominent or monotonous charhave beneficial clfeet on the succeeding
acter
The burying of vegetable matter
crop.
Because when the eye of tiie sick per- in the soil is one of the
ameliorating oper‘ii is
constantly meeting with certain lig- ations of nature, from which man has cop...
hi- i'i'ain lieeciies disturbed, ami bis ied
the practice of green manuring.
[E
in ml
wearied by tracing and following M., in Western Mural.
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ing

ill of a low tier's s fever,
aecoinpanied by tits of mental
••'•rration, would lie in bis bed, with his
a s lived
intently oil the opposite wall,
uttering t" himself, “Fourteen up, thirthree across—fouiteen up, thirty-three
—1
N"tw'tlistamling the best medi.'It ie.
a at every other effort that was
made fur hi- reei very, lie still continued
e in the same dri
amy state, uttering
At length it
•pi atedly the same words.
m k the
pliysieiati that the incessant reiii-ratinii et these words must be conncctw t.’i
inn- image
presented to tile mind
mmigli liie eye. mid i; further occurred to
in mat tinpaper id the room might al11 a solution.
flie pattern of the room
: -i-ti-d nl
ai/.eiige-shaped figures, which
.unveil eai h other at regular intervals.
•
■■■Milling these, the physician found
at t!;e number exactly tallied with the
enl's eea.sless refrain, namely fourteen
.a
ngers from the li.mr to the ceiling, ami
ty-three from one end of the room to
otliei
Acting upon this discovery, lie
1111e111al'■ 1 v erde'ed ibc I'elueval ot the
».ell'
an luei
iii, where the paper
-id
da.
tlei flit pattern. This
v.
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was
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fiually
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asleep,

coliva-

i bis get reman used afterward
relate that lie bad an indistinct reeolt
u
feci tain tigures which eoimneue-

•nger ftuati, but afterward

I shapes and colors,
vaiiety
el
li.'*.. et
I'l-ing identity of nttini.anu !y i
u'ti'i-n up and thirty-three
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-low evaporation from the
arilip,.rates in the same manner upilm surface of the body as exposure to
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!"ggy weather, :iml the increased
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tim ing sickness
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in i,iii ivani 111 >;11-

renders every evil

uniy dungeums.
Why should glasses

medi-j

Ironi which
have been taken be idealised when I
t-y are d< ne with ?

lie cause many medicines w hen they are |
j'ose.i to me air rapidly undergo chang- i
wliieii alicr their propel lies, and this |
'rial. i,
.ing been undergone by the.
d. port: ,:i wiiieh i- always left in the
iss or up, communicates the tendency
decomposition to that which may be
ext poured into the cup ; and tints the
;
ot medicines may lie altered, j
-’pcitii
d their ellieacy wholly neutralized.
Why i'.speaking distinctly bettet than
c

••

iii

a

sick room?

whispering stretches t!ie attenistcii. or else gives the trouble to

ii. cause
to

said
and it may be inju;yg what
.is to the 'i.tVeu-r
by o\. king many inbig ideas.
Why sicca 1 persons in a sick-room be
indii: not to j stlo the lui niture, disturb
ins
isth the lea\ es of a book,

those acoidents may
,-ar to a person in health, to an invathey impart t o acutest pain ; disease
awai.encd in him a high degree of
v
is
sansiiiibty, wliieii extends the
a
it\ or identity of the invalid to
'.tiling i.o t< uelu s, or wiiieh is near-I
that if. fur instance, the sola
w a:.In- ilia be lay ing is rudely pnshigai::-t ami sliaken. lie feels just as
f Wesn.;a lie bons. 1 f had !)• ,n struck
tiiiiii

i’.:-e

an

a

Kural,
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Manuring.

Greca

ancient date, but it fell inui'iise on account ol the facility with
•h other manures can be procured. It
,i
practice, however, from which much
eld may be derived, especially on soils
iat have been scourged by repeated crop*
But.
:ig. without adeijtiate manuring.
i
tough it h i- alway s 11ceil found to be

■notice of

very

■

excellent method ol temporarily ening land, i: is not suflleient ofilselt, to
cop tiji the permanent fertility ot the

ci

!

i he reasi

n

mis is me ease

'iirli

p. i'i
lie same

is

mat

plains,

penetrate the soil to
depths, draw up those inorganic
as

which had either sunk or nat.::i;i> exi'ied at a certain depth ia tiie soil,
uni j.. 11:-■ m m ar the surface and withut o’iiererops when the plants
tin.ia
pii uglied in. Jim, by the constant
igrei

act

11* 1 its

ice "l green

manuring,

the

inorganic

mil contained ill the subsoil becomes
radnnllv diminished, and ultimately the
uppiv el such looil becomes exhausted,
-lii in the suriace and subsoils.
Although green manuring may l.eoeca<ni t!ly i>l great service in drawing up inrganic food from the subsoil for the benui succeeding crops, yet other manures
must,

from

time

to

time,

be

applied:

Ihcrwise liie suii will become barren.
\\ hen this system is followed, the plants,
'Ueh as clover, buckwheat, Ate., should
■e
ploughed in before coming into full
flower, because the flowers give oil' nitrogen ; consequently \\ hen the operation of
ploughing is delayed until the plants are
ui full bloom.a considerable portion of this
important constituent is lost. The depth
1 lurrow should not exceed four inches, so
that the air may have access to the plants
to promote their decomposition, but at
he same time they must be properly covered to prevent any of their constituent
parts from being lost.
the most important mode in which
-nils are enriched by the addition of vegetable matter, and which, from its elVeet
n the soil, exceeds all others, is the
layIt is
ing down the land to grass, Are,
well known that soils which have become
impoverished by a continual course of
cropping, conducted in mi improper way
save their fertility restored
by being laid
down to pasture, and even those soils
are under a proper system of
managment
and have a liberal supply of manure allowed them, and a liberal course of cropping followed, are still much benefited by
being laid down for two or three years in
pasture.
The general opinion is that the good
results of laying down laud to grass for
pasture are produced by the droppings ol
the animals enriching the soil, but the
real cause is, probably, the large amount
of organic matter added to the soil annually by the death of the roots and stems ol
the grass, amt the decay ol the roots when
the held is ploughed up for tillage.
Experiments have shown the large
amount of vegetable matter contained in
the roots of grasses, and that different varieties of grass, A:e.. vary considerably as
to the’ amount of matter derived from
them. It has been found that in old pasture or meadow, broken up, the living
roots lett are equal to four times the
weight of that year’s hay crop. If a ton
and a half of hay have been mown, then
about six tons of vegetable matter remain
in the soil in the form of roots. If a field
of clover is ploughed up at the end of the
second year, the quantity of vegetable
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Down to

Sloop.

happy

sleep,

When we lay us down to sleep,
And our journeying is o’er,
Whether shadows ’round us creep.
Here on earth to make no more,
Will it matter then at all,
Who may sigh or who may weep,
•Sluce sweet rest to us befall,
When we lay us down to sleep?

Clean.

Mark

Shelton's

BY OLIVE

One colil

Wife.

WELL.

in December. Mark
ami his wife sat down to
breakfast in one of the coziest of (lining
rooms; Mark with a cloud on his naturally pleasant face, and his wife's placid

Shelton, esq

morning

countenance wearing a puzzled and sorrowful look, for when had ho been angry
at her before ?
lie had.scarcely spoken to her the pre-

vious evening, and he looked sullen and
What had she done-' She
the thought over and over,
yet she had not dared to ask him.
The morning sunlight streamed into the
room as they silently drank their codee
and abstractedly nibbled "their muffins;
and broad stripes of yellow gold lay on
the sea-green ground on the carpet, mingling softly with tile bright tints of the
autumn leaves that sprinkled it; and lighting up the pictures on the varnished walls,
until they stood out vivitied into life-like
perfection in the mellow light. The (Ire
burned cheerfully in the polished grate,
the canary chirruped blithely in his gilded cage, while the trailing viues that festooned the recesses of every window turned
each delicate tendril to the warm sunlight,
as if thankful for tiie warmth and comtort
aud hallowed glow that tilled that pleas-

gloomy still.
had pondered

i

ant room.'

j

j

stock is to rest on
ohu, ileteriorati.ni will surely follow of
those u-elul qualities that are far more
noticeable in the good old-fashioned parti-colored cow than that which will be
1 mud among the generality of line,
highbred, whole-colored lawns, grays, or low,
so-called. Jerseys. 1 have owned hundred- ot acclimated Jersey stock and have
never, as a rule, found the whole-colored
s ich
large producers as many parti-colored
ones; in fact,by fur the most butter-produciiigcow 1 ever possessed was not only particolored. but the most ugly and ungainly
beast ot the lot. yet her stock have never
lailod to s|inW their
large butter-making
qualities. The true type of a Jersey cow i
is. in fact, an animal that will not make i
I Jo not say that this is not inimeat.
j
proved upon by acclimatization and a
introduction
ot
a
hardier
slight
breed, of
winch what arc termed Chichester
Jersey
arc the best
description, neither do 1 say
tliah Jersey breeder.; in the island itself
have not m some instances a breed that
a

Jersey

disposition

to

make

sl JlllO

lie.■ill,

and very probably may then be following
up the rt quiremeiits ot fashion, yet 1 maintain that a pure Jersey, should throw the
bulk of her ieeding properties into butler,
am! with little totlesh. Tne parti-colored
good cow may have but a white spot, especially under the belly, but throughout
the body the rich yellow skin, under any
colored hair, will be found—black, white,
or fawn.
1 have seen the commencement
of a whole-colored herd, the property of a
noble duke, to obtain which L have see i
wealthy and large producing cows sold off
to prevent an animal remaining with the
slightest stain of other than one color
[Condon Agricultural Gazette.

manuring is a term under which
comprehended the application of plants
d '. eg,'tables in a fresh state, as manure,
What Tin Binds Accomplish,
i'he
it it is especially applicable to the sys1 ploughing in certain crops, culitswallow, swift and nighlhawk are the
m
,•
11 express;) tor this purpose. 1 his is a guardians of the atmosphere.
They check
i.icen

ns

Mr. Shelton linishod his breakfast and
morning paper. Mrs. Shelton,
S a pale iittle woman, whoso chief beauty
i lay in her
eyes, which were So blue and
I tiustful one euuld not
help loving their
j owner, watched his moody face uneasily,
necessity as our improved dwellings are. I ller smooth purplish black hair was coiled
over the old-fashioned farm houses erected !
up in a loose double twist, with here and
over lilt v yi ars ago.
there a tiny curl peeping out, giving her
a girlish look that Mark had often admired,
ller morning dress of navy blue cashmere.
Jersey Cuttle.

shows

as

Lay

When we lay us down to
With our hands across our breast,
And our slumber sweet and deep,
Btingeth to us peace and rest;
Who will come to kueel above,
Where the wild flowers nod and creep,
Come to whisper words oflove,
When we lay us down to sleep?

The.following sensible remarks on cleanliness of domestic animals are from the
New fork World :

If the value of

neS

whispering

Stock

we

When we lay us down to sleep,
In some sad, sweet day to be,
When the grasses wave and creep
•Softly over you and me,
Who will miss our faces then,
Who of us sweet thoughts will keep,
In that
moment when
We shall lay us down to sleep?

j

t.

-tuned

the

It is a fact that no domestic animal is
unclean hum choice. Naturally they have
an aversion to unuleanliness, and if their
movements are noted it will be found that
i they invariably choose clean dry places to
lie upon. If stock are unclean, it is owing
of theirs, but entirely to the
| to no fault
neglect and carelessness of its owners, or
the persons having charge ot them.
In
this country too liltle attention is paid bv
farmers in general to the cleanliness ot
their stock, the general excuse being that
to attempt to keep animals clean is of very
little use, besides taking up too much time
In England the ease is u die rent; there,
particular attention is paid to the cleanliness of stock and their
surroundings; and
ii is really a pleasure to visit the stables
and barnyards in that country and note
the careful attention paid to their cleanliness and healthfulness.
I low often it is
the ease in this country that on visaing a
tanner s barnyard 1,is cows will lie seen
standing about with their Hanks, bags and
tails all covered with fresh dung.
Is it
any wonder, then, that the boys on a farm,
who generally have most of the barn
work to do, or a large share ot it, get
sick and tired of being obliged to rouse
•up at an early hour in the morning to milk
a lot of cows in such a condition ?
The
day ha gone by for a 1 inner to follow In
the footsteps ol his forefathers, in many
respects. If they saw lit, or did not know
any better, than to erect low, damp and
unhealthy stables, there is no necessity of
his following their example.
This is an
age of improvement, and improved anil
well constructed stables are as much of a

win :, he awoke he commenced mean.' a.A with' loiirteeii,''but suddenly
i "km! puzzled. and then smiled,
pin
that mmnent lie never uttered the
f
h;s ....y came gradually

'.

'When

■

tin m.
A gentleman, who

Causes.

REYNOLDS,

M. D.

frequency of death from apoplexy is such
as to attract considerable
attention. It is not
a very
unfroquont occurrence for a person to b°
-mitten suddenly and die, by t his disease. The
person may seem to be in his usual health, or
•
on tccl a little better than
customary, eats a
heartv dinner or supper, sits
with a lriend and all at once appears
changed,
and is dead. Ur he may have retired at
night
apparently well, and the morning found him a
corpse. The late Kevcrdy Johnson, a hale and
hearty old man, ate freely of a rich dinner on a
public occasion at lialtimoiv. walked in tlienjar• It'll, and was found head.
The lap Vice Pr-s.
ident Wilson dined freely in New York, proceeded to Washington a'nd was found dead.
Numerous other case* might he mentioned, but
| these are suliieient to illustrate the manner in
which Uiis disease slays its victims. What h
I the nature of a disease wlm.-e approach is so
unobserved and its onslaught so fatal?
Is
there no way to detect its advance or to scape
from its clutches? Is om person as likely to
be attacked as another, and is there no means
of prevention? These and other questions naturally suggest themselves in regard to this duel >•*.
Their answer in part I will attempt.
It may be stated in the first place, that all are
not equally liable to its attack,
home have
stated that tin* large, stiff-necked people are
more liable than others to suffer from it.
This
in fact may be true, but it admits of a different
explanation from the mere shape of their form.
It may be stated that apoplexy nevi r attacks u
really healthv person under ordinary conditions. Almost invariably there is a predisposing condition of the system. It is a condition
of the system brought about gradually during
years of wrong hygiene management. To explain tiiis condition, it will be necessary to look
for a moment, at the character of the disease.
When a man dies with apoplexy, what has happened to kill him
suddenly? A blood vessel
lias bursted, the blood escapes into the tissues
of the brain, compresses it and kills the man,
just as quick as a bullet would. The suddenness of death U regulated by the amount of the
ell'u non of blood, and the portion ot the brain
in which it occur*. It it is in tin* central part
ot the brain near the great centers of nerve action, immediate death results. If it is near the
surface of the brain, and moderate in amount,
death does not result so speedily. The patient
is unconscious for a time, perhaps gradually regains his consciousness, finds himself paralyzed
on one side, and under favorable conditions
may
at last regain more or less control of bis limbs,
rarely may entirely iv -ovei\ and by a change of
habits, ward off another attack, and h\« for

pleasantly’chatting

impressions during the period ofsiekthan at any other time, bis
present
’mfort ami future reeoverv mav be greathiflucuei •! by the regulation of this uiat-

■

its

1 be

\\ hy should the greatest attention be
::itl to tin- beil el'a sick person ?
lteeausc. as l:e passes most of his time
beil. .'el i hr body is more susceptible

j

and

increase of insects that otherwise
would overload it. Woodpeckers, creepers ami chickadees are the
guardians of
lac trunks of trees.
Warblers and flycatchers protect the foliage. Blackbirds,
thrushes, crows and larks protect the surface of the soil.
Snipt and woodcock the
soil under the surface. Kadi tribe has its
respective duties to perform in the economy of nature; and it is an undoubted fact
that, if the birds were all swept off "from
the earth, man could not live upon it,
vegetation would wither and die, bisects
would become so numerous that no living
being could withstand their attacks. The
wholesale destruction occasioned by the
grasshoppers, which have lately devastated the West, is undoubtedly caused hy the
! thinning out ol' the birds, such as grouse,
prairie hens, etc., which feed upon them.
The great and inestimable service done
to tile farmer, gardener and florist
by thebirds is only becoming known by sail
experience. Spare the birds and save
j your fruit; the little corn and fruit taken
by them is more than compensated by the
vast quantities of noxious insects
destroyed.
I lie long persecuted crow has been found
by actual experiment to do far more (jood
by the vast quantity of grubs and insects
he devours than the little harm he does in
a few grains of corn he pulls
up. He is
one of the fanner's best friends.
the

Cows are not early risers.
Unless disturbed they will lie on a cold morning till
the day gets well started; appreciating
the cheap warmth of a comfortable bed
as much as the farmer himself. The horse
is quite different, and bestirs himself no-

body knows when. It is not often that we
catch him napping unless he is very tired,
lie would look out every once in a while
in the night, if he could, to sec how the
weather goes.
Last night, for the lirst
time this winter, i gave Ringbone the
liberty of his box with ail open east w indow' twice as large as a horse-collar. Rising at daybreak—for a wonder—I found
the horse with his head out of that window, winking at the pleasant view, one

might tliiuk, and calculating the chances
of an early spring oi grass like an old hay
speculator. [Hartford Courant.

To save them from public sale for duties, the nmgnilicent diamonds sent to

General Sherman's daughter by the Khedive of Egypt, as a wedding present, are
about to be returned to Europe. Notice
lias been given to the Custom-house authorities to that effect, and about the last
of this month the jewels will he
disposed
of in that way. Now mark the
exquisite
of
humbug this thing. Mrs. Fitch will go
to Europe this summer, and, on her return may bring hack these jewels as part
of her baggage without the least impropriety, ami without payment of any duties
whatever. The only effect, therefore, of
the red-tape which prevents Government
officials from assuming the responsibility
of admitting tiie jewels duty free is to
•compel an esteemed wife to make a needless trip to Europe to obtain actual custody of one of her wedding presents

.Although the camel has the most beautiful
eyes of all quadrupeds, it boasts of ugly teeth
and a vile temper. Two unsuspecting keepers
at the London Crystal Palace lately found tills
out when a dromedary suddenly attacked them,
and tore the aukle joint of oue oufbf its socket,
so that the foot had to be amputated.
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Engineer's Story.

An

with a glitter in her blue eyes that held
J.
1». in X<*\v York World.
To (lie Editor of tli Tritium*.
him spell-bound.
brilliancy.
Away to tiie south stretched the bleak PeiinThe night of the 20th came—a dark
do
“Mark,
Lancaster, IVv., May 10. The Intelli- sylvania wilderness, uninhabited save
you think I'm a fool!”
by a f. w
Her voice had a raspy ring that startled gencer of tins citv, publishes the fallow- j! wood-men, the panther, the deer and the
air filled
; stormy December night, the
bear.
i with snowflakes, and the sky
The solitude seemed like tliut of a desert, and
gray and i Mark. lie glanced at her snow-covered ing:
the
overcast with heavy clouds.
! wraps, and then made a dash for the
straining, ascending locomotive like a giCAUSE OF BUCHANAN’S CKLEIIAUY.
wheezy pioneer.
“It is going to be a terrible night,Mark,” i soaked boots peeping out from under the
“In an elegant mansion near the AiHiigfon gantic
“There’s a right-down romance, or tragedy,
.Mrs. Shelton said toller husband, who sat ! edge of her bedraggled silken skirts.
in
this
hotel,
reside
two
ladies
of
the
oldcity,
I
or whatever von may call it.” said the
! before the library lire, evidently absorbed
“Alien!”—one boot cairieotf with a jerk en aristocracy,—Mrs. Freeman and her sister, “attached to this hill. And L was the engineer,
least ot a
Miss Coleman. About the latter ladv* a little
in the contents of the evening
“tvhat
hero in it. As there was a woman in it, though,
insane
whim
“1
drove
out
on
you
paper.
romance clings which makes her interesting.
I must tell you that I’m a married man.*’
have thought once or twice since 1 com- the street such a night as this?” lie
flung She was the second love and affianced bride of
“All right. Go ahead with the story.”
menced dressing, that 1 would not go out its mat.* to the furthest end of the room. the late President
Buchanan, his first love hav“One night about four years
just
“O
Mark,” Mrs. Shelton’s temporary ing died in her youth, and until lie met Miss about tlii.s month,” the engineer ago,'and
to-night.”
continued, -I
Coleman
he
was
almost
recluse
from
ladies’
“Go, by all means, Alice; the carriage strength and courage was swiftly vanishwas coming down tins bill with (considering
society. He was engaged to her when sent the season) a pretty heavy train. At Wilke.sis close,” her husband replied, glaueing ing, “arc you going to fail?”
abroad as American minister to the court of St.
i

usual

>.

1

—

up at the trim little figure arreted in a
dark silk, retrimmod, with pale blush
roses, in her purplish-black lmir. and at
the white throat, half-veiled with
filmy
lace. He smiled bitterly as he saw her goout
in
her
ing
happy, childlike innocence,
as she might never go
again, among people who had no sympathy for tailing merchants. and who would not give his wife a
thought if she were not rich in this world's

goods.”

“1 wish you would go,” she said, beat the door to adjust
her cloak, “Mr. Austin will be expecting

seechingly, lingering
you.”

Mr. Shelton sluiled, thinking, perhaps,
of the forbidding face of a man oi whom
lie had begged a loan of that afternoon,
whose curt “eanuot spare a dollar, sir,”
rang in Ids ears yet. Ho arose from
his scat by the fire, and going over to
his wit i’s side fastened the warm wraps
closer bout her throat.
“Be careful of yourself, little woman,”
he said, with a forced attempt at gayety ;
“and enjoy yourself, for it is utterly im-

possible tor me to go.”
He accompanied her to the carriage and
as

he closed the door on the

placid

little

face he inwardly anathematized the weakness that prompted him to withhold the
story of his diflicuities from her. when she
daily ran the risk of hearing it from lips
less liable t > soften its details. Yet lie still
hoped that the morrow would bring some
chance of rodeo ning Ids lost credit; although his efforts to raise the §4,000 due
on the 21st were still utisuecessltil.
He
was almost worn our, with
physical and
mental labor, yet lie put on his hat and
overcoat, and dragged wearily down town
through tlie fast-falling snmv and murky
darkness, to spend the dreary hours of his
wife’s absence, poring over ledgers in Ids

counting-iooni.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Mark Shelton, not
quite satisfied with MaiK's“strange freak,”

burre over in the valley—which you’ll soon see
young lady had got aboard ot my engine.
•She wanted a night-ride and was put on by
the superintendent. She was a perfect lady,
and her mother was in one of the ears, back.
To tell the honest truth (as I have often said to
mv wife),! never saw a more beauttiul or
gamelooking girl. Sle* was very small-sized, dressed
in what my wife calls complete taste, anil her
figure was so good, and her bands so small,
and her ways >o frank and artless, that 1 almost
wish she was mv daughter. Her face,
1
though, was what I can’t give you an idea of.
U was the most beautiful face 1 ever saw. It
reparation.”
[Washington < loiTespondence had,” proceeded the engineer, wanning, “all
Chicago Journal.
the intelligence of a woman’s and the -iniplici1 he amount of fact in
proportion to tie- ty of a child’s. And she was so .sprightly and
tion in the above little romance is very lovable altogether, and asked so many quessmall indeed ; the sole romance attached tion", that, although I had never had a woman
on the engine but once before, 1 invited her
to the
lady mentioned i-j in LMru7* the over here to my seat, and e.\| iained to her all
niece of Miss Ann Coleman, of Lancaster, about how a locomotive is run. 1 showed her
Pm, who was the first «n<J only li nice of how to manipulate the lever which admits
the late President Buchanan, newspaper more or less steam to the cylinders; how
the reverse lever is worked; how the test"
reporters to t.ie contrary notwithstanding. of water and steam are mauc. T showed
1 he inchlents connected with that sad al- her how to blow the whistle and
ring the heli,
ftir, although occurring when the writer and explained how the brak s were blown
of this was but a youth of 17 or Id years d-uvii, and how warnings* wen given on the
to crossings.
She took it all in, and,’
oj' age. have haunted his memory up to approach
s»i | tiie engineer. >:retching hi- arm urr-»s>
the present, when lie has passed Ihe allot- the boiler and
clinching my sieevt, “it was the
ted three-score-and-ten.
best lesson I **ver gave, flight up around yonust as J w.i"
1 shall briefly state the circumstances as der about two miles from town
ston
or
I remember them. Mr. Buchanan, then handling a rovers lev< r, we struck
on the truck at 9 o’clock at night.
1
something
somewhere in the neighborhood of do was
down at the time t^tlie girl wa>
a-beiiding
of
h
id
been
elected
in
the
fall
years
age,
fitting where you are, on my cushion) am!
of 1820 as member of congress for the quicker than lightning the lever flew hack and
Lancaster district. The long session, ex- struck me in the e\e and knocked m«—well.
I'll he d—d if 1 know
Anyway it didn’t
tended, I think, into the month of July make much di tie mice where.
for a minute or two. tor
It was a hot dusty summer, and the stage- I was
we
stunned.
As
on the down
were
ju"t
coach then was the only approved means grade, with no need of find, the tireinan was
of travel
The Baltimore coach did not hack in the baggage-car, ami when I came to,
reach this city until after 9 o’clock i:i Un- this young girl was holding on to nn head and
fanning me with her toy of a hat. It wasn’t
evening. There were several printer boys two seconds before I knew what was to pay.
the
arrival
of
the
stage, who The engine and the whole train had started
awaiting
congratulated Mr. Buchanan on his arrival down thi" hill ar the rate of sixty miles an
home, anti unanimously pronounced him hour, I tru d to spring tip and reach the lever.
Mv right arm and side and right leg were
tlie best-dusted man they had ever met
numb. My face and even my tongue were so
At that time the court house stood at the
paralyzed by the blow I had received that 1
intersection ol the four main streets t the could hardly speak. I was so desperate that
I XI..
K....I.■
IV..I ..I.
CUV
(more to atti act. tie* girl’s attention to tin* d n.
hers were in the southwestern angle. Soon ger than for anything else) I grabbed her hat,
with mv lift hand and threw it outride id tie
after alighting and chatting a lew mo- loeomotive, and then
managed to beckon her
ments with acquaint slices who happened car down «do<e to my lips, and v.v :
to be in the vicinity, he went to his chain’Train’s going too t'a-t. Weil be in hell if

Mark instantly comprehended the situation. She had heard the story of his
financial troubles, probably in some distorted form, and the knowledge had almost crazed her.
lie blamed himself severely lor keeping her in ignorance of the
truth, lie always had a repugnance to
womanly interference in business matters, but felt, in justice tolhis wife’s general worthiness, lie should have trusted
her in this emergency.
“flush, Alice!”—for she was-beginning
to sob hysterically—“you must not be
al irmed
It 1 can raise the money to pay
oil a note that falls due to morrow, I may
weather the panic yet."
How much will you need?”
Her little face was uplifted eagerly.
“l our thousand dollars.”
“Is that all?” with a little
hysterical
laugh “Thou you won't fail; lor 1 have
live thousand, all
my own, saved out of
the money you gave me to spend on the
house and myself Ah, Mark, you thought
I spent it ?”
“Alice !”—Mark took the little shivering
form in his arms—“you are worth your
weight in gold !”
“1 know it," slyly retorted Alien: “but
it has taken you live years to lind it out
And, Mark, if you cannot cancel the rest
of your debts, we’ll sell the house and furniture and live in a room or two until the
panic is over, for you shall not fail.
Mark sent for a carriage, and they went
home through the white, noiseless streets.
Alice recounting as she went, the story she
heard in Mr. Austin’s perfumed library.
At its conclusion she said :
“It was cruel of you to keep me in the
dark so long, Mark. And never, never
treat me like a tool or a child again.
Fur
iff am a soap-chandler's daughter, f have
sense, and feeling and jungment and discretion enough to save something for

’rainy days.’

James, in London. At that time Miss Coleman
resided in New York. He returned to this
country on a visit, and or. the evening he arrived Miss Coleman was giving a grand entertainment. lie was fatigued, and, instead of
dressing and paying his respects to her immediately, retired to his room, and early next
morning called to see her. She had taken of.
fese at his not calling the evening before, and
refused to see him, and they ne\er met again.
What regrets were felt the world has never
known, but many an angry impulse has wrecked the happiness of men and women bevond
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cars.

What takes place in these cases. where the
patient rccov< r> uum or less completely? The
blood forms
clot, the liquid im t kt becomes
absorbed, diniinUiiiug the pressure upon the
brain and consciousness return*.
Gradually
the clot u absorbed and shrinks *till further
and relieves the brain so that control of the
limbs returns, and finally the eiot may be almost entirely
removed, leaving only small
traces of the injury wiu.-li it had indicted.
This is tin1 natural course of the disease. If
the person live*, long cnougn nature makes an
effort to remove the tr *uUr. atid elicet n overv.
Rut what causes the blood \c>>el in one
mail’s head to burst und. r precisely tin* smm
externa! circumstances m which another man
suffers not the slightest harm:
Phis is the essential point of tin case and deserves special
attention. The structure of the blood vessel
has become degem rated. The natural tissues
of the blood vessels arc strong, tough, cl istic
and muscular, and will not rupture unless subjected to very great strains and tensions. Lint
a wrong system of diet, ><» common with our
people, fails to supply to the system the proper
materials out of which to keep these elastic
olood vessels in good repair. Want of exercise
prevents the perfect elaboration, the toed taken
and impure air prevents the removal of the eficie and worn-out particles of matter from the
tissue**.
I*at takes tin* place of muscular fibre,
and the clastic tissue becomes weakened and
brittle. Tin* blood becomes more rigid and unyielding and when forced bv a little extra tension caused by a slight increase ,n the force of
ri!*■ circulation, ruptures, the M.*od pours out
ami flu* person i- prostrated.
This i- more like ly to oeeur in persons who
have passed the age of forty. As a person advances in \ears there is a tendency to this peculiar degeneration of the blood vessels. People with the advar.ee of years become more inactive, fail to properly restrict their diet and
eat unsuitable, kinds of food, and a degeneration of ii-sue takes place more or less extensively throughout their bodies. They are then
ripe lor apoplexy. A hearty dinner distends
the stomach, interferes with the free return of
blood from the head, a blood vessel ruptures
and they are dead. Unusual excitement, a tit
ot anger, great joy, grief or other disturbance
of the circulation, may produce the same result.
This is emphatically a disease where “an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound ot cure.”
Much may be done in the way of prevention;
verv little in the w ay of cure.
A plain diet in
moderate amount, abundant exercise and punair to brcatlm. are the best safeguards against
it- attacks and the best means of prevention.
Kv» n in cases where an attack has been survived, attention to these im-atts will do much
k.
toward- pre\anting author .1”

It is needless to say that Mark redeemed
his note, to the chagrin of some of his busas she called her husband's refusal to attend the party, was zealously trying to iness livals, who had secretly gloated over
feel at ease among Mrs. Austin's stylish Ins difficulties; and, although his affection
>•'11
1.
11
H
4 M1
M
Ul 1
L
U
11
lilUVJIl
Il'JUt 1lor lus wile was never demonstrative, the
lor someuow, sue lelt
guests.
whu snowy lace at me tnroat unit wrists,
impressed
••She understood mo in an instant; an i it
Tliis
somewhere
about
lb
eare
he
touk
of
her
was
accomplished,
wonderful
for
he
and
ill
at
ease
l ie* engine was lo- king, swaying.
was time,
was simply elegance itself; anil better
among the fashionables who
has found that the price of a good wife is o'clock he stepped out in morning gown gnndin_r and
skurrying down tie* track like a
than all was the work of the slim lingers had hitherto welcomed her as the wife o! I
a: ii
and
without
ami
beast
hat.
with
’above
rubies.”
great bounds. Every second I exslippers,
promthat were nervously twirling the silver a prominent young merchant who was I
it would leap t!ie rails; it certainly was
enaded
hack
and
forth
in
the
to
pected
angle,
steadily rising to eminence in the comteaspoon in her dainty coffee cup,
catch what little breeze was stirring. Miss descending at the rate of seventy miles an hour.
mercial world. There was an undercurBut that little tiling sprang up here, clutched
lint Mark was too much engrossed in
don's
of
Stories
Waterloo.
Grace lltibley, sister-in-law to Win. Jenk- the
Hay
lever, motioned which way she shove or
his own moody thoughts to find any inter- rent of coldness in their greetings that her
who resided on South Queen push it. got my nod, an l reversed the wheels
•Some of the men whom Ilaydon had employ- ins, Esq
est in wife or paper, for, after a vain at- sensitive nature detected instantly, and an
llush rose to her cheek when she ed as models lor their line muscular d« velop- street, the terminus of the southwestern like a little man. Thru she whistled down
tempt at reading, he laid the latter down angry
breaks—there was no m-ed of that, for the boys
nieiit
overheard a remark relating to “Mrs. Shel- bailie were prominent for their courage in the angle, happening to be sitting in the par- hail
and sat silently staring into the lire.
of Waterloo. The following paragraph lor with all the windows
put on every brake already, Inside of a
open, oil account mile and a half she -topped tin* train: and
ton's old silk.”
which
out
of
this
vivid
fact
is
as
acburst
out
his
who
an
felt
as
••Mark,”
springs
wife,
of
the
that
Mr.
lSuehanan
heat,
noticing
then she knelt down all trembling and crying
“I suppose my dress is not up to their count of the*hund-to-haud lighting in that conif she were under the influence of a nighthad returned, want to the door, and pass- —and now what do you think she .-aid:”
standard in point of elegance,” she mut- test as is anywhere given :
mare, “what on earth is the matter with
“She said: '.Mr. -, I fed ;,s if 1 should
After the battle of Waterloo, my servant, who ing the compliments of the evening, intered, bitterly; “but I'll never ruin Mark was an old Peninsular man, brought several of vited him to walk
you ?"
in, with which he com- faint. Haven't you got some camphor, or—a
little whiskey?* And as sure as you live she
And Mark answered her with that sensi- with my extravagance in dress—never!” the wounded to my rooms, oil their arrival in
and they seated themselves liv a did faint
right away tin re—right dow n in front
She slipped out of the gay, overcrowd- London. Wilkie was with me. The deserip- plied.
ble masculine evasion, “Nothing."
window
and
in
of
that tire-box—right on top of me. The tireopen
engaged
large
lion
of
the
men
was
simple, characteristic and
••] know there is something wrong some ed parlors into the library, where she
Mot more than twenty mall and conductor eaine in and took her hack
poetical. They said when the Life Guards and conversation.
where.” went on Mrs. Shelton, desperate- found retuge behind the heavy hangings Cuirassiers
met. it was "like the meeting often
minutes thereafter an anonymous note to ln*r mother, and the iir- man had :•> run tin*
ot
a
window.
She
“Are
with
train down to Whi'.e Haven.”
Mark?”
into
a
low thousand of blacksmith's anv ils.” One ol them was handed in to Miss
me,
hay
ly.
you angry
dropped
Coleman, stating
seat, and sat watching the streams of gas- knew my models Shaw and Dakin. lie saw that Mr. lluchanan was too tired to call on
••No, Alice, I’m not angry with you.”
“Then tell me your trouble, l never saw light dickering across the street now an- Dakin, dismounted, lighting with two Cuiras- his
TIio Wages of Sin.
allianccd, but that lie could call on and
siers, who were also dismounted. Dakin diyou so depressed before, and we have been kle deep with snow, wishing that Mark vided both their hands with cuts live and six. sit and chat with Miss Hubley.
.v
Y
f<
would remember her orders and send the Another saw Shaw
day-. ago w publiv. -d a he-I mmarried five years to-day, Mark.”
To understand what follows, I must noiun mem of the death of II iiiow (Ja-e in
lighting with ten Cuirassiers
“Bless me! so we have ! 1 had entirely carriage early. The heavy, sensuous odors at a time. "Shaw,’’ he said, “always cleared here state that Robert
Coleman, the lather, the I-land of Ceylon, whether In* tied twentyMurder and Mystery Unveiled.
Ins passage.”
ile saw him take an eagle, but
forgotten it.” Mr. Shelton looked up for of tropical plants idled the room with l'ra- lose
imperious man, who, live years ago, and until now nothing had been
it afterward, as when any mail got an eagle was a purse-proui
the tirst time, and odanced across the ta- 9Tiin.ce that almost took her breath awnv
K n< »\v 1 \ m>, l*.\.. .Vla'v iT.O’sj;.
wean-*
'.VVuU'uskY.
(
\\
ok
Ido
Y\W‘l"OI
a.-e
as coitecftH
ear
acquired j-, ini
ble at the little woman in blue, whose and m the distance uie music ot a popular lighting and set on him that had the eaglc.,f Af- having
IIUI ;,tV'V
Uu werv
W lien millnoiaue.S
In 17'.*0 Sir William Putney having placed in
He fell m love with the wife of hi- deputy,
waltz
rose
and
the
soft, voluptuous terward, when lying wounded in the yard of La bush, and
fell,
cheeks had lost the peachy bloom they had
possessing but little educational llenry Ik aims, seized g'i’J.hoo of government the market hi- va-t po-so-sion in what i- now
But the cadences soothing her disturbed mind in- Ilau-sfainte, Ik; heard some one groaning, and, advantage, was very jealous of those money and eloped with Mrs. Francis and her Steuben oiii iy. N'*\v Yt.rk, hundreds of emiworn that day live years ago.
who
"I
around,
saw
am
Shaw,
I u v tied, a- it now seems to ('eysaid,
grants from th- Fast lloeked to the section to
dear lace was as fresh as ever in his par- to a calmness that was broken by the en- turning
whose cultivation and social position were little child. time
:u■» an American 'nis-miian
lake up land. One rou e to the Putney patent
dying, my side is torn olf by a shell.”
h»n. A sii rt
tial eyes, and his heart ached more for her trance of two ladies, whose first words
stood
his
in
advance
ot
own, scrupulously
of Case and Mrs. Fran- passed tlirough Pennsylvania and the old 1 uined
made the acquaint am
Corporal Webster, of the Second Life Guard,
than for himself, for he knew she would chained Mrs. Shelton to her seat, and held saw Shaw give the cut lirst. A Cuirassier gave sentinel over his own dignity, and was cis. !Ic d«-erib. «1 them a- li\ing in an earthly road near this place was a part of the route.
lnd both haunted by and one dying o!
About that time a Frenchman, mimed Pierre
suffer keenly in the crisis he was dreading her in the. questionable light of an eaves- point at him, Shaw parried and thrust, and, be- ever ready to resent any fancied infringe- parad
fore the Cuirassier recovered, Shaw cut him
I'ln.-ir bovver We- Fatourettc. built a log tavern on the above
so much. “If the children had been spared
dropper.
ment of it. On tiie night in question there r<moi-c and iio;m--ickui*s-.
il liv ing tomb.
We quote Ins d<*-enption ot the road, two miles west «>1 this place. In his em"1 was astonished to see Mrs. Mark Shel- right through the brass helm it to the chin,
to us,” he said, mentally, thinking of the
“and his face fell oil’ him like a hit of apple.” happened to he several callers at tile Cole- interview in vv!u« !i he d Lcctcd the person.dity ploy was another Frenchman, named Pepovv,
ton out to-night,” exclaimed tin; elder of
two little graves in Greenwood, “they
Another model of mine, one of the wounded man mansion, who were sitting in the of the guilt v pair.
and hi- wife. The location of the tavern was
would have been a comfort to her.” But the two ladies, whose diamonds dashed in men. Hodgson, the finest man of all, a perfect parlor in conversation when the note was
“Sir." said 'a-e. in tone that I -hail never such that it became a favorite stopping place of
Achilles, charged up to the French baggage. handed
11 I have iuti 'd, < iod in Ib-ava n km>w- emigrants. I.atourette was an "Id French solho kept his thoughts to himself, and said the gas-light,
by the servant to Miss Ann. On forget,
The lirst man who slopped him lie told us, was
dier
and his disposition was such that he was
veI liavo still red; ind if in F.’s ber*
“Why?’
instead:
it the lady was naturally some- wjiat
He dashed perusing
au Irishman in the French service.
he
mu cursed me, that cur-e i- fearfully
mcni.
very unpopular with hi guc-t-. lie had not
“Have you not heard ? Why, Mrs. La“Will vou attend Mrs. Austin's party,
in
was
evidenced
which
what disturbed,
at Hodgson, saying, “Damm you. Fll stop your
fulfilled. 1'oor Mary is dying—has been living been long in this tavern befoia- stories of an
mar !
Shelton is on the verge of bankAlice?”
crowing.” Ilodgsou said he felt, frightened, as her face, and immediately attracted tile for months, and l h m» known it. It lias beer, ugly nature became current among the emiThe
he
never
with
swords.
had
“On the 2Uth ? Yes." The uneasy light ruptcy."
fought anybody
attention of the jealous and imperious old for me to -•••■ tin* failing step, the dimming eye: grants. Mall} "f them were robbed at the
"Mark Shelton ? Impossible! Why, he lir>t cut he gave was on the cuirass, which man, who, notwithstanding her remon- it is fop me to see the lembie struggles of her Frenchman’s of money and valuables. Cattle
left Alice Shelton’s loving eyes, lor since
was silver lace.
The shock
almost worn out frame; ii i- for me to listen to j left in his enclosure at night would be mi.ssiim
he was not angry with her she did not is considered one of the staunchest mer- Ilodgsou thought
snatched and read it. ills !- he;*
in the morning, and could not be found until
nearly broke bis arm. Watching the Cuiras- strances,
language ol remor-'* that sometimes aiino-i
And vet, if chants in the city.
and
care to pry into his secrets.
in
was
al
once
anus,
fended
he
found
he
could
move
his
own
dignity
drive- lie* mad. Yes, mad. mad, mad!” lie -aid the ow ner pa ! Famuretto for looking them up,
sier, however,
“And was. lint he had lost credit some- horse quicker, so, dropping the reins, and guid- within the hour his
he only would confide in her, she would
was
with
i
the
tloor
he
an
m
a
crossing
claiming that they had e-caped and wa re
ri-ing
placed
daughter
frenzy,
Tin-n ha-lilv burying In- roaming ill the wood-. It was also alleged that
ieel so relieved! “Will you go, Mark?” how. He had been on the streets for days, ing tin* horse with his knees, as the Cuirassier in the family carriage, and oil the wav to long hastv -:rj.|Too i.ite! too men stopping at the tavern li ! mysteriously
"1 think not.” A curious smile parted trying to raise money to called most ol his at last gave point, Hodgson cut his sword hand Philadelphia.to visit her sister, Mrs Judge fa e in hi hands, he exclaim'd :
There vvu- a long disappeared, and wo re ne\or heard of afterolf, and then, dashing the point of his sword inlate! 1 have repented!”
his lips.
urgent debts; and 1 wouldn’t be surprised to the man’s throat,
Knowing the unrelenting na- pause, uid in* continued calmly : “No human w anls.
turned it round and round. llemphill.
if His wife did have to give up her stylish "Damm
S >me months after tin* Frenchman put up at
“Why,” in a tone of surprise.
me, sir,’’ he added, “now I had found ture of her father, and probably Ruling means can now re-tor-* my poor companion.
home before the winter is over.”
As he.
out the way, I soon gave it to them.”
“1 shall be otherwise engaged."
hurt at tiie innuendo thus anonymously II. moral sensibilities bee mi* more and more his inn a man named \ til, with Id- w ife and
>•»
a
French
and
let
that
she
often
two
children, w as am >ng a party "f 1 migrant*
-in:
is
Her
lather
was
lode
hack,
as
tails
in
“She
acute
regiment opened
sircngtli,
nobody anyway.
"Nonsense, Mark. Yon must not bo
conyeyed to her, although an intelligent rcproactics
.Y weary,
on their wav to the Putney proper!}
him pass at full gallop, then closed and tired a
liT.-df constantly.*’
Noticing
and
such a slave to business. Few men are as only a soap chandler, and 1 have often
and
very
accomplished young lady,
but never hit him or his horse.
Then
mournful sigh broke from his lips, a- it hi- that the Frenchman was a grinding landlord,
wondered at Mark Shelton’s taste in choos- volley,
she
in
the
world.”
to
her
betrothed
much
attached
lover,
from
and
prosperous
lieart would break. “Oh! if In- knew," he exnecessity, ae cononly patronized
Ilodgsou cut his horse at the nape, and as it
“i have been prosperous,” dreamily, ing her for a wife,’’remarked Mrs. Lamar, fell,.the officer"* helmet rolled oil’, and Hodgson
beeauie despondent, and in her despair claimed again, “it lie knew,” the penalty -In* i- ceived the idea of building a hou-" m ar by,
who had once a decided faney for Marl; saw a bald head and gray hairs; the officer took laudanum, and was a corpse on the p tying—In- would pity Inr. and. if i! could be, on the r cul, for the ;n commodate n <>' emibut”—he never finished the sentence.
grant-. 11 secured sonic kind about thre<*-«piarbegged for mercy; but at that instant a troop day following her reaching Philadelphia. torgivc. Will mmi -ce her sir?”
“And the panic never affected you in the herself.
t- r- of a mile further west, and on <1, d a ta\ ern.
of lancers were coming down, full gallop, so
1 -blank from the very thought.
at“Soap chandlers are as good as other Hodgson clove his
least,” innocently remarked Mrs. Shelton,
head with a blow and es- Mr. lluchanan requested permission to
••iShe asked for \on, sir; do you donv h'*r This took near!} all the Frenchman's bu-im -*
sober
and
are
respect- caped. lie said the recollection of the old man’s tend the funeral as chief mourner, lint request? llem ing that > mi amc from A m* n a. away, 'rime mouths afterward there was a
who knew as much about the subtle work- men, provided they
sin-entreated me to bring on to her. 1 p.om- temporary lull in' the travel. The tide -oou
um;n
ivunui.
ings of the financial world as she did able,” returned the lady with the dia- white hairs pained him often. Before begot back \\
started up again, and one night a part;, -loppi d
about the mythical inhabitants of the monds, whose father had once been a pea- to the British lines a lancer officer charged him, dent affections, amt entirely devoted to Ids i.-( d that 1 w mild.”
loom nat \ ail *». mil foinm me iiunsi
'.'Ml!, « M--, lil.lt 1 V
j1
nut vender, while Mrs. Lamar’s ancestors and, missing his thrust, came right on to Hodg- betrothed, Mr. Buchanan's mind was nearmoon.
son and his horse.
into a <■ ha in h* r» Om-nlal in Us ii«rni-!si11< ami ing to Latmirctlc's the enimrants \vt*re r-*’«! that
Hodgson got clear and cut
Ah'. Shelton jumped up, slightly llushed were famous for blue IjI jod and reckless the man’s head off' at one blow. The head ly unhinged by the sudden calamity which chaste in i:> m:«i^nilie*m n. There, l».nl' r* *• i:
Ih'd
<>[
!;;■•
tavern
and
Vail had become
pillg
dissipation.
in the face.
bobbed on to liD haversack, where he kept the had befallen him—so much so huh cd that ill}* ill a will.1 lib; chair, a eov. ly -11: v\ 1 «* I iaer had gone on lo Steuln u county.
»was over -ecu or h ard of Vail or
d:>
“1
iion
t
airs.
rich
sneltun,
Wilkie
the
felslioulitin*
stain.
ami
I
ovtT
her
attenuated
Nothing
1”
and
was the com“VVlialidiots women are
iinuign,1 bloody
kept
poor
pity
his friends became uneasy,
Judge
hallo a ail to tin* nn.i^'^ Iti> tainilv aftrrward. m»w mi, and H vv.i- genlows long and lute, and rewarded them well.
Franklin persuaded him to remain in ids ing fin'll < tinging ami
plimentary exclamation that met his wife’s went on Mis. Lamar, politely ignoring My mail
i: •? !«■ had tnurd -rod
Sammons seemed astounded that the
.>iekne*s had mail *, s it one whox* great 1 »«*:n,’ y erally bclie\ oil that I.
“lor
I
exthe
elder
v i dland
lady’s home-thrust;
a lew
While
there,
ears, as he went hurriedly from the room
family
days.
the light and ln\ci.- Vail and his I'aoiind pill iix«‘d tin* hmi-e.
not
o'ltv
Mimic
ami
battle of Waterloo had been won and lie
gentle i_ciils
in
is
like
other
women
the
heedless of her excited, “Alark—”
just
'The fvis onlv re; tin u
pect she
Laiouretm M-'iiaimd in tin* t iv» in until emih-.iining to write the obituary notice himself, he
present.
Hut Alark was out in the cold, sunlit same situation; Mark made oceans of
they w re wofuliy sunkrii. I’he gration had. almost I'l'ii'id, and grew rir’i.
requested Mr. Dickson to delay the publi- their lustre; kindled
Imru.M
at the vitals,
upon
I’epow died oil the | aee, and his wife continlie blazing lire,
street before the little woman had re- money, and she spent it."
Aii Old Love Story In a Window cation of the Intelligencer as long as
ued to live with l.atourctte. At tin; breaking
her sharpened checks—burned more lie re *iy,
••
die
mail
us
was
covered from her astonishment—his white
which
done;
but.
Doubtless.
Just give any woman
could,
Light.
out of the war of l.sld Lafoiirette sold hi*' propmore hotly, as -lc1 looked upon liiv face.
even teeth clinched tightly together, as he
was only posted once a week to certain
that never had anything some money to
The first question a-Ucil was: ‘‘Are you go- erly and d- pared in eotupauy with his late a-(N.
Journal.1
C.)
[Wilmington
Tin- <»! 1 log tavern was demolwe
were
si>';mt’* wife.
hurried down to the dim, dusty olliee, splurge on, and see hour fast she’ll go
vompelled ing back to Ami iea, -t l*-’’
points of the county,
The house which is now the residence of Mr.
The hollow voice startled me, I seem- 1 to ished years ago, and the site is now occupied by
where so many, arduous duties demanded through it,” laughed the elder lady, as
to close the paper that evening, and 1 was
situated
on
the
southwestern
W. II. Mcltitry,
a farmhouse.
1 told her that it wahis attention.
she glided out of the library, her rich corner of Market and Third streets, is not. only sent around to tiie judge’s to see it the Henan open sepulchre.
“O,
Thu above reminiscences of a century ago
not mv intention to return at present.
Many of his business friends who met silks sweeping after her like purple bil- one of the ancient landmarks of Wilmington, obituary was ready. I was informed that then, wiio will take mv little child hack to her have been recalled hy a star!ling discov rv
or passed him on the streets looked curilows, while Mrs. Lamer followed tier like but is iniimately connected with a legend which Mr. Buchanan’s mind was so disturbed l)j father'.''’ she cied, the tears falling. “I am made a few days since. V hoop pole cutter
of the Revolution and
commences in the
that lie was unable to write the no- dsing. and she inu>l go hack to him. It is the named Hot)' was walking in the woods about,
ously at his downcast face; for his mind a shadow, in her pale-colored tarleton continues down todays
our present time.
During grief
make, and little enough, two miles from the site of tin* old Latourette
was too much preoccupied to take any inrobes.
tice, but the judge suggested that 1 should only reparation I c.mI have
the summer of 1781 the house was occupied by
done them, l Imped, tavern. In clearing away a thicket at tin* foot
lor the hitter wrong
\\
as
alone
B.
where
Mr.
terest in passing occurrences,
lie heard
had
heard
into
the
Alice
Shelton
l’oor
every Lord Cornwallis as the Lead-quarters of his go
parlor,
sir, you might see him," she added a moment of a ledge of rocks In* came upon a large tlat
his
was
a
we
staff
him
that
saw
Lordship".*
and
infotot
hut
the
numb
with
On
in
his
her army.
sorrow,
blue,
military
word, and sat perfectly still,
nothing,
nothing,
iafterwaid. cheeking her subs. ‘*1 hoped you stone standing upon it> edge against the rocks.
hands of street beggars, who seemed to slim, white lingers clasped tightly to- gay Voting cavalier who had become enamored must close the paper that evening, think- might tell him that his image is before me from Out of idle curiosity In* pried it over, and was
resided in
a
whose
father
with
lady
young
till night, as i knew he must have surprised lo see that it had coneealed an op**nbeset his path every lew rods, for his char- gether.
Every faculty of her nature South Carolina. Having declared his passion, ing it might spur him up to the necessary morningwhen
Oh. sir, tell I ing in the ledge, some three t- i in eir<aiinferthe lir t simek came.
sad looked
acteristic charity was well known, and a seemed paralyzed by the intensity of it was afterward, if not
I
have witnessed
exertion.
many
returned.
warmly
then,
Want. oSi, warn everybody! ence. ilotr crept into the opening on hi- hands
him mv
few were the paints that did not close on her emotions. Her honest, conscientious The two being separated by a hundred miles or scenes in the course of a somewhat Tell him Istory.
the
long, long and knees and found that it gradually grew
ban* sulfered through
the coveted penny.
heart was shocked at tlie hypocrisy of more, and the unyielding demands ol an active lengthened life, but none that left so in- hours these mam years—ah, Ood only knows larger, lie went in several feet, when his
it
when
uncertain
For Mark was a good man, humane,' two of her most intimate society friends, military campaign making
delible an impression on my mind as the how deeply.1” “.Mam, you must control vour hand came in e mtact with a hard, round subthe
British Lieutenant could again see
of Mr. Buchanan feelings,’’said my host, gently. “Eet me talk stance. lie brought it out into the light and
charitable and generous in all tilings, and and with the bitterness was mingled a the youngof his
object
affection*, he was occupied, no grief-stricken appearance
was astounded to tind that it was a human
“Let me say
the answer.
until a year back the world had gone well feeling of intense pity for Mark, who had doubt, with thinking of her, and wrote her on that occasion. To see a man of almost while 1 may,” was
skull. Hotf dropped the skull and hurried to
since the day I lift my home I have not known
with him. But the panic swamped dozens kept all this from her ears that she might name upon a window-pane in his chamber with polled physical and mental structure I a
single hour of happiness. It was always to another part of the woods, where two other
of his debtors; his business was dead in a hear it from such uncharitable lips. Ver- the diamond of hi* ring. The war at length bowed to the earth by irretrievable grief j come—always just ahead—and here is what choppers were at work. They returned to tie*
over, and peace declared, the British Lieutenant
of them lighted a pint*
that
a
financial sense; and his creditors were ily, she thought, the world is a vain show,
is one of the most painful sights
| has conn—the gra\v is opening and I must go cave with him. One
returned to South Carolina, married the lady
knot and crawled into the opening, followed by
clamorous for bills ho could not meet, tie and those who love it but moths fluttering and took his bride with him to England. After person ot average feeling can witness | to my judgment.”
Mrs. Francis soon died. Case has since died, the others. They found a cavern where they
had never been careless, unwise or ex- about its dazzling pleasures, only to have the lapse of a few year* the young couple re- Judge Franklin had to write the obituary The
daughter started to return to her father in could stand upright and about twenty feet in
their home in himself.
embarked
for
and
made
America
in
or
conthe
cruel
their
I
tongues
by
a
vessel
that was lost at sea. fliulfalo Express. circumference. By the glare of the torch they
travagant
filling
discharging
wings singed
discovered four human skeleton*' lying outlie
1 would here state that 1 heard with
tracts and his business difficulties had of llame that leap up from envy, malice the city of New York. Thirty or forty years
ago a son of this couple was a visitor to Wilfloor of the cave. The men hastily retreated,
blame attributed to Miss Hubby in
come upon him so swiftly and imperceptiand deceit.
There is progress even in China. The latest
mington, and was a guest of the late venerable pain,
and came to this place, and told ot their discov“Mark shall not fail," she said, rising Dr. Thomas II. Wright, who owned and resid- this connection of which she was wholly reports show that a railroad has been formally
bly that the blow fell heavier than if he
ery. Several men repaired to the spot ,md an
had been expecting some such catastrophe. up, with a white, determined face. “1 ed in the house in question for a life-time, leav- guiltless,—the anonymous note having opened in spite of the opposition of the native attempt was made to bring the skeletons out
authorities, and that the inventor of telegraphy
But Alice Shelton kuew nothing of all will show them his wife is worthy of ing it to his heirs. This New York visitor, by been writen by an envious lady who pass- has
entire, blit, they fell to pieces on being disturb*
actually been mentioned in tlie Pekin Ga- cd. Hr. Kennedy
a singular coincidence, was put in the chamber
examined the bones and said
and
Miss
Grace
ed while Mr. Buchanan
this. The mental turmoil going on in her him.”
in the
railroad—the
first
This
zette*.
projected
that had been occupied by the British Lieutenwere the remains <>l three males (one full
husband’s breast never found vent in a
Chinese Empire—is fifteen miles long, running they
Heedless of the gayety and warmth ant. The pane
of glass upon which the Lieu- were conversing together.
and of one female. They were brought
The circumstances of the above are between Wu>ung and Shanghai, and live miles grown)
dissatislied word or look, and until the around her, ol the blinding snow-storm tenant had written the lady’s name was still inviewed by hunThis sounds to this place, and, after being
of the road have been
of
dreds
previous day he had kept his face and that was raging without or the long snow tact, and the visitor at once recognized the true in every respect, notwithstanding the strangely enough for acompleted.
people, were hurl'd.
as old as
is
that
country
All tin* old stories connected with the I.atonmanner free from all traces of care and
bound walk that lay between the Austin name as that of his mother before marriage. accounts given in other papers, for they the hills and has a population of 300.000,000
And now comes another incident of the legend.
tavern, whi<*li have been handl'd down
anxiety. Blit the constant excitement and mansion and her husband's warehouse, Recently a son of the New York visitor, that are remembered by my grand-mother, souls, when our new nation, just celebrating retie
for
several generations, were at once set afloat.
of
a
and
she
its
first
and
in
who
is
now
her
8oth
Centennial,
been
too
hard
for
and
the
she
hurried
to
the
having
copulation
had
says
year;
him,
up
dressing-room and, was a guest of Dr. Wright thirty or forty years
worry
no doubt in the minds of any that the
has between 00,000 and 70.000 miles There is
skeletons are those of the Vail family, who
dunning of a creditor who demanded the wrapping herself up in cloak and fuis, ago, and a grandson of the British Lieutenant, that, alter Miss Coleman was dead, and •to,000.000.
of railroad. The resistance of the Chinese to
to
Wilcame
well
inlormed
of
the
Buchanan
Mr.
being
the
story,
before
funeral,
request- all elements of progress has kept them far be- were murdered by I.atourctte ninety years ago.
punctual paj'ment ol a note of four thou- went out into the storm and bravely
sand that fell clue on the 21st of December faced the blinding sheets of snow that the mington to search for the historic pane of glass. ed of Mr. Coleman the privilege of view- hind the Japanese, who have shown a disposiThis gentleman’s name is John W. Barrow, of
together with other unforseen debts, had wind dashed into her face—a face almost New York city. When he arrived lie found ing the body of Miss Coleman, but lie i lion to avail themselves of the advancement
There lived at one time in Merrion square,
so upset him that he could not cover his
as ghastly as the snow that fell so swiftly
that the ancient house had been remodeled by positively refused him to enter the house. made by other nations, and attain a civilization Dublin (the fashionable quarter of that city),
and
American
on
a
with
the
European
plane
an eminent lawyer, who afterward came to ocmental distresses with the mask of care- and silently on the half deserted pave- its present owner, and was informed by Mr. However, Mrs. Dean who was at that time
nations. Hut now that there is an entering cupy a place on the judicial -bench, lie was a
lessness he had worn for weeks past.
ments. The gas Hared out through mur- Mcliary that the old window-sashes had been engaged in laying out the dead, saw Mr.
wedge under the Chinese wall, perhaps it may man of high professional attainments, but of
stowed away in the cellar. Search being made,
Buchanan, and informed him that, if he he tumbled down completely in course of time.
llis greatest trouble was lor Alice, ky gas-lamps with a dull, sickly glare; the identical
His next-door
testy and irritable temper.
pane of glass was found, and Mr.
would call at 12 o’clock midnight, site
Never very strong—and ho had often un- hacks and carriages went whirling by Barrow took it back with him to New York.
neighbor was a retired major, noted for the ecwould
him
He
did
it
let
in.
in
viewbecame
the two
that
of
bis
between
and
once
in
a
centricities
derrated her stvength—he had endeavored like sheeted ghosts,
while
so, and,
The room became so crowded
habits;
The other day a very nice young man, when ing the corpse, was quite overcome.
to surround her with every comfort and some belated pedestrian almost walked
necessary to procure more seats. There were there was anything but friendly feeling, and
Of the parties in the above sail affair. chairs stowed carefully away in the attic; one they did all iii their power to annoy and harhad carefully kept all harassing business over her; but Mrs. Shelton walked on, the storm came up, chased after a lovely young
of the members! went up to hand them down; ass’each other. One night, memorable in Ireshield her from Miss Coleman is now
details or cares from her ears, lie bad her heart too hard and anxious to think lady two blocks and a half to
lying in St. James’ | the leader gave out the hymn, “Hold the Fort.” land as “the night of the great storm," the mathe fury of the elements, and then when she acand Mr. Buchanan rests at The attic lloor consisted of the plastering, jor's
given her money withoutstint, and he sup- of fear or fatigue.
chimneys were blow down. Crash they
cepted his courteously proffered aid and he churchyard,
which constituted the ceiling of the room bewent through the roof of the lawyer's house,
When she reached the warehouso the opened the spreading parachute above her Woadward Hill cemetery.
posed she spent it like other women, for
the
chair
seeker
and thence down through floor after floor, carlow, of which circumstance
Yours truly, Jolts J. Hamuriuiit.
she was always well dressed, and his home clock on a distant steeple was just chim- maidenly head, her eyes stood out on her
was not aware.
So just as the choir commenc- rying havoc in their course. The man of law
Be ing eleven, and Mark was standing at tho cheeks as she read her father’s name painted
was a model of order and good taste.
humor as he contemplated the
ed the first stanza, down came one leg of the was in no
And he—
in two-inch letters on the
“A Scotchman once went to a lawyer unfortunate chair-hunter. The choir, however, destruction,good
that as it may, he never thought of tracing dimly-lit office, putting on his overcoat. he was so mortitied that he alpaca.
and what made matters worse was
tried to die half a
for
and
circumstances
and
detailed
the
on
the
his
to
dozed
went
was
failure
home extrava- The porter
in a chair before the dozen times while he was walking home with
did not notice the circumstance,
that it
the cause of
advice,
major's chimneys that had cans
“IIo!
f
comrades, sea the signal ed the wreck. Ills mind was actively engaged
gance. For no woman was more thorough- stove in the outer room, and Alice st: le her, and made up his mind that he would drown of the case. “Have you told mo the n ts singing, in the my
air, reinforcements now are in devising some process by which he could get
umwaving
next time before lie would grab up a
precisely as they occurred ?” asked the coming,”
ly economical, without beiug miserly than softly past him and stood before her hus- the
etc. Just at this instant the other le g
satisfaction from his arch enemy, when a misbrella iu the post office without looking at it.
Mrs. Shelton. Her party toilets were al- band.
lawyer. “Oh, aye, sir!” replied he. “I appeared, and the singing was drowned by the sive arrived from the latter couched as follows;
it
best
to
tell
vo tbo plain truth.
1”
and
“Alice
her
dress
of
the
me back my bricks immediately, or I'll
in
“Send
taste,
thought
laughter
roaring
[ilartways
congregation,
exceptional
“What is the next thing to a lieu stealing?*’
Ye can put the lies into it yourself.”
was not
llis eyes dilated in astonishment. Alice Why, u cock robin, to be sure.
for Mrs, Austin’s
put the mutter into the hands of an attorney/’
ingtODj Pa., Local.
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Blaine

and

Railrord

the

Bonds.

The examination by the Congressional Committee into the history of Blaine’s railroad
transactions reached, on last Thursday, a point
which caused the ex-speaker and his friends to
wince, and give evidence that
exceedingly
This was the sumsore -pot had been probed.
moning of Elisha Atkins, "Warren Fisher and
.James Mulligan—the first, two railroad brokers
an

and contractors, and the latter a clerk. Mulligan had in his possession certain letters regarded a- -riouslv implicating Blaine in the matter
nflhebonds disposedol to parties in Maine and
'- •where.
Blaine met Mulligan as soon as he
arrived, :;-ked to see the letters, and having got
possession of them, put them in his pocket, and
ielu-ed to return them. We give below Mullion thi- point—
1 wish to ask the indulgence of the Comlit* said
mittee lor a few minutes to make a personal and, to

gan’s testimony
me,
thi<

painlul

a

statement.

When 1 lirst arrived in

city, and within about fitteen minutes after my
arrival, there came a communication from Mr.
Blain. to Mr. Fisher, or course 1 wish ii understood that I am stating this under oath.
i he Chairman—Wt* so understand it.
The Witness—There came a communication from
Mr. Blaine inviting .Mr. fisher and myself up to his
jesidence. 1 declined to go tor the reason that I did
not want it -aid that I had been to see Mr. Blaine.
1 wanted to come into this Committee room untrammelled by any influence. Mr. Fisher went up to Mr.
Blaine’s liou-e, or at least he so reported to me, and
),c told Mr. Blaine about certain facts that I could
prove and certain letters that 1 bad got. Mr. Blaine
-aid that if 1 should publish them, or that if this
Committee should get hold of them, they would ruin
him for life, and wanted to know if 1 would not surrender them. I told him no, and that I would not
give them to the Committee unless it should turn out
that it was necessary to produce them after mv ex
uminatioii here veslerday. Mr. Blaine came up to
tile hotel, the itiggs House, and there had a conferHe
ence with Mr. Aikins, Mr. Fisher and myself.
wanted to see the letters that I had. I declined to
Jet him .-•«• them. He prayed and almost went on
hi- knees, I would say on his knees, and implored me
to think of hi.- -ix children and his wife, ami that il
t he Committer should get hold of t his communication
it would .-ink him immediate!} and ruin him forever.
J told him 1 should not give them t<{ him. He asked
1 said 1 would, it
me if 1 wouid let him read them.
he would promise me on the word ol a gentleman
that he would return them to me. I did let him read
them over. H< lead tie-in over onc< and called for
.1
still imthem again and read them over again.
portuned me ro gi'<e those papers up. 1 declined to
do it and retired to my own room, and he followed
about his
inr up and wnt over the same
family and children, and implored me to give them
lie
even
and
said
t.
him,
contemplated suicide.
up
He asked nn- if I wanted to see his children left in
that -’ate, and than asked me again if 1 would not
Jet him look over those papers consecutively. I had
them numbered. I told him I would if lie would reHe took Cue papers, read them
turn them C» me.
over, and among them 1 had a memorandum that I
made by wa> of synopsis of the letters, and referring
... the number' of the letters, a synopsis containing
1 had made that memoranr < points ol the letters.
ifini so a- to he able to rrler to here \\ lien question
«• 1.
He a-ked me to let him read the letters, and 1
mowed him this statement too. After he had them
read he asked nn what 1 wanted to do with those
paper-—if i wanted to u-e them. 1 told him I never
want' d to use tile papers, nor would show them to
the Committee unless I was called upon to do si*.
1 Hen he asked me it 1 would not give them to him.
J lo re was one letter iu particular that he wauled me
to gi* e him.
1 to!*! him 1 would not do it, and the
only reason I would not do it was because 1 -aw it
Mated in one of the evening papers hen—the Star,
I think—that the Blaint party were going to com
pletelv break down tin- testiiuoin that 1 had to give,
and that they were -atislied about that. I said 1
these letter- unless my testimony
should not
was impeached or impugned; that was not the only
reason that I wanted to keep them, but 1 wanted to
keep them lor that purpose. These are the tacts,
gentlemen, and I lea\ e them to you, if I understand
t tie order under which till- < 'omnut tee has power to
send for persons and paper.-; and 1 want this Coin
lnittee to get for me those papers. Mr. Blaine ha*
got them, ami would not gi\ <• them up to me.
Who was present when you lirst delivered
C|
over
those, letters to Mr Blaine to read, on the
that he would return them? A.—Mr. Atkins, and, 1 think Mr. Fisher, was in the room when
1 lirst gave them to him on the promise that he
would return them to me. I then retired from that
room, and he came up to my room and asked me if
I would not let him <ee them again, and I told him
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in them that he Ittul not re.nl. lie .said lie wanted
them again. 1 a-ked him whether, upon the
word of a gentleman, he would give them back to
II- admitted to .Mr.
said he would.
me. and In
Fisher and .Mr. Atkins that the only Tiling that
made him not give up the papers to me was my remark that it' any reports were made where the veracity of mv testimony was impugned I should publish those letters. 1 told Mr. 1 i-u-T and Mr. Atkins
that. 1 say so now, too.

t" set

It is shown by docunn nlary evidence that
these bonds were disposed of to various itersons among whom are the following—
A.

Sc

1*. Colburn. Sk-ovln-.an. r'.»;>,<>!/•», IV-ter Stan-

ton, Augusta, .$lO.ouu; An-on P Morrill, Keadlield,
*00; Ralph < Johnson, Belfast, $10,000; 1*. li.
Ha/eltine, Belfast, $.>,ono, < B. liazeltim*, Belfast,
$ >,00), \. I
Monroe, Belfast, $.>,00o; A \V. .John11. II. .Johnson, Belson, (deceased; Belfast,
Philo
fast, $a,u.M>;
Horsey, Belfast, $.>.000, Lot. M
Morrill, Augusta, $ >,ooo; A. li. Farwell, Augusta,
$:>,«M.K>, Joseph 11. Williams, Augusta, $0,000; < M.
Bailey, Winthrop, $.'>,ooo; total $1 JO,000.
Each of these persons was to receive an
amount equal to subscription of common stock
and mortgage bom.].-;. This money was afterwards all refunded,
the investment did not
turn out well. For his service*, Blaine received
about £20,000.
of June 1, says—
Senators and members listened to the story with
•pen mouths, ami would hardly believe it possible
Unit Mulligan had given such testimony, even w hen
us.-ured and reassured that it was so. that the
adroit, self-reliant, aggressive Blaine had been
caught at last trying to lix a witness seemed bad
enough; that lie had been forced to beg and plead
that a witness would “let up’’ oil him and not ruin
him, and "would give up the possession of certain
letters, the publication of which would elfect that
rain, seemeu improbable, that lie had been so much
alarmed that he had fallen on his knees and almost
wept, and tried to bribe with a promise of n consul
ship, and hail threatened suicide, seemed simply incredible. \et tln-re was Mulligan’s te.-timonv clear,
positive and explicit. 1 lu re was Blaine’s ucknowl
tdgmeiit that lie had forcibly possessed himself of the
Jisher 1* tti is and would not give them up, and the
only thing in rebuttal was Bluiue’s denial of the
w<
ping, t-lilting and suicidal part of the story. 1 he
fact that Mulligan hud retained possession of private
h-ttei that undoubtedly belonged to Blaine or Fisher, was no longer condemned when he made the
statement that Die letters were gi\ en to him by Fishuse us might seem best.
r, with permission
Tin:

>'

;.m. in

thi: co.wmittli: room

striking. 1 In testimony was so unexpected and
startling that it fairly seemed to take away ivory
v.as

one’s breath, and the intense silence of the room was
hardly broken by a w hisper. Blaine, pale and nervous, sat clo.-e by Frye, now whispering earnestly in
his ear, now tearing off ami chewing I its of paper,
but mostly watching intently each word as it fell
irom the w itm s.-lips, hi- massive bead thrust forward in 4he watchful
:t\ that has become a second
nature to nun
M ulligun, culm, quiet and m-H -poses*'d,ga\e In- testimony in :i juit-1 wuy, often dropping liis voic* ^«» ?ow that it was difficult to catch the
words at the far end o! the crowded room.
All the afternoon and this evening the testimony
of Mulligan and its probable e licet on Blaine has
b* n the one theme discussed at the Capital over the
dmuer and
a tables, on the street corners ami in
..;1 the liotil.'. ‘‘It has killed Blaine dead as a Presidential candidate,” say most of the people, ‘‘llis
name will not be presented to the Convention,” says
<>en Bank-.
Whether Mulligan’s previous testimony could have Inca rebutted or not, say all, the fact
that Blaine i.- trying to suppress evidence at all, and
that lie is so afraid of these fisher letters that he has
forcibly possessed himself of them, is a terribly damaging disclosure in and ot itself. .Mr. Blaine’s friends
still nope almost against hope that he will be able to
eh ar himself, and are loud and vehement in their
■h .uinciaf ions ot Mulligan’s keeping and threatening
to u.-e private letters, indeed there is
agrowing sentiment here among conservative men on both sides
tout the growing willingness to violate the sanctity
ot private correspondence has become
alarming, and
the more bitter partisans of Blaine in their abhorrence of this, lose sight of the things disclosed.

The Post correspondent of June 2d, says—
Ir is almost impossible to say what is the public
opinion hereof Mr. Blaine's situation to-night. Hard
ly two can be found who think alike, and the feeling
on the subject is more intense and more bitter than
it has been at any time before. The opinion of the
majority, however, is that f isher’s testimony corroborates all the main points slated by Mr. Mulligan,
and that Mr. Atkins weakens Mulligan’s testimony
only so far as concerns his statement that Atkins
told him that the bonds lorn Scott sold to the Un on
Pacific were the bonds of Mr. Blaine. The mysterious letters are as mysterious to-night as ever, save
one; that one according to tin- testimony of both
Mulligan and Fisher, was understood by both of
them to refer to the $04,000 paid to .Scott which fisher had charged Blaine with receiving and wished to
have taken into account in the settlement then pend
ing between Blaine and fisher, and the substance of
Blaine’s letter was that if fisher thought that he
(Blaine) had received any benefit front Hiat money
lie was mistaken, for it was not in bis hands fortyeight hours, but was paid to parties in Maine. In
brief, the case against Mr. Blaine may be summed
tip to-night as follows—
a

sum mins; ui» of

facts.

It is certain that Blaine was for years a partner
with fisher in fort .Smith and Northern Pacific Railroad speculations; that he induced Maine friends to
invest largely and received largely of the stock and
bonds himself; that in all this business there was
something so private that, when the final settlement
was made, it Was deemed necessary to destroy all
evidences of the business; that at the time that
1■ isiit r and Mulligan believed Blaine received the
$04,000 for the bonds Scott sold the Union Pacific;
that now, when certain letters relating to the business connection of Blaine and Fisher are found to be
in existence, Blaiiu- is so anxious to prevent their
publication that he is willing to go all lengths, even
to breaking liis plighted word as a gentleman, to get
them; and that from one of them both fisher and
Mulligan understood Blaine to acknowledge the receipt of $04,000. But to say that he had to pay it out
to his Maine lriends who had lost by the speculation
for Blaine, there is Atkin’s statement that he never
told Mulligan he knew the Scott bonds were Blaine’s,
th<; absence of positive proof other than the one letter above alluded to that Blaine
EVER I>II> GUT THAT MONEY,
the absence of positive proof as to what consideration lie gave for the bonds he certainly controlled,
and Blaine’s singular statements that t he letters contain nothing detrimental to his integrity; that he is
willing to show them to (jen. Huntou privately, and
will within ten days read them to over 200 people—
presumably to the House. The Committee room was
densely packed during the investigation to-dav, and
though there was less dramatic effect, the interest
was, if possible, more intense. Blaine seemed in
health as usual, and occupied himself by drawing aimless pictures when not
the witnesses leading questions.

good

impetuously’asking

THOSE

LETTERS.

The Committee has taken the matter of the refusal
to deliver up the letters into consideration, and will
doubtless announce the decision to-morrow. Blaine
having fortified himself behind an opinion of Jere,
Black and Matt Carpenter, will oppose their delivery
to the last, and in that event the Committee will
probably call on Mulligan and Atkins to give from
memory the substance of the letters.
BLAINE READS TIIE LETTERS TO TIIE HOUSE.

On

rising

in the House of representatives,
question of privilege, Mr. Blaine ad-

Monday,
to

a

dressed the House on the subject of the investigation in which he is personally interested. He
said that the investigation was aimed at him

personally.

That the letters

brought there by

the witness Mulligan, and which he had received were his (Blaine's,) and no other person
had any right to them. He said further—
The man who held them in his possession
held them wrongfully, amt the committee, which
attempted to take these letters from this man
for use against me proceed wrongfully, it proceeded in tin* boldest and most delimit violation
of the ordinary personal and private rights that
belong to every American citizen. 1 am willing to meet the Judiciary Committee on that
j»**ii:r. i wanted that committee to introduce it.
1 wanted the gentleman from Kentucky (Knott)
and the gentleman from Virginia (ilunton) to
il l reduce that question on the llour and they
d d not do :t.
I understand the Judiciary Committee to have
abandoned that issue against me, but there has
gone forth the idea or impression, because 1
would not permit that man or any man, (when
I could prevent it) from holding as a menance
over my head my private correspondence, that
there must be something in it most deadly and
destructive to my reputation. I would like any
gentleman on this Hour (and all of them are presumed to be men of allairs whose business has
been varied and whose intercourse has been
large) to stand up here and say he is willing
and ready to have his private correspondence
for the last 10 or 1*2 years handled over and
made public. Does it imply guilt? Does it imply wrong doing? Does it imply a sense of
weakness, that a man will protect his private
correspondence? No, sir; it is a man’s first interest "to do it, and it is the last outrage on any
I have defied tiie power to
man to violate it.
take the letters from me. 1 do it still. I speak
with all respect to this House, i know* its
powers and 1 trust that I respect them; but I
say that this House has no more power to order
what shall be done or shall not be done with
private correspondence than it has to order
what I -dial! do with the future teachings and
admonitions of my children; not one particle
more.

But I am about to show the letters, (holding
them up in his hand.) I thank God Almighty
that 1 am not ashamed to show them. There
With some sense
is the very original package.
of humiliation; with a mortification which 1
do not pretend to conceal; with a sense of outrage which 1 thiuk any man in my position
would feel. I invite the confidence of forty-four
millions of people, and 1 will read these letters
of mint:.
(Applause which the Speaker pro Lein endeavored to suppress.)
Many ot these letters have not the remotest
bearing on the subject ; but some of them will
require little explanation. Some of them may
possibly involve humiliation; but I would a
good deal rather take that than take the evil
vil inferences that
surmises and still more
might be draw’ll if I did not act with this frankness.

Mr. Blaine then proceeded to read and to
make passing comments upon, and explanation
of vaiious points in the several letters. The
first letter w as marked ‘‘private and personal,*’
and dated August 21, 1n7J, and address*, d to
Warren Fisher, Jr., claiming that the latter
was trying to force him to a settlement, and

mentioning

note

a

on

account of

“Spen-

stock." Mr. Blaine said lie wanted to explain tiii-c The allusion to the Spencer contract
he explained by saying that in the Summer of
isOl. two years before lie first came to Congress. he had been asked if he could not get an
opportunity for the, inventor of the Spencer
Repeating Itille to bring the new arm to the attention of the Secretary of War. lie said he
thought he could, and he had come on to Washington, and had an interview with Secretary
Cameron; Mr. Cameron had given orders to
have it tested by the Ordnance Bureau; it had
been thoroughly tested, and the experiments
were so satisfactory, that a preliminary order
for 20,000 lilies was made and the Company
had immediately proceeded to erect an armory
in Boston. Jle had been paid, not an extravagant, but a moderate fee for his services, which
he had just as much liberty to take as any lawyer or agent hail to take a lee.
Subsequently
he had taken and paid lor $<10,000 worth of
stock in the Company, which nad since been
merged in the Massachusetts liille Co. That
cer

11«-

H IRIIl

MUI >

The next letter was Aug. t», 1*72, from Augusta, in answer to a letter from FFher asking*
him lor a note of $0000 on aecount. In this
letter Blaine claimed that Fisher was owing
him over $7000 in the Little Rock matter. iSays
the latter is a perpetual and never ending embarrassment, and that he was as a contribution
box, borrowing to meet his campaign expenses.

(Laughter, i

The next letter was one of July Jl, 1*72, giving further particulars of the dispute.
The next letter read was dated Washington,
April 20, 1*72. and in it Blaine answers Fisher’s request for a letter of credit of $10,000 on
Jay Cooke & Co., saying he would gladly get
it if he were able, but he had not the means.
He had no power of getting a letter of credit
from that linn, except by paying the money
for it. and tin* money he did not have. He also alluded to his losses in the Fort Smith transactions as embarrassing him pecuniarily.
The fifth letter referred to a decision made by
Blaine as Speaker, on the last night of the session in 1*00, ruling out an amendment offered
by Julian to annex the Memphis and Ll l*aso
bill to hill relating to the Little Rock road.
The additional letters were then read in full,
Blaine making explanation in regard to one
w hich referred to $0,000 of the U. F. bonds,
w hich Blaine said belonged to a membor of his
di \Vuufn-A'.JbmvUnt1 .vwA/waiM^nror iWim’
made by Mulligan read at the Clerk's desk, and
Blaine then said this was all.
Mr. Blaine then proceeded to charge Froctor
Knott, of Kentucky, Chairman of the Commit-

tee, with having suppressed a despatch from
Josiah Caldwell, in London, three days before,
in which he exonerated Blaine.
Ail exciting

personal

debate

ensued,

during which

Mr.

Blaine offered the following—
Resolved, That the Judiciary Committee he
instructed to report forthwith to the House,
whether in acting on the resolution of the
House of May *Jd, relative to the purchase by
the l nion Pacific Railroad Co., of 70 land
grant bonds of the Utile Rock and Fort Smith
Railroad, said committee lias sent any telegram
to one Josiah Caldwell in Europe aud received
a reply thereto, and if so. Hint the Committee
report said telegram and reply with the date
when said reply was received and the reason
why the same has been suppressed; or whether the Committee has heard from said Josiah
Caldwell in any other way and what.
This, by a party vote, was referred to the
Judiciary Committee.
The

Caiman

Murderer.
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The Press says that the fact that the counsel for
the plaintiff in the famous libel guit, Powers vs.
Iloulton Times, st ited that he appealed to a man as
brother Mason, led a member of the Iloulton Lodge
to bring the mutter to the (jraud Lodge. It was referred to Messrs. J. II. Drummond, f. J.
and K. P. Burnham, who reported that the party in
question be summoned before the Grand Lodge at
its next meeting that the matter may be examined.
The report was accepted.

Murray,

As the dew falls noiselessly upon the tender herbiuto the past, as
age, as the present passes
the perfume of a kindly act rises heavenward unseen, so the hired gfrl slips out the back-way nights
with a little tea and sugar for her relatives. [Norwich Bulletin.

The

tribute to any fund, religious or secular,
was at all the dances and was generally
consulted as to anything that came up.

murder of several men. but was powerless to prevent it. In other eases he contrived to warn men who had been doomed.
McKenna finally was elected secretary
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York, will receive advertisements lor this paper, ut
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au
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date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 70, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a uew payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
to which the piunT is seni.Ut*

[Persons desiring Probate Advertising In their
control to appear in the Journal, will ueed to make
that request of the Court.!
Dealing with Organized Murder.
most remarkable

Among the

phases

of

criminal life—the curiosities of crime, so
to speak—is the history of the so called
Mollie Maguire murders in the Pennsylvania coal regions. Not le33 striking are the
which

few resolute men, repby
resenting the law abiding portion of the
community, obtained information of the
methods

a

secrets of the gangs that

and the
murders, and

planned,

who

executed the
brought them before the tribunals of the
law.
l'or vears the coal producing mines of
man

region about Pottsville, Pa, which
employed many thousands of miners, many
of them ignorant foreigners, had been the
the

of outbreaks and outrages. Labor
unions had made, from time to time, various demands regarding pay. If these were
not acceded to, there followed strikes and
retaliatory outrages, such as throwing coal
scene

trains off the track, burning buildings and
destroying machinery. By populating the

friends,

tion of the letters and the

per will be sent as follows, one copy to
each address that may be forwarded to us

square with the whole history of the bond
can only be conjectured as
yet.
The

in ttie house

Monday
impressive one,

scene

on

pose in his remarkable
Little Corporal played to

mains to be

unlucky moment, he drew a check
through a bank, aud his character was
suspected by the cashier, who blabbed it of the

policeman,

the

but

an

is

scene

Some

qualities would seem to be called for
by that high office beyond a readiness to
repel personal attacks, a niimbleness of in-

the prosecution

who had turned state's evidence. The prisoners’ friends had two
hundred witnesses to prove that lie could
a

purthe
audience of

to some

career,

past, the cool-headed spectators will begin to ask themselves what
has transpired out of all this to convince
any one that Mr. Blaine is the ablest and
best man for President of the United States.

until it reached the ears of the Mollies.
His only safety then was flight.
Soon after the disappearance of tiie detective, five of the Mollies were put on

being

used it

Frenchmen, which is very different from
one made up of calm and unimpassioned
Yankees. When the glitter and glamour

an

a

The dramatic element
be counted on as effective in
seen.

hardly
politics. Napoleon

morning.

trial for the murder of
principal evidence for

was

and
very exciting and
tile effect for the time very favorable to
Blaine. Whether it will he enduring re-

a

can

In

personal expla-

transactions,

refused to be, for such a course would destroy bis future usefulness. He pointed
out the assassins of Jones, and they were
same

man

tellect, or a sharp tongue; a record beyond the raking over of the extinguished
embers of national strife, of squabbles
over the settlement of railroad stock
job-

have been present at the murder.
They were in high feather during tiro
trial, until the detective stepped to the
not

bing,or quarrels about private correspond-

Then they knew that conviction would he swift and sure. While
they listened with whitened faces, lie proceeded to unravel the history of their midwitness stand.

ence

night meetings

country has had very good Presidents who
won the confidence and suffrages of the
people on altogether different grounds,
and will continue to have, even in the im-

15y

a

curious

prevented from

and secret crimes.

the jir} was
verdict. One

happening,
rendering a

Meantime

The

The Senate has passed the Japanese indemnity bill, which provides fur return-

government of Japan the principal of the amount recovered by the Uni-

ing

thirty other asare closely guarded in jail, against
whom there is complete evidence, and
who will untimatcly swing on the galresult.
sassins

in the hands of third persons.

mediate future.

of the jurors was taken sick and died; so
the whole trial will have to be gone over
again. But there can lie no doubt of the
some

to tiie

ted States
to our

damages

through

for

an

alleged insult

la June the United States

Pembroke,

kohama

The story is valuable ami instructive,
as showing of how little avail is the most

as

tlag.

steamer

lows.

FOR

the cloud grew broader and darker, uutii
it seemed that he must be overwhelmed.
And now, under the light of the publica-

heads of the detective agency who the
assassins were, but the district attorney
concluded that he could do nothing withThis he
out the detectiye as a witness.

arrested the

Dartmouth College
dent this year.

on

Shanghai,

to

her way from Yotook her course

the Strait of Shimmoiioseki and

anchored off the town of the

same name,

In

response to the desire of many
we have decided to make special
rates for subscribers to the Journal for

the

The pa-

corning political campaign.

—From Juxf, 15th

Presidential

to the

Election. Nov. 8th

for

thirty-five

CENTS.

There is no need of a printed prospectus
for signatures. Let our friends who take
an interest in tiie matter, solicit names,
and send to us, with the postotliee of each
carefully and plainly written. At the expiration of the time, no more papers will

be sent unless

ordered.

specially

CASH

MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS.
Let the friends of the cause and the paper
sec tiiat good lists are secured.
Remarks

oa

the

Blaine

Matter.

The Republican papers make various comments on the recent developements concerning
the ex-speaker and the suspicious transactions
iu railroad stock in which he has been confessed-

ly concerned. We make a few extracts below—
The Springfield
Republican last week
thought that it would not be many days before
it will tie apparent to everybody that Blaine's
nomination at Cincinnati is

an

impossibility.

The slates for the Republican National Convention may begin to be reconstructed at once.
It is the opinion of the New York Times that
Mr. Blaine is "a dead candidate.”
The New York Tribune sees that some explanation about Blaine’s letters is indispensa-

ble, or that it will believed they conceal .something which will not bear the light.
To the New York Herald ‘‘it loolcs as though
Blaine, having sown the wind, is reaping a
hurricane that must blow him over.”
The New York Sun considers Mr. Blaine’s
conduct “as unbecoming a presidential aspirant,
lie will have to step down and oul.”
It is clear to dispassionate persons that no
party just now can afford to carry through the
canvass such a load of suspicion as tbe candiof Mr. Blaine would bring with it. It
lie clear to Mr. Blaine himself, and if he is
wise mail lie will make the best of his mis-

dacy

must
a

his name, instead of
waiting lor it to be dropped. [N, Y. Evening
Rost.
The Concord Monitor, an able paper, and

fortune

by withdrawing

to Blaine, thinks that an
explanation from him is called for. It says—
‘•Mr. Blame's suppression if the letters, which
Mulligan claims would corroborate his teslivery

favorably inclined

niouy, needs explanation, and that is the one
suspicious circumstance.”
The very candid Boston Daily Transcript remarks that "Mr. Mulligan’s testimony, the interviews between him and Mr. Blaine, with the
statements and admissions of the latter on the

skillfull}- constructed anil carefully guard- i he right to use this strait was not stipuregion with police and military, the au- ed
organization of the kind, against the lated, and the vessel had no right there
outthorities succeeded in stopping the
patience and skill ot detectives backed by She was warned off by a Wank discharge
rages—but there was sullen hatred among the
power of the law. And it is a law, from shore, and next day was attacked
the miners, and no production of coal.
too, that don't palter with such wretches, by two steamers, but escaped withnut in- witness stand, have damaged Mr. Blaine im(Jut of this state of things arose the seIn July the American Minister or- mensely in the public mind. He must iJieve
as we do in Maine, by a sentence of im- jury.
L'l
UYVICUllUIl CUilUU UltJ
but promptly hangs them by dered the United States steamer Wyoming bis public career from the mountainous load oi
prisonment.
made up of the more desperate ol the Unthe neck
to avenge the insult.
She proceeded to doubt thrown upon his official fidelity, or it
ion men. A more reckless and bloody set
would appear an act of supreme folly to enterShimnuoski and engaged the two hostile
tain the idea of nominating him tor the Presiof scoundrels never infested the face of the
A Threatening of War.
steamers and the shore batteries, sinking
dency.”
earth. They had but one remedy for exthe former, killing some fifty Japanese,
ihe Boston Herald, ot lute very severe upon
war cloud in Europe is growing
Tlie
isting hard times, low prices and lack of
and blackening, and the note of prepara- and being badly injured herself, with the Mr. Blaine, editorially says—“Tluit such a man
that
was
murder.
employment—and
tion is heard all over the continent. Eng- loss of live men killed and .six wounded. should have thrown his splendid sifts away,
In every town or by every mine was the
and have fallen to the level of the rascals of the
land’s dockyards are busy in completing In the same month French and Dutch vesorder of Mollie Maguire, an oath bound
common herd who plunder the Treasury and
on
sels
were
fired
at
the
same
in
and in the north
place,
lie about it afterwards for the sake of sain, is
association with grips and passwords, the and fitting out ships,
September an allied squadron of Ameri- as sad a commentary upon the corruptions of
masses ot Russian troops are getting
members of which were ready for any job great
to move, it is the old question over can, English, French and Dutch vessels the times as anything we have had since the
of outrage and blood. Did an overseer be- ready
again. Russia’s traditional watchfulness moved on the troublesome batteries, and recent movement among the people was comcome obnoxious by discharging men, or
alter two days battle, silenced, captured menced to reform the administration of public
over the interests of Christian subjects
cutting down pay, or a policeman arrest
and destroyed them. England was fore- affairs by the nomination and election of none
is
of
the
that
and
veils,
Turkey
pretence
himone of the order, or a citizen
to
of
U11 C3

express
pistol shot would

self against the Mollies, a
be heard at night, perhaps at the victim's
own door, and the man be found weltering
their rules, a body of them
reauinmr n murder to ho done, could draw
Oil U ujjtu.nL bovlj iw .1 luaiutia, lit
ut,
to ward oil' suspicion from themselves, and
in blood.

By

he would be sent.

The superintendents of
have been shot down in

thinly, her desire

but

appropriate though

......s.4t.»

uiiV*

u.na*

auiJiuu.n/j

it

a

who were Christians of the Greek church,
the national religion of Russia. England
and France allied, held the Rusians at bay
for three years, and drove them back at

where he

was

last, defeated and thwarted.

der.

man

A

at the moment of the mur-

named

Dougherty,

three

years ago was charged with the murder
of the chief burgess of Mahonoy City, up-

The present condition of attuir-j i- believed to grow out of tiie secret influence
of Russian agents among certain discon-

the public street, ilis lawyers
of tented Turkish subjects, who have revoltwhom lie had the best—changed the venue ed. Several European governments, par-

on

—

county, and the witnesses were
taken there and an alibi proved. Superintendent Dunn was shot down within the

to Lebanon

ticularly that of Austria, professedly in
the interest of peace, endeavored to take
an

attitude which should

assure

it.

Rut

borough limits of Tottsville in the England stubbornly refusing to join in
twilight, and his death scream was heard the movement, began to build iron clad
by numbers of people, and yet
ever

traced.

men

received

no one was

Sometimes the obnoxious
a

letter

drawing of a coffin,
fate awaiting them.

containing

the rude

warning of the
The people closed

as

a

their doors, and with bated breath told
where information might be hail—in the

ships, and otherwise
Meantime the
volt ol

is

me

increasing.

injured,
representatives of
s

made

indemnity

in

demand

cash,,
illlti

Xty,

uQ

a

Ureat

t.Wll

dollars.
to

gan

the re-

lrom iiirkiiii rule,

Russia, it is believed, will

to force the passage of the Dardanelles with her ships, and England lias
sent Admiral Drummond, with a strong
lleet, to resist such ail attempt. And it

attempt

absolutely

alternative, beJapan having
pay these exhorbitant claims in
no

indemnity

remains in the Treas-

now

ury, and amounts,

principal

and

interest,

takes this position—“He is not in the position of
a private man. He appears to have been doing a
considerable amount of brokerage in the way
of disposing of railroad stocks. It may all have
arisen from his readiness to oblige bis friends;
it may all have been consistent with his own
pecuniary disinterestedness; but it took time
and (it seems) money, and all the while Mr.
Blaine was in a public position where railroad

__

.subscribers, in a lit of
depression caused by hard times and a belief that the country v as going to th« dogs
under Republican rule, stopped his Journal. A lew days ago we received the fol-

lowing—
•'Please send me the old Republican Journal.
My wife says she cannot keep house without it
any longer, and I find 1 must take either tiie
or a

bill of divorce.”

That’s the way

a

good

going

many of ’em talk.

as a

during

Urn war of the

success of which he

Maine's

accusers

assert that lie

ought

good character by other testimony than his own. lint there have been
other prominent men wiio were likewise
sell-asserting. For instance, Paul when
subjected

to the

greatly

by his pen, it was a
religions and men
valued according to their services in the
great absorbing cause of the country. We
are glad to know that Mr. Collyer is above
all considerations of small bigotry.
—We

to show a

revolution,

contributed
time when men of all
of no religion were

gentleman yesterday, who,

with his
cool SiUUOin the ice busine."S
This season, without any particular trouble or uu\iety on their part. [Kennebec Journal.
saw a

partner, hud rnude

—

Evidently, therefore,

on.

It is presumed tlmt Mr. Collyer did this
tribute to Paine’s patriotic services

(due of our old

paper

was

Mr. Blaine owes it to himself and to his Republican friends to tell the whole story at once.”

—The Rev. Robert Collyer of Chicago lias contrib
uted fifty dollars toward the purcha-e of a bast of
Tom Puiue.

to 81,300 boo

j

respon-

sibility and power, whose hands are unpolluted
by bribes, and who have never fallen under the
suspicion of making their official or legislative
acts subservient to their private advantage.”
The Boston Journal, which has been very

instalments, the last one being received
by our government in 1875. Our share of legislation
this

places

honest men

KU

the other three, §785,000. The total expenses of the United States in the expedition were less than twenty-live thousand

to show her teeth.

original difficult}’,

Christians

for

Japan

v.i.uiui

across

conviction did not follow. The staple defense of the region was the alibi, and any
number of witnesses could he put on the
stand to place the defendant anywhere but

cold blood and the officers of tne law have

.on

vVitl'

been powerless to prevent it. The murderers have been caught red-handed, hut

companies

British vessel lias been

the four foreign power

ensues.

She has repeatedly placed herself
the path of Russia in this direction.

pushing this scheme of vengeance,

no

in October, 18G4, the

the way to the Mediterranean through
tiie straits of the Dardanelles. England
will light, as she has before, for her com-

The
same issue was made in lS.ib, when Russia demanded of the Sultan certain concessions and guaranties for his subjects

the

most in

to seize the efl'ects

of the Turkish sick man, and

but

a

Now let the Belfast man who lias realized the same figures, just step forward
ami he recorded.
—The Railroad Commissioners who have

to a searehinsr cross examina-

recently examined the track of the Maine
Agrippa, remarked—“I would Central Railroad, report it to be generally
to God, that not only thou, but also all
This state ot things called for the action really looks as though war was coming.
in excellent condition.
If it conies, the United States can keep' that hear me this
of a strong, determined, fearless man.
day. were both almost
—The Presque Isle Sunrise has changed
lie was found in Frankiin 15. Gowen, out of entanglement, and as a neutral and altogether such as I am, except these
its
name to The Aroostook Valley Sunrise.
President of the Reading Railroad, whose power, recover to some extent the ad- bonds."
Old
Sul himself will go about his business
lost
in
our
own great contest.
business was being destroyed by these vantages
—Isn't the Kennebec Journal a little
*
as usual.
cutthroats. lie gave his time and talents We have lor sale grain, provisions, arms, fast in
accusing the witness Mulligan of
to the work of exterminating the scoun- and a great many things needed in war.
being a thief, known to have gone to
Indian Massacre.
drels. He conferred with Pinkerton’s de- Our ships will be at once in demand, at \\
ashing ton with the stolen correspondCincinnati, June 1.
tective agency, and they undertook to high freights. And thus the whirligig of ence in his
possession”—when Atkins, to
A despatch from Lincoln, Nebraska,
furnish a man who would fathom the se- time will return to us our advantage at whom the letters were
addressed, testified gives the following particulars of a mascrets and expose the persons who did the last.
that Mulligan
brought the letters to sacre by Indians of a large portion of
blo'ody work of the Mollie Maguires. This
with his knowledge and con- Capt. Stone’s company of Cincinnatians,
In a generous, lucid and able defence of Uashington
en route for the Black Hills.
man was Joseph Mcl’arlen.
He was sesent.” This is a
Republican light for the
A part of the expedition was passing
Kerr
the
reSpeaker
Eagle
Brooklyn
lected for his courage, shrewdness and
Cincinnati nomination, but we want to through the Sand Hills about lil'ty miles
marks:
is
of
“lie
exact
means.
limited,
tact.
He was an Irishman and a Northfrom Red Cloud Agency. The day was
see fair
play.
warm and tho roads nearly impassible
of-lrcland Catholic, and fully appreciated He lives within them. His life is simple.
—It
is
noticeable
that
the
dethroned
from sand. The men had deposited their
what lie was to do and what dangers were His home life is perfect. His economics
rulers
of
Turkey are not long-lived. There- coats and weapons in the wagons and
are patent. His associations are pure. His
to be seen.
Ho took his life in his hand
fore we read without surprise that the late were straggling wearily behind when the
character
is
lie
is
exalted,
the
man a
just
from the time he started into the region,
Indians rushed down and cut them oil'
seek to victimize, and just the Sultan has committed suicide by opening from the train. The massacre
at Port Clintsn, in October, 1873, and plot would
followed
in
his
veins
arms.
There is a suspicion with but little
man plotters would show themselves the
resistance, the Indians
each day made a report in writing of Ills
fools that all plotters are in seeking to that he had some help in the job.
numbering several hundred. The leaders
proceedings to the home authorities, who
—The Powers and Plaisted war for the of the party, Capt. Stono and James
victimize.”
communicated directly with Mr. Gowen.
Wood, were among the lirst to fall. The
Congressional nomination has broken out bearer of the report declares that not a
His firSt duty was to understand the topoThe matrimonial market this warm weather is
in Aroostook. The Iloulton Caucus divi- single one of the party of ill men
quiet—no marriage intentions recorded ior two
escaped.
graphy of the country, the names and very
weeks. [ Belfast Journal.
and two sets of delegates were chosen. Several bodies, scalped and mutilated,
ded,
the
characteristics of every man who kept a
market a little
Perhaps it might stimulate
were taken to North Louis Fort.
It is
if the editor of the Journal——ah, line day. The healing plaster of the Bangor resolustated that nearly all Indians have left the
shop in which the miners were accustomed [Portland Argus.
tion, according the next term to Aroosto congregate, and even the gossip of the
agencies and are on the war path.
But we are discouraged by the experibloody

villages

councils ot the Mollie

were

noted down.

Maguires.

him

took, don't appear to have been effectual.
—The fast train across the continent
reached San l-'rancisco at 2o minutes past
nine ou Sunday morning, being 80 hours

tur-

minutes from New York, and
aud a half hours ahead of time.
Three days and a quarter is quick enough.

From time to

time he received instructions from Philadelphia, and was furnished with unlimited
money,
to

in
a

of some of the profession who have
stimulated the market” and tailed lo realize line days or nights either.

ence

although
required
—The County Commissioners of Knox
partake of the hospitality of the place
which ho might be. He couldn’t go to County have obtained from the Supreme
the mission

hotel, but

pentine

must take to his

and

a

cold

potato

quart of
with

those

whose secrets he was to find out.
lie stayed in the heart of this country
till April, 187o, before he was initiated in
full fellowship into the order of Mollie
Maguires. He disarmed the suspicions of
his comrades by representing that he was

Court a writ of mandamus commanding
Geo. W. White, Register of Deeds of that
county, to allow the Commissioners to index the records. They proposed to do
this some time ago, but Goorge got into
his head the notion that he owned the

records, and therefore objected. Those
bench,” as David Barker called them, think otherwise.
“seven fellers on a

“shover” of counterfeit money, and
—Uncle Peter Cooper of New York, upillusion by seldom having
in his possession but “queer” wards of 80 years of age, has accepted the
inllation Convenpaper, lie made himself the familiar of nomination of the recent
halo fellow well met. who tion at Indianapolis. Mr. C., who was for
a

kept up the
anything else
everybody,

could get up a cock-tight or enter any
scheme which required pluck to carry it
through. He was “Micky from Donny-

many years a manufacturer of glue, will
of course stick—but it will require a century's product of the commodity to make

brook,” a jolly Irishman by the name of a respectable following adhere to him.
Jim McKenna, and could tell the bog he
—We are indebted to lion. Josluia Nye
was born on, prove blood
relationship for a pamphlet statement of the Life and
with all the numerous McKennas in the Casualty Insurance Companies doing bus
county, and “divil the
dict him.”

He

was

one

could conthra-

the first fellow to

tion before

con-

iness in Maine.

quite unprotected

Mr. Blaine

seems

in this respect.

to be

and 30

seven

Gas

Exploi

ion.

Portland, June 2. A tremendous gas explosion occurred in Connnt’s photograph rooms
little after S o’clock this morning. It appears
that there had been a leak in the gas pipes for
several days, and 31r. Conant sent to the Gas
Company about it. Their mail came and said
Conant would have to get a gas titter, and as
a

Mr. Conant had no meter, should have to turn
the gas on and off. A plumber and gas titter
named McDonald was procured and he discovered the leak, as he thought, and turned on the
Democratic Congressional Convention to gas after fixing it, the leak being located in a
hold its session tliero this summer. Is middle room between the front reception room
and the back furnishing room. This morning,
there any good reason why the invitation when Mr. Conant’s man got to the building, the
smell of gas was so strong he opened all the
should not be accepteil ?
windows and sent for McDonald. McDonald
for it again, and found the hole in'the
hunted
—Where are you going on the Fourth of July?
centre of the ceiling in the middle room, where
[Camden Herald.
Into tho nation’s second century. You a chandelier was intended to go. It was not
tightly plugged. He then screwed on a nut
wouldn't have that patriotic conveyance and lighted a match to see if the leak was
stopped. A tremendous explosion immediatetake any other direction, would you?
ly occurred. McDonald was blown off the
—Blaine finds Mulligan a good deal liight of steps on which he was standing, clear
across the room and was terribly burned on
livelier than the corpses he raked out of the hands and face. Mr. Richard Craig, finisher, who was in the finishing room, and Miss
the Andersonville cemetery.
Kimball, finisher, were both badly burned
—Blaine may have lost the Presidency, abput the face and hands. The plastering was
blown from the walls, and the reception and
but lie has secured a place in the republic finishing rooms were a mass of
plaster and
broken glass. A bird-cage with a bird was
of letters, beyond question.
blown into a store 300 feet away. Two finish—It is thought that tho potato bug will ing stands that stood in the reception room
were blown across the street, and pictures,
reach Maine this year.
furniture and glass covered the floors, while
the
walls were a sight to behold. The loss is
—And now they say that Mulligan is
estimated at about $1000 to Conant and $350 to
“the great Unknown.”
the owner of the building.

—The Democrats of Castine propose to
open their hospitable doors and invite the

graduates

a

County.

Nows of the City and

Generalities.
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THE CAMPAIGN.

the transactions. What future revelations
there may be, or how the letters will

the murder of Sanger the authorities of
Schuylkill county were notified by the

THE

defence before the committee of investigation. The charges affecting the ex-speaker’s integrity had a small beginning, but

nations by the accused, there appears to
be but little ground even for suspicion in

of the Shenandoah division. This position
M. Pktk.ngill & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
him access to all the books and
gave
and 57 1’ark Row New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions aud forwarding records of the order throughout the counadvertisements.
ty, and well he made use of them to inR. Niles, No. 5 Tremont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts form his employers of every man in the
and orders are always recognized.
gigantic conspiracy. Three days alter

49~1Satks & Locke, 54 Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents l'or procuring advertisements
for the Journal.

Matter.

Blaine

We {jive this week considerable space
to the matter of Blaine's accusation aud

from the tying of a ribbon on the bosom
of a pretty lass to the murder of an obnoxious mining boss
He had the knowledge ot the intended

very

Janies S. Herrin many years ago separated from his wife, and since that time
has lived alone on a large, but not very
valuable farm, in the north part of Canaan,
about live miles from the village.
He at length became somewhat embarrassed, and in order to prevent his property from being taken by his creditors, was
prevailed upon to convey his all to his
daughter, Sarah E., wife of Merritt J. Harmon, taking back notes secured by a mortgage, Soon after, upon the plea that the
tiling wasn’t fixed strong enough, he was
prevailed upon, as he claims, to transfer
the notes and mortgage to Harmon by a
sham sale, to hide the property still more
securely from liis creditors. When this
was done, Harmon transferred the same
notes and mortgages to his brother, James
Harmon, who thereupon turns them over
still again to pay his debts. This, ot course
left the old gentleman out in the cold, with
no claim whatever on the place, and when
this spring, Merritt Harmon came forward
and claimed possession,Herrin’s wrath was
kindled to a burning heat.
On Sunday morning, the latal day, Harmon went down anil turned some horses
into the pasture on the Herrin place. Herrin remonstrated and threatened his life if
lie persisted. At about 9 o’clock, Harmon
again went down from the place where lie
was liying, about seventy-five miles distant, with still another horse to turn into
the pasture, llis brother-in-law, Albert
Rundlett accompanied him. When they
reached the place they found Ilerrin with
rifle in hand, just driving out of the pasture the horses which Harmon had placed
therein, and when llarmon approached the
bars to turn in the horse he was leading.
Herrin forbade his doing so or entering
the inelosuro, on pain of instant death.
Harmon believing that lie did not really
mean it, and that he could drive him liefore him, as it is reported lie had done before, leaped over the bars into the pasture.
The instant he struck the ground and
straightened up, Herrin fired, the ball
Herrin
passing through the abdomen.
then stopped and deliberately loaded his
rifle again, Harmon calling out to him as
lie lay on the ground not to fire, telling
him ‘die was done for; that he should
never trouble him any more in this world,”
to which the murderer replied “I didn't
mean you should.
I told you I would do
it,” and then turned and left for the woods,
a large tract of which stretches for several miles toward Athens. Harmon lived until about one o’clock on Monday.
He
leaves, besides Iii3 wife, one child, a little
boy some five or six years of age. His
funeral occurred Tuesday afternoon.
The murderer took refuge in an unoccupied house, where with Ills loaded gun,
lie threatened all comers, lie was, however, captured and taken to jail.

silently
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fifty-year-old

The fruit trees

stu-

with blossoms.

white

are

Organ grinders abound, and there’s

Theodore Tilton, It is said, is about to take up his

music iu the

residence in

Chicago.
Large quantities of grain
Europe from New York.

are

being exported

Illinois has 200 cheese factories, to which
milch cows make daily contributions.
The Boston

The ship carpenters iu this city look extremely
lonesome.

to

2,000,000

Picnic dinners

The

City government ha- abandoned the
at Mercantile Wharf.

with the thin lint ami linen duster hn*

man

Vegetable Market project

not

Snow is found lingering on the mountains in Verraeur, and the spting is pronounced very backward.

cursion to Belfast

A tin

shop

Maryland,

now

Two

yet appeared here.
The rnitarian Society of Bangor will make

occupies the house in Frederick,
by the story of Barbara

porpoises

were

The

shot in the river

largest

one was

at

Waldo-

Salmon

nearly eight

Nothing looks much lower than

[Detroit

you look.

a

Put

your

premises aoout the Court House *re beiuc
improved by new steps leading from High

The

Mrs. Rosalie Thyng, on trial at New Bedford, for
the murder of her husband by poisoning, was acquit
ted on the 2Gth. She was discharged.
Grace Greenwood is bitterly opposed to Indians
IS he says the finest thing she saw about a squuwS
embroidered petticoat was a bullet hole.
Sheriff (.’lark has written a letter, declining to
make public the details ol Piper’- further conies
sions. Piper left it entirely to his discretion.
The Gazette says that •Natlmuiel Perkins of Lx
ter, was badly injured by a premature explosion ol
powder, while he was engaged in bla.-ting rocks.
A Jersey man wishing to stop the tongue of his
scolding wife, forced a quid of tobacco Into her
mouth and held it there till she became very >ick.

Young
salt

good

for ’em.

Lodge of Good Templars, which won th*
winter, Is now anxiously lookin',
lor the aforesaid prize.
Belfast

state bauner last

The street commissioners, in lowering and straight
eniug the streets, ure found fault with by laud own
ers whose private walks are left above grade.
C. B. and B. P. Hazeltlne, with their ladies, lett
by train on Monday for Moosehead Lake. They ex
pect to meet some frieuds there, and to hook a lew
Mr. Henry S. Parker returned on Saturday
balling excursion to Moosehead Lake, with
make

lot of

The work on the tunnel between F.ugland and
France has been commenced at Laugette, France,
and it is believed nothing will prevent practicability
of the project.
H. Ellis, u farm hand employed by S. W. Berry
in Wuterville, suicided Saturday morning, by hang
ing. Insanity was the cause. He was is >eurs of
age and unmarried.

“My dear, if you can’t really drink bad coffee withabusing me, bow is It that you can always drink
Mrbad whiskey without abusing the barkeeper?
lllank of New Jersey.

out

Reed, Welt & Co. have laid the keel and rojumene
ed work upon a bark of some 7t)(J or
tons burden.
This is said to be the only vessel that will be built
in Waldoboro at present.
At Camden the other day a woman parted fro,
her husband, and two or three men assi-ted her in
taking the child from the custody of the father. >he
left on the steamer, happy.
The official report to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs announces that young grasshoppers have
made tlnir appearance at Black feet Agency in .Montana in unprecedented numbers.
Fred Eaton of Dead River, formerly -f \ as«alboro,
arpsted at North Vassal boro Wednesday night
obtaining $300 on a forged order on Gov. <ohuru
was taken to Skowhegan for trial.

1’lie servant girl employed by a Minnesota family,
with whom one Fred Rolf boards, prepared to*- du
ner a dish of boiled rhubarb leaves, and now Fred
sleeps with his fathers with his hand piessing his
stomach.
A young man in Wisconsin, the other day, delayed
his marriage ceremony in order to 1* ed his horse,
lie explained that a good horse couldn't be found
every day, while thirteen different girls wanted
marry him.
■,

The hot weather has started up the lo* trade on
the Kennebec again, and about eight ve>s. Is load
for Southern markets between Augusta and Gardiner daily.
A common price is
a ton.
About
175,000 tons remain.

Winslow, the Boston forger, was remanded until
June 15, and it is now understood that the Briti \
Government will uot surrender him until a supplemental treaty is negotiated embodying the principles of the act of 1870.
A woman of Sprlugtield who has suffered for
about three months from a malady which her regular
physician could not understand, was at last relieved
ol two lrogs, who must have been developed in her
stomach from spawn contained in drinking water,
taken about three mouths ago. Doubted.

Boston Herald.
James Mulligan.

Mr.

This question is frequently asked—who
l'lie question is not
is James Mulligan?
readily answered, because, though being
connected in responsibilities capacities
with business men in Boston for the past
quarter of a century he has never been in

i*ji liimsell, but always in the
employ of other*, lie is an Irishman by
birth, and in religion a l’rotestant. lie is
a man of good education, and good busi-

address. lie is about 4b years of age,
the last 2b of which lie has spent in Huston.
During this time he was connected
with some houses in the grocery trade,
among others that of Then Stanwood. in
tlie capacity of book-keeper. He was afterwards connected with the Adams Sugar
liefinery as head clerk, which position he
held for lour or live years. It was while
connected with the reiiuery that he became intimate with Mr. Warren Fisher,
who was a partner ia the concern, and
when the latter retired from the firm, at
its dissolution, Mulligan went with him
and became Ids confidential clerk. It was
in this position that the cider Fisher became acquainted with him, and learned to
esteem him very highly
During the latter part of the elder Fisher's Iito. feeling
that his son, Warren, Jr., might involve
the property he would leave him, he
changed his will and left the same to Ids
son in trust, naming James Mulligan and
C. S. Bradley as trustees. That position
tnese gentlemen uoiu at me present tune.
In the double capacity ot clerk and trustee it is not at all unlikely that -Mr. Mulligan had the best opportunities of acquiring a thorough knowledge of all Mr.
Fisher's affairs. Indeed, it is said that
Mulligan knew very much more of Fisher’s affairs than he knew himself, a thing
not at all unlikely, considering all the circumstances of their relations and the peculiarities attending the same. The whole
inside history of liluine’s connection witli
Fisher and others having kindred interests
is, therefore, better known to Mulligan
than it probably is to any other man in
existence. Alter Fisher's failure he went
into the employ of Mr Arthur Cheney,
and has for some time past been treasurer
of the Globe Theatre.
As to Mulligan’s
character as a man of honor, integrity
and truthfulness there seems to be but one
expression among those who know him,
ami that is altogether in his favor. This
testimony, too, be it remembered, comes
from our best business men. Said two of
the latter the other day, in response to an
inquiry about Mulligan's character, ‘'You
have our authority to say anything you
please in favor of Mr. Mulligan as a man
of uprightness, honesty and integrity, and
we will subscribe to it. lie lias been trusted with millions during his business career
in Boston, and in no instance has he ever
betrayed the confidence reposed in him.
He is one of the trustees of the estate of
Warren Fisher. Sr., the father of the present Warren Fisher evidently considering
him more capable of looking after the interest of his estate than his own son.
All
who know Mr. Mulligan will hear ready
testimony to his character for truth, honesty and independence.” The Transcript
in a recent issue, very happily combines
the principal points of Mr. Mulligan's
character in the following language.
“Mr. Mulligan, the treasurer of the
Globe Theatre, who testified before the
congressional committee yesterday relative to Mr. Blaine’s bond transactions, is
considered in this community a careful
and discreet person ; methodical and clearheaded in business transactions; a decisive yet rather unassuming individual, who
looks sharp after money matters, and who
is the last man that would draw upon his
imagination for his facts. Unless Mr.
Mulligan’s friends wholly mistake his
character, ho does not belong to the class
of sensational witnesses.”
Gentlemen conversant with Mulligan’s
position in the Flsher-Blaine business say
that the letters which Mr. Mulligan had
in Ins possession did not belong to Blaine.
They were written by the latter to Warren Fisher, dr., and
by him given to Mulligan to keep and do what lie pleased
with. They were Fisher’s property, and
in giving them to Mulligan he was simply
exercising a right which, while it might
be criticised as placing tho secrets of a
friend in jeopardy, lie undoubtedly possessed of doing what ho pleased with his
own property.
At least, his action could
not bring any of the blame on Mulligan,
who simply received the letters, as he did
many other documents connected with
Fisher's business, as trustee, and held
them as such, having tho undoubted right
to use them when his judgment told him
their use would be necessary.
ness
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Kilgore has been making pictures of the sw
girl graduates’' of the Normal School at Ctistiii*
His studio just ran over with loveliness, but Henry
was as cool and business-like us his own camera
Tilley, of New York, Is (hi
detective force at the Centennial- M
i’illev is brother-in-law of Geo. W. Kuight, of this
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presented <^uantAbucook Lodge of Masons n:
Searsmont, with a large Bible, and another valuable
article, for which they return thanks in a series ■,*
resolutions. Clark & Fernald have pre.sentexi Tin
othy Chase Lodge in this city with u marble gasblock, beautiliilly polished and lettered with t>
name and number of the lodge.
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good Sunday
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Southern strawberries

hours behind hand in every instance.

Blobon, attempted to assassinate Eli Clark,
at Farmington, Friday, ami made an effort to escape,
but was arrested and bound over for trial, (lark is
uninjured.
Albert

who an* ambitious to raise mustache?
mackerel for breakfast. It is said to be

men

take

mense

Seven run ivvay bridal parties arrived recently at a
Kentucky h del in one day. seven enraged papas

Sunday evening
Subject, “The Fall of Constantino

the Pastor.

further

Those who can't see how Blaine comes to be so
rich should remember that he was for several years
an editor.
[Lowell Daily Courier.

two

uu

Lecture at the North church next

by

Bailey of the Danbury News says that “a lie is
like a brush heap on tire; it is cusier to let it burn
out than try to extinguish it.

about

dump weather will develop mosquitoes
bars, if you have uo blood to spare.

The. recent

low-neck dress.
upon how low

Two workmen on the centennial grounds have
been sentenced to three months’ imprisonment tor
stealing some spools of silk.

were

Searsmont

at

Dress.J That depends
[Boston Dost.

Free
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iu the

sales and transfers of farms have be en effected
village within a very short time.

Six

The people of Houltou are in danger of being talk
ed to death. Dr. B. F. Teifc of Brewer, delivers their
Fourth of July oration.
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coust oi

Bolster, the Maine Bank Kxaminer, alter h
investigation into the affairs of the Belfa-'
Savings Bank, in May, writes to Mr. Quimby, thIreasurer, expressing himself as much pleased wit
tithe strong and solvent condition of the bank
Mr.

official

says—
1 have carefully looked over \our -tutement, an I
there is no qu**-tion a- to your -cumin*---. Thenfifty-.ox sound and solvent Savings Bank* in th*
State, and among them yours is one of the strung* *:
fhe general distrust of the Saving* Bunks 1- -mb-il
ing and confidence i-. in a great measure rest ore.;
ITie action of depositors in making ••runs” upon tin
Bunks, has required them to keep a larg* amount u.
hainl not bearing interest, bene* a lo-s of protit*, an
a deduction of rate of dividends, which D the fault
the depositor and not the Bauks.
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An ordinance

passed prohibiting any road surveyor from rain
ing or lowering the grade of the streets to the injur
of land owners, without a permit from the City Gov
There were no proposals handed in hu
eminent.
was

collection of taxes. Both Boards adjourned t
joint convention on Monday evening next

the

meet in

An Elec

ant

canvassed for

Work.

Our

city has recently be*

of the most

one

splendid

books

ever

from the American press. We refer to “Wo
man in Sacred History,” a work issued in twenty
live numbers at lifty cents each, Every number is
illustrated by a beautiful plate in oil colors, repre
seining one or more <*f the women prominent in
Bible history.
Each of these pictures is a faithful
reproduction of tin- work of some celebrated paint
To
er, and is executed in the highest style of art
each subscriber is presented, as a premium, a beau
tiful oleograph copy of Brochart's “Sara the Prln
cess.” This picture is 23 by 17 inches, and repre
sents a young lady of rank amid the surroundings
issued

of Oriental life.

It

cannot

The text which these

tion.

distinguished from hii
subscrip-

be

and is alone worth the

elegant painting,

elegant pictures illiiftypo

is from the pen of Mrs. .Stowe, and the
graphical execution surpasses any wo have
trate

ever

(.’lark, the ag« nt, intends to visit Sears
few days.

Mrs.

seen.

port in

a

Bi'KNtr

am.

The rite of

baptism

to twelve persons on Sunday
Colby, and joined the Freewill

was

administered

last, by Itev. George
Baptist Church.

Seakspout. On Sunday night, May 2t»th, a two
story tenement dwelling belonging to I. W. llavner
was totally destroyed by tire.
At the time the prem
isos were unoccupied, and the inference was that the
tire was the work of incendiaries. An inquest con
firms this

supposition, but us yet fails to detect the
incendiary. The contiguous dwellings were greatly
endangered, and one much injured. A few months
ago Mr. II. lost another tenement dwelling under
like suspicious circumstances-In the early even

ing of Thursday of last week, the barn of Capt. A1
was discovered to be on fire, but by
prompt exertions the fire was extinguished, having
bert V'. Nichols
caused

but

little

damage.

Cause of the fire

uu

known, but probably accidental. About one year
ago this same barn was badly injured by fire.Uu
Friday of last week the wife of Mr. Joseph E. Nich
ols, while getting some eggs, fell from the scaffold
in the barn, receiving very severe injuries. Monday
last

u

like accident

Mr. H. A.

happened

to the

Webber, while having

a

youngest son of
good time with

playmates in the bam.To-day, Monday, Mr.
S. Simpson has broken ground for the cellar
of his private residence, which he will build the
present season.Work on the two ships building
here is progressing finely. The one
building by J.
II. Lane will probably be launched some time in
July. After she is launched the Messrs. Pendleton
will put up a large ship in the same yard, to be gotten off’ the coming season.On Saturday a valuable
horse belonging to Mr. Cyrus D. Tibbetts, while being used near au open drain, became entangled In
the deep mud, fell into the drain and broke one of
his legs, rendering it necessary to kill him.
his

Daniel

The travel
this time.
A

on

the boats and

sidewalk is

new

being laid

cars

on

i« very

lower

light

at

Main street

below Wadiiu block.

The Indians have come, and taken up their suninn
quarters on the shore of the bay below Sanford's
wharf.
The

eartli work of the railroad extension in

new

city

this

somewhat washed by the rains of last

was

week.

Augusta, will exchange pul*
j.!’' with Key. Mr. Estes ItaptM, in tiii-> city next
Sabbath.
Rev. II. W.

The

log l.athe

inn

Pitch*

vn-ndike
k

rson

1

.1

dropping in
stopping ovtr

•-nubie habit of

sundown, and

ab.-et

u-.

.A Son

r

of

an m.-«

-'-a

night.with

.V

Tilden,

over

for

are

shipping

a

quantity
hay
are loading sell.
of

from

the railroad, and

F.

Brunswick, (iu.

1 >.i\ is, who slings a very fatal hook among the
tribes, came home one night recently with a
add lot of white perch. Thank you, Cyrus.

( v.

d

\

legation from the Belfast Reform Club went
Wednesday, to attend the regular quarws'ioii of the State Reform Club Convention

iiocklutid

u

as

held

on

that

day.

military company held
-'ting Tuesday evening, lor the choice
Belfast

a!••.
on
>

.i

The company will haw

■

of business

parade

and

Saturday evening.

ry
the

Grange, of Belmont, will

,‘ic

>i

street

business

large tree that stood by Damon's cottage,
Camp Ground, took a ‘dart during one of
recent rains, and slid ou the greasy clay bank
-ixty feet to the gravel beach, where it stands
.-irmy .is though it had grown there.

d.
ttb

a

a

ate a

new

hail

at

Greer’s

on

corner

Friday

next

in that town.

building comprises u hall and dining room
and a co-operative store beneath
The
uuge is in a flourishing condition.
i
Belfast Novelty Company, having engaged
actors from Boston, propose to give an enter
••,

lament

next veek.
1 lie Gillum girl, the four year
ianist, of this city, will be the principal attraeSee their notice in another column.

Highgate/ Vt.

The broken down constitution caused by Kid-

Albans, Vt., June 3. Three years
! ago last January Charles Butler, a young
farmer, 22 years old, was married to .Miss
1j
Alice Meade, an orphan, then just short ot
Butler owns a farm, upon which his
18.
dwelling is situated, two miles north of
Highgate Centre, and about eleven miles
distant trom this place.
The houso is a
small one. standing near the main road,
but some oO or CO rods from any other
building. To this house lie took his young
wife, and there lived with her happily ever
since. They had no children, and the family consisted of Butler and his wife, Butler's father, an old man, and Edward Tatro. a l-'rench nan, employed by Butler on
his farm
Tatro is a young man, 21 years old.
small and of slight build, but eordy and
strong for his size, lie is the son of a
widowed mother who lives in the neighborhood, and lias been for some years in
the habit of working around for the farmers in the vicinity.
He had not a bad reputation really, but is considered a sort of
daredevil: “Ne’er ito well; ’is in the habit <■! drinking occasionally, swearing and
using tobacco to excess lie has been at
work for Butler most of the time since last
summer, and his relations with Mr. and
Mrs. Butler have been in the main pleasant, though it is said lie and Butler have
sometimes had a few words when they disagreed about the work. etc. Yesterday
the old gentleman, Butler’s father, was
away on a visit at one 1 the neighbors.
Butler was away assisting at a raising at
a neighbor's, and Tatro was plowing with
Butler’s team lor another neighbor, Edward llaskins. Butler came home between
-i and 5 o’clock in the afternoon and Tatro
just before (J. Butler asked him why he

Diseases, is
up, and these
complaints cured, by Hunt’s Remedy. Stubborn attacks of Dropsy, Female Irregularities,

Shocking

Mnrder

at

St.

came so early, and the boy answered that
he had broken the plow-point and beam.
Butler, on examining the plow, found this

ney,

Bladder,

and

Glaudular

promptly strengthened, buoyed

Complaints

of the Urino-Genital Organs, Diabetes, Excesses, Intemperance, Exhausted Vitality, Gravel, and Affections of the Prostrate
Gland, are cured by Hi nt’s Remedy.

Important

York

to Persons Visiting
or
the Centennial.

New

The Grand Union Hotel,New York,opposite
the Grand Central Depot, lias over 350 elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied* with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel.
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot.
1 yr
Sensible Advice.
You are asked every day through the columns
of newspapers and by your Druggist to use
something for Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint
that you know nothing about, you get discouraged spending money with but little success.
Now to give you satisfactory proof that Green’s
August Flower will cure you of Dyspepsia
and Liver Complaint with all its effects, such
as Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Habitual Costiveness, palpitation of the Heart, Heart-burn,
Water brash, coming up of food after eating,
low spirits, ,tc., we usk you to go to your Druggist, K. If. Moody, and get a Sample Bottle of
Green’s August Flower for 10 cents and try
it, or a Regular Sire for 75 cents, two doses
w ill relieve you.
0 mos. 32 cow.
Pills, Potions* and Pungencies.
The moon bai been behaving very well of
lute—barren staying out nights and getting full.
The I toll which commonly prevails among
people of unclean habits and impure blood, and
usually defies the ordinary expedients for its
removal, can be quickly expelled by a few abulations with Glenn’s Sulphur Soap sold ev-

untrue

•-

••

-•

■

■

■

<

«

■

TROCHE POWDER,

AND
A

DELIGHTFUL AND

PLEASANT

Hoad, Throat

Vocal

and

Organs.

This Remedy does not “DRV UP” a Catarrh but
LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is
and agreeable in its effects that it positively

so

mild

Cures Without Sneezing!
Asa Trcoh© Powder, i* pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseate-; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort
I*1 the best Voice Tonic in the world!

Tr* it! Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address
COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Philadelpla.
W. W. Whipple & Co
Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Kust Pros. &
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
]y2C

3ELFAS1
Corrected

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journ al

Rye
Barley
Oats
Beans
Potatoes

8
7a9
18a20
OOuOO
18a20
10al2
I2al4
$10.00a 15.00
•fO.OOuS.uO

j1.5Uh1.75 Duck
UOaOO Hay
i 00a$1.25 Straw

Dried Apple
Butter

‘Jail
20a22
10
12
iuall
10
lOalb
valO

Kgt?^

Round Hog
Pork Back a
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod

Washed Woo
Unwashed
Hides
Call Skins

12

Lamb
Hard Wood
Soft
Shorts per

In Northport, May 23d, Mary Cassic, aged 1 years,
5 months and 10 days. Also June 1st, Lauruette,
aged 10 months and 7 days. Children of John W.
and Julia A. Dickey.
In Rockland, May 20th, Vida Merrill, daughter of
J. W. and Emily M. Dolman, aged 5 years, 0 months
and 20 days.
In Rockland, May 20th, Mrs. Sarah, widow of the
late Daniel (’owing, aged 77 years and lo months.
In St. George, May 28th, by drowning, Charles
Pooler, aged 23
In Thoinaston, May 20th, Myrtie B .daughter of
Geo. A. and Rose M. Harrington, aged 1 year, 0
months ami 8 days.

years.’

near

the inside

’•V
interport, has a
meeting of the B.

1-i’i.m
tant

of stoarne1*
Atwood, of

the Court House.—Read notices

oi»ai.

Episcopal

Si

bouts.—Fred

Concord coach for sule.—Annual
& M. L. R. R. Co.

r.vu kh.

A mission of the Protes-

Church Ik

being held in the L'niver-

balist

church, by Rev. Hubert C. Miller of Wiscasset.
are held every evening this week, ;tnd
twice on Sunday next. The subjects Tuesday eve
nlng were—Sermon, the Nature of Worship; Instruction, after services, in the use of a Liturgy. Wednesday evening—Sermon, Sin, its nature and the
reason for its existence; Instruction, The Apostles
and the Nicene Creed, the only authoritative bases ol
ruth. Thursday evening
Sermon, Repentance;
Instruction Baptism, Infant and Adult. Friday eveThe
Atonement;
ning—Sermon,
Instruction, Relation of the Church to t he Denominations. Saturday
••veiling—Sermon, The Progress of Sanctification;
Instruction, Conlirmation and the Holy Communion.
The Church, the Pillar and
Sunday afternoon
rvices

—

—

Ground of the Truth.

Sunday evening—The

Com-

plete Satisfaction of the llunian Soul. Services durii.g the week begin at 7 :3Q i\ >i., on Sunday at 2:30
ind 7 'tO. i*. m.
All are invited to attend.

Eugene True of Waterville was arrested at Bangor
Monday for ottering a forged note for discount at the
banking room of P. M. Blake.
We are informed that J. (’. Ayer, the patent medicine manufacturer of Lowell, was sent to an insane
asylum in New Jersey last week.
The steamer Oriental, Cant. Doane, of the Savannah and Boston line, owned by Messrs. Nickerson &
<»•, of Boston, was wrecked on Harding’s Ledge,
three miles from Boston light, about hulf-past seven

o’clock Sunday night.

I he Press states that there Is considerable activity
in real estate in Portland, and that while other kinds
of property have depreciated in their market value,
real estate holds up and in many instances is higher
now than ever before.

Cupt.*Adam S. Smalley of the
Eugene of Portland, has received

barkentlue Fred
from the British

in acknowledgement of his humanity and
government
Kindness in
the crew of the
of

rescuing

.Sparkenhoe
Dublin, on the 30th of November, 1876, an elegant
and valuable gold chronometer watch, with u massive chain.

The number of vessels belonging to, or bound to
nr from
ports iu the United Stutes, reported totally
*ou and missing during the past mouth, Is 20, of
which 11 were wrecked, 2 burned, 1 sunk by colliDon, 2 foundered, and 4 are missing. They comprisM‘d 1 ship, 7
barques, « brigs and 6 schs, and their tobd value, exclusive of cargoes, is estimated at
$300,.

Almost every city lias its popular and standard “favorite” hotel. Boston has its “Americun,” one of the largest, best, and most comfortable of hotels. The American is the great
fesort for huainess men and travelers.
Its location is most
convenient, and its accommodations are unsurpassed.

Which Shall I Take?
Tills is often :i serious question with Hie invalid. lie linds the market Hooded with proprietary medicines, scores of which are recommended as certain cures for his peculiar aililc reads the papers, circulars, and alment.
manacs, and linds each sustained by plausible
arguments setting forth its virtues and specitic
The recommendations are as strong
action.
tor one as for another. The cures claimed to
have been wrought by one are as wonderful as
those claimed to have been wrought by another.
In his perplexity and doubt, the sufferer is
sometimes led to reject all. Hut it should lie
borne in mind that this condition of things is
one that cannot he remedied.
In a land where
all are tree, the good—the truly valuable—must
come into competition with the vile and worthless, and must he brought to public notice by
the same instrumentality, which is advertising.
In such a case, perhaps the only absolute proof
that a remedy is wliat it claims to be, is to try
it. The "test of a pudding is the eating of it.”
“Prove all things, hold fast that which is good,”
is the apostolic injunction. There may, however, he stronger presumptive evidence in favor of one remedy than there is in favor of another, and this should he allowed its due weight.
A due r'gard to this may save a vast amount of
experimenting and a useless outlay of money.
As presumptive evidence in favor of I)r.Pierce's
Family Medicines, the Proprietor desires to
say, that they arc prepared by a new and scientific process by which the virtues of the crude
plants and roots are extracted without the use
of a particle of alcohol. Not a particle of this
destroyer of our race enters into the composition of either his Golden Medical Discovery or
Favorite Prescription. This consideration alone
ought certainly to rank them high above the
vile compounds saturated with alcohol, Jamaica ruin,sour beer,or vinegar, which arc everywhere oliered for sale.
Again, they are of
uniform strength, amt their virtues can never
lie impaired by age. They are also made from
fresh herbs and roots, gathered in their appropriate season, when they are flush with medicinal properties. In support or these claims,
the following testimony is oliered:
Jt. V. Pierce, M. D.:
Newark, N. J.
Dear Sir,—1 have sold a great deal of your
excellent remedies, and I prefer to sell them
before others, because they give good satisfaction to those who use them. I hear such remarks as “Sage’s Remedy completely cured me;
it is a splendid thing;” or, “Pierce’s Discovery
is just what 1 wanted; I feel better than I ever
diil.” One of our celebrated singers uses it for
strengthening lier voice, and says “there is
nothing equals it;” anil so 1 might give scores
of remarks about your preparations. A colored woman was using your Discovery, and after taking three bottles was completely cured.
She, being in the store, said to me, “I don’t
want no doctors ’round me so long as I can get
the Discovery; it beats all your doctors.” And
so I might go on.
I am, most respectfully vours
ATiiA 15. CROOKS.

Montv ii.lh. The Democrats of this town are notilled to assemble in caucus at White’s school hou.se
on Friday, the Pth, at .*> o’clock I*. M., to choose delegates to attend the State and District Conventions
at Bangor on the 13th.
Bf.i.mont.
The Democsats of Belmont are reto rnest in coiicus at the School House in
District No. 5, on the 'Jth of June, at G o’clock 1*. M.,
to choose delegates to the State and District Convention.
I’er Order Town Com.

quested

Searsmont. The Democrats of Searsmont are
requested to meet in caucus at Gilmore’s Hall, on
Saturday June 10th, at G o’clock 1*. M., to choose
delegates to the State and Congressional Convention, at Bangor June 13.
Kuwahd Burgess, Chairman Town Com.

-4

every

1-2 o’clock.

Mondaj

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND,
CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
Will leave

Portland every Mondav, ITednet*

•lay anil l'ridar (‘veniiiyn at lO o’clock,
for Rockland, Camden, Melfa.-r, Scarsport, Saudypoint, Mucksport, Winterport, Hampden and Mangor.
Returning, leaves Mangorevery Monday. W »••!aeidar anil 1- riilny moruini;* at O o’clk.

Store.)

4w49

ormerly

with A. 1). Mathews, f urniture Dealer, No. 70 Main Street,)

Would respect fully amir, unce to the citizens of Belfast aud vicinity that lie is now located on

"'litre he is

Furniture

prepared to do all kinds of

Repairing

&

Upholster-

SHORT NOTICE.

IXG AT

And Prices to suit the times. I shall make Coknice
and 1 UtAi'KUv Wokk a specialty.
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, I feel confident I shall be able to
please all who may favor me with u call. 1 shall be
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime,
also Lace Drapery put up in the latest styles.
L\Miuu:t*t ins in Cretoue or Worsted Goods cut
and made to order.

BELFAST.

1

I

ARRIVED.

May 31st, Revenue Cutter Dobbin, Abby, Castlne;
Schrs. Ida May. of iJueksport,) Hopkins, Saco,
James Holmes, Rvder, Boston; Urono, Powers, Deer
1st, selir. Sea Flower, Bates, Somes’ Sound.
2d, schr. Geo. 1*\ Washington, Towle, Yinul-

4th, schrs. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, Boston;
Gentile, Barter, Isle au Jlaut; Forest Queen, Robbins, Bangor.
June 6th, schr. Onward, Turner, Isle au Ilaut.

AMD ISLESBORO
Steamboat

June 1st, schr. Eveline, White, Surry.
June 2d, schrs. E. E. McDonald, Kane, Pensacola;
Lillian, Kyan, Boston; Forest Queen, Bobbins, Ban
gor; Hero, McDonald, Boston.
.June 3d, schrs. A. IIu>ford, Pendleton, JacksonBevenue Cutter
ville; Orono, Powers, Deer Isle
Dobbin, Abby, Castitie.
June4t!i, schrs, Ida May, Hopkins, Bungor; Ritdiant, Hardy, Swan Dland.
June Oth, schrs. A W. Ellis, Ferguson, and James
llolrues, B\der. Ellsworth, to load i'or New York.
June 7th, schrs. Empire, Byan, Bustou; Esperanza, Smalley, Western Banks.
MEMORANDA
At Stockton, June nth, bark Arizona, Bcriy, Bangor for Liverpool, ready lor sea.
Ar. at Gloucester, .June Gth, f-chr. William Frederick, Ames, 4-3 days fiom Trapani; passed Gibralicr,
Gth ult.
Ar. at Boston, June 6th, schr. Walter F. Parker,
Daniels, Cadiz, P.d ult.
Ar. at New York, May 30! h, brig J. II. Lane,
Shute, Messinu; 31st, schr. Florida, Gilmore, Jackeonville.
Old. from New York, June l«t, schr. Annie L. McKeen, McKeen, Jacksonville, in ballast, thence to
return at $7 per M.
Ar. at Brunswick, Ga., Juno 4th, schr. Edward
Johnson, Bean, Oporto and St. Thomas.
Ar. at Charleston, June 1st, barqueniine Fred Eugene, Young, this port.
ISld. from Hamburg, June 1st, ship Lady Blessing

Capt. \V. 1*. Faun»\vokt!I,
Will run until further notice* as follows: Leave
Brooksviile for Belfast every Monday, Tuesday and
Friday at 7.-10 A. M., touching at Castine (at 8) and
Islesboro. Also Thursday at 1'-’ M., Castine
1*.
M., and Islesboro at to A. M.
Returning, leave Belfast, (Sanford’s Wharf,) every
Wediusdav and Saturday at^J o’clock A. M
or on
arrival of steamers. Also Monday and Thursday at
1 MO 1*. M., touching at Islesboro and Castine.
file
Wednesday morning trip from Belfast will be extended to Carver’s Harbor, Vinalhaven, returning
the next day, leaving Vinalhaven at 7 o'clock Thursday morning, touching as above.
K E

Islesboro &
Brooksviile
Islesboro to

From Belfast to

Castine

or

Return.
.05
.40

Brooksviile,

Castine to
Belfast to Vinalhaven,
Brooksviile or Castine to Vinalhaven
Islesboro to

Vinalhaven

or

1.50

return,

Leghorn,

May 26th, brig IE II. Wright,
no

England.

verv,
Ar.

date, ship Premier, McGil-

Gth, hark Sarah A. Staples.
Nickerson, Sunderland, April 2eth. The Staples has
been ordered to this port for repairs.
Sid. from Wellington, X. Z., March 10th, brig Ned
White, Tliombs, Manila.
Boston, June

at

SPOK l-.N.

An

it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and
Common Council of the City of Belfast, in City
Council assembled, as follows
Sec. 1. N o 11 igli way Surveyor shall raise or lower
any street or way, to the injury of au owner of laud
adjoining, or so as to incommode any person's house
or other building, without a written permission lirst
obtained from the municipal officers.
Sect. 2.
1 his ordinance shall take efleet in two
weeks from its passage.
A true copy of Ordinance Relating to Highways,
finally passed by concurrent vote of both brunches'of
the City Council of said city.
Attest
EMERY BOA ROMAN, City Clerk.
June 6th, 187t5.—Iw49

At 20 Cents pep

Dress Goods!

First
$110 For 3 Minute Class,
250 T or 2 34 Class,

Day.

Second
$ 110 For 2.50 Class,
150 For 2.3b elites,

£

75, 25, 10
75, 25

150,

Day.
it,, io
00, 40, 20

$

80, 35, 15
150,75, 25

best 3 in 5 mile heats to harness, govern*
ed by the National Ktiles for 1870. Open to all horses
owned in Maine Jan. 1st, 1870. Entries close .lime
0th at V o’clock, P. m. May and straw furnisjied.
Owners are invited to enter iu all the races. Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse.
Five per cent, to
accompany the entrance. Entries taken by either
association for all the races.
All

races

Entries made to

t S. A. XYE, Fairfield.
t XV. W. CASTLE, Belfast.

Bel faff,

M. A. CULLNAN.
Corner of Miller and Cross Sts.
3w45s

May 10, 1870.

Deafness, Blindness 1 Catarrh.
DR.

American House, Beliast,
Tuesday, Wednesday anti Thursday, June 13, li, 15.

WOULD RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE TO

the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that I .hall be
here the last week in June for the purpose of tuning
anil repairing 1’ianoen. Will keep them in tune
by
the year If desired. Orders left at Woodcock’s Bookstore will receive prompt attention.
3w4tf
Respectfully, E. W. COULD.

NOTICE.
LEditorial from the Daily Kennebec Journal.]
Augusta, Nov. 24, 1875.
Air. Win. II. Hersom of this city, informs us that
he has been afflicted witli chronic catarrh for several
years, and it readied such a state as to deprive him
of the sense of smelling, and greatly
impaired ids
hearing. He has been under Dr. Lighthill’s treatment for two weeks, and can now smell as well as
he ever could, and has regained his hearing.

My Span of JET RLACK STALLIONS
may be lound at my
noons
J Stable mornings,
uiug.r, uwuo
-i
und
.evcn.lnN* for the season, believed to be
the handsomest and most valuable pair of
horses iu the State.
Stock raisers can have the services of either to
warrant for $10.
A. G. JEWETT.
3w59*
Belfast, June 5, 187G.

<\

--—

gladly testify, that Dr. Lighthill completely cured
of deafness in my right ear, which has troubled
20 years, und my left one, which also
for the
became quite deaf during the past year. I will be
to
glad
give any information concerning the veracity
of this statement to uny one culling upon me. I reside on Briinmer St., Brewer, and have been a resident of this locality for 20 years.
Wii. F. Doe.

past

Cure of Diseased Eyes—Statement of Col.
Alden of Augusta. Maine.
To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Dr. C. B. Lighthill a few years since treated one
of my sons for sore eyes, and it gives me pleasure to
recommend him to all needing his services, as my
son was very much beneiitted by him.
D. Aldkn.
Augusta, Oct. 2tfth, 1875.

tf47

w.wv.v

\

Gaution.

Bangor, Dec. 30,1875.

I

ine
me

Best

quality

made (all

my wife Eliza McCabe, lias left my
bed and board without justifiable cause, \
forbid any person harboring or trusting her
on my account, as I shall pay no bill of her contractwilliam mccabe.
ing.
3w49*
Belfast, June C, 1870.

WHEREAS,
hereby

of Belfast,

ss.
City
PROPOSALS for collecting the State,
County and Municipal Taxes of said City for the
current municipal year will be received by the City
Clerk until 0 o’clock P. M., Monday, July 3d. The

SEALED

Cltv Council reserves the right to accept any one ot
said proposals or reject all of the same.
Per Order,
EMERY BOA RDM AX, City Clerk.
4w49
Belfast, June 8, 1870.

we are

Full line for

we are

a

the sole

Agents.

full line of

GOODS!

prepared to

sell at low

BUTTON

ever

priced.

KID

before offered iti this

city.

Spring and Summer. Catalogue

JOHNSON & C O

To the Ladies!

PATTERNS

yard.

8 Cents pep

free

MOTICE

perfect)

yard.

6 Cents per

Prices!

Lowest

STLAMLU

Wm. R. Roix,

freight
duplicate.

in
ery of

must

All

Capt.

J. P.

T. W. mm & Cl,
Take pleasure in announcing to Ladies
and Misses of Belfast and vicinity,
that they have engaged a tir.-t-class

Johnson,

Spring Sacques! C la O A K
Ready
made at LOWER PRICES than

customers can make them.

be accompanied by Bill of Lading
freight bills must be paid on delivDA N1L L L A N

goods.
Belfast, May 25, 1870.

and Tasty

DRESSMAKER

L, A geut.

!

MEN’S

itottiimiam
A new assortment

FEOM

Laces:

°

!

just arrive*!.

Boots & Shoes
The

Largest Stock and Best

Main Central Railroad. Bargains
Trains now leave Belfast at 7.40 A. M. Brooks
Thorndike 8.40.
8.10.
Unity 8.60. Arriving at
Burnham 0.10 A. M.
3.40
at
1*.
M. Brooks 4 25. ThornLeave Belfast
dike 0.00. Unitv 6.10. Arriving at Durnham at 0.40
1\ Jl.
Leave Burnham at 0.30 A.M. Unity 9.57. Thorndike 10.10. Brooks 10.47. Arrive at Belfast 11.30
A. M.
Leave Burnham at G.03 P. M. Unity fi.30. Thorn
dike C i‘2. Brooks 7. lv!. Arrive at Belfast 7.00.

FOR

bALE.

Concord Coach

or

Mud Wagon,

nine passenger, built to order, but
little used—will be sold at a bar
gain if applied for soon.
FRKL> ATWOOD, \Vinterport, Me.
3w49
Winterport, June 7, 1870.

ever

offered.

Men's

And under the charge of

CARPETINGS
Look at

Caif Boots from $3 to $5

;

Men's

Congress Boots from SI.75

our

Ingrains

50 Cents per

at

yard-

GARMENTS & DRESSES,

$4.50: Men's Low Strap Shoes

Extra

Weight Carpetings!

At (>7 Ac 7 5 cts. per

yd-

J. W. CLARK’S
FAMILY

SHOE

STOItF.,

13 Phenix Row, Belfast.

Sheeting

For

Soap

propose to cut :iml manufacture

They

to

from $1.60 to $4.

Miss E. A. Pitcher.

and to all those entrusting their work
with us a perfect lit will be

guaranteed.

We would also notify that we keep constantly on hand every article wauted
for the manufacture of

GARMENTS & SUITS.

Best Quality $ Wool Superline T. W. PITCHER & CO.,
81 Main St., Belfast, Me.

Makers.

<3- R. -A. 1ST L)

—IN ALL-

JUST

(Next Week,) with

I

which

PRINTS !
CHOICE

All

reasonable PRICE, please give us a CALL,
guarantee satisfaction in every instance.

and

Piano Tuning!

BUSK

COLLARS & CUFFS!
Neckties. Hamburgs & Hosery

81.00 per yard,

a New and Excellent Programme, assisted by Lamartine and Bugley,
late of the Howard Athemeuin.
3Ir. J. Lamertlne, Banjo Soliat. Mr. Tim. Bagley,
Irish and Dutch Comniedian.
Baby Milium will make her second appearance.
For date and particulars see small bills.

DOUBLE

We have

H. H.

—FOR—

HAYFORD HALL

CARL B. LIGHTHILL.
Can be consulted at the

for another entertainment
will play at

trimming

Trip,.$15.50

WELLS

just returned from Boston with every thing

Rubber
rehersing

stylo

Buttrick’s Patterns

CHEATER Til AX EVER,
from 75 cts. to SI.25 per yd.

Selling

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

B. F. WELLS.

Halls, Parlors and

Are

liew

Black Cashmeres!

*

Capt.

RETURNING,
Third Day.
$12.0 For 2.42 Class,
260 For 2.31 Class,
Conditions.

low.

a

we

J

June 13. 14 & 15.
June 20,21 & 22.

remarkably

full assortment of

much called for

Cheaper than

Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

STLAMLU

FRESH <S& IN) EW

At

a

TWO

$2 50
3.05
LOWELL,
Centennial Tickets fop the Round

Centennial Circuit !

are

great variety in Spring Shades,
25 Cents per >d.

Displays,

THE
Papering

A

FARE TO BOSTON,
‘‘

Neat

WOOL

ALSO A FINE LINE OF

Will leave Bklfast for Boston every Monday,
and Saturday, at 2. I*. M.
Returning, will leave Boston every Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 5 1-2 1*. M.

a

Stripe which

WHITE

Wednesday, Thursday

Ladies if you want

AND

Brown it Bleached Cottons.

BE

BELFAST.
FAIRFIELD.

yard.

Pyrotechnist,
Boston, Msss.,

Qt;lx-

Opening*

MRS.

Beiges. Plaid

Plain.

everything pertaining

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!

1.50
1.25

—OF-

Has

good line all wool

Worsted. Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimps.
line.
and
to the

SELLING AT THE

Grand

a

valued at $1.75.

yd.,

to

lat. 21 S., ion. 29 W., ship Louis Walsh
from Point Lobos for Queenstown.

of Belfast ssOrdinance Relating to Highways.

have

CORSET

FAIR RATES!!!
Hooper k Shepherd, Agts., Castine; Wm. Wasson, Agt., Brooksviile; Bcnj. Ryder,Agt., Islesboro;
S. W. Randall, Agt., Vinalhaven; Howard Conaut,
Agt., Belfast.
Belfast, June 8. 1S7G.

City

iu Plain and

THE

April 13th,

White,

we

Only 20 cts. pep yd.

FREIGHT TAKEN AT

June

Cashmeres, Black Mohairs, Black
Hernani, Black Grenadine.

Hairiiiu Dress Goods!

ton, Brown, Quebec.
Sid. from

25 per

ENGLISH

is most extensive and complete. We have produced
this season the best lot of goods we have ever manufactured, and introduce this year new and elegant
devices in Fire Works, made only at our Laboratory,
together with a large variety ol Decorations, Flags,
Lanterns, Fire Crackers, Torpedus, and Illuminating Specialties, most appropriate for this Anniver
no
sary. For Public <>r Private
superior goods can be found. We guarantee satis
faction to ev« ry purchaser and liberal prices. Committees should apply immediately < d\ e your orders
now, or write us what your proposed arrangements
or wants ure without delay; good selections can
thus be made, plans perfected and succor assured
for a brilliant celebration of this “<jloriou> Fourth.”
Send for our Descriptive Catalogue and Price !.i>t.
For Piuvatk Displays we put up Jlar°$ of an assorted lire Works, from $1.00 to $100.00 in value,
which are safely shipped any distance, C. (>. D. Address B. T. WELLS. Agent for N. F. Laboratory,
4wLJ
18 Hawley St. cor. Milk, Boston.

or

Black

surpassed.

Drap’deete. Black Alpacas

We also havt

$1.00

Castine,

manner,

l’aiutlng

Only SI.

July 4th, 1876,

^IU;-PI ONEE R,

painting, thepapering
and Graining done in
House
best
und
Front
Sitting Rooms, a specialty. Orders solicited and
will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
price and work assured by

BLACK SILKS !

Centennial Celebrations of

T 1) A M E R

S

F A

Hawley Street,

Our stock of Black Goods cannot be

Black

KNICKERBOCKERS

Announce that their stock for 1 lie

Mine !

BLEACHED

REDUCED PRICKS.

AT

COTTON

Tbe New Eng. Fire Work Laboratory.
18

AND

COTTONS !

In Dress Goods

SPLENDID QUALITY OF

FIRE WORKS
C. E. MASTEN.

BROWN

and

leaves Winter Harbor every Woiln-«itay anil Friilay morning-* at 4..IO
o’clock, touching as above, arriving at Rockland
at about II o’clock, connecting with Steamer
City of Richmond lor Portland.
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
Maturiluy morning- at j 1-2 o’clock, (or on
arrival of Steamer as above) for Ellsworth, touching
Ut Deer Isle.
Returning, leaves Ellsworth every Moutlay
morning at .V.’lttl o'clock, touching at Deer
Isle, arriving in Rockland at about II o’clock,
connecting with Steamer < ity of Richmond for Portland.
The Steamer CnAKT.r.s linn, it to x lias been re.
cently relitted and furnished with a NEW ROIEER
ana new Machinery, making tier every way a lirst
class Steamer.
For further particulars, inquire of
CTRL’S STURDIVANT, t.ien’1 Agent.
Railroad Wharf.
Portland, May 6th.

Belfast, Oastiuc, Hrooksvitlc

SAILED.

Meyers, New York.
Ski. from Uassein,

cheap.

extra

expense.
Hoping to see all my old friends, and as many new
ones as will favor me with a call at my new place.
1 remain, Respectfully,
GKO. DlPKOL'X.
3most9
Belfast, June s, lS?o.

selling very clieap.

Knickerbockers. De

Returning,

St., Xext dour to-the Court House,

Clitirdi

we are

they

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON,
CAPT. ORIS B INGRAHAM,
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
Tuyttilay anil Xliurmlay morning « at
1 2 o’clock, (or on arrival of Steamer City of
Richmond from Portland,! for I>eer Isle, S. W. and
Mar Harbors (Mt. Desert), and Winter Harbor.

Geo. BeProux
f

REMNANT PRINTS

cement
cannot be

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS
In Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices.
*»“W ork taken from houses and returned without

SHIP NEWS.

Isle.
June
June
huven.
June

^

at

lO o'clock for Rockland,
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South West and Mur Harbors
( m t. Di vert
M i i 1 b r i d g e,

Jonesport and Machiusport.
Returning, leases, Machiasport,
at

Portland

'riiurmlaj Ci>ninur«
•,

<.—*

I orbes'

It prices and a good assortment will inlluenee tiie trade to buy readily and
largely, now is the time to purchase, lor goods have never
been offered the public
at as LOW bargains
as at the present
time.
The prices we make upon our goods are
strictly reliable, ami so LOW in fact,
that we are neither ashamed nor
afraid to quote them publicly
through the press. If the
value of goods cannot stai d a public announ-

NOTICE.

Obituary notices, beyond the. Dale, Xu me and Age
must be paid,for.
In this city, June 1st, Mrs. Fidelia E. Brackett*
wife ot John Brackett, aged 50 years and 22 days’
[State papery please copy.
In this city, May 25th, Miss AddieC. Cunningham,
aged 27 years, 5 months, 7 days.
In Lincolnville, May 27th, James B. Dickey, aged

OF

over

SEW LOT OF

A

which

CHAS. DEERING,

O-irt*''

A

Boston. Ladies please cal!'

11 Main Street,

DIED.

PORT

Southworth,

selection in

Ik W. Burkett & Co’s.

—

Will leave

MILLINERY
own

TO

ST i : A M !•: R LE W 1STON,

morning

Of their

P E R C A L E ^

-A. T-

BELFAST.

Ellsworth and Bangor.

NEW AND SELECT STOCK

Mryhuues

Prints, Cambrics, Cretonnes,

Mt. Desert, Machias,
CAPT.

ART. NOW OP! VINO

special bargains in

We have

WELLS,

—

Goods!

York,

INSIDE LINE

Notice.

AND

MAR HIED.

—AND—

Hosiery, Flowers, Parasols &c.

out

Mrs. Richards
Miss

DRY

and Boston.

my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons Indebted to me by note or account, are hereby notified that their accounts must
be settled Immediately, or they will be placed In the
hands of other parties for collection.
Ji. IL FORBES.
49tf
Belfast, June 5, 1S.T».

■

Pioneer and

closing

DOMESTIC.

Offer tat prices much DOVER than ever
offered in t ill city before. We refrain from
quoting p»let s,\md the public can sutisfy themselves by calling aud examining our well selected stock, that
our goods are Cheaper than
those who quote prices iu
their advertisements.
We n.tnn just what we say, and invite tho
public to give us a call.

Eliilad.elph.ia,
1ST ev/

LARGE and varied Stock of

:i

Carpeting: Dry

s

State of Maine which I have latelv purchased

Tn the
at

lsro.

Special
am

5

WHO SOW HAS THE

7 Main Street,

15
$1.40a 1.40
17a24

lu Searsmont, .June 4tli, by E. Burgess, Esq., Mr.
Frank M. Richards and Amelia D. Barton, both of
Searsmont.
In Rockland, May 20th, Mr. Fred Walsh and Miss
Nancy ,1. Flagg, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, May 21st,
Curtis and MBs
Sophia Durgin, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, May 20th, Mr. Manford A. Dyer and
Miss Lucy E. Farr, both of South 1 hoinastoii.
» In Rockport, May 20th, Mr. H. T. llewettand Miss
ClaiUsa Barnard, both of Rockport.
In Thoinaston, 31 ay f»th, Mr. Win. O. Butler ar.d
Miss Laura J. lvaler, both ot J hoimtston.

I!

No. 13 Main Street.

As I

fl

i

v

B. F.

$3.00a3.50
s 1 4U
$1.20

ct.

J

1

S5.WjlO.dO

5a7 Butter Salt
4 l-2a5 Plaster
$3.25a3.50 Clover

II. O. Seed

I i

Tl. FT. FORBES,
Belfast, June 5,

hay*. JUST RETURNED FROM

BOSTON

ON THE PRICES OK

FOREIGN AMD

n

i> at

Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
Ills entire .Stock of tfOOTS and SHOES llt
about the original en.it at retail, therebv giving the
wearer the bei.« tit of the LOW PRICKS for CASH
and CASH t>NI.Y. as I propose to close up my
business very soon no credit will he give n.
My Stock consists of all the various styles of | ADtES. MISS and CHIL DRENS’ A//), CLOTH,
and KID COXED LOOTS, also SLIT EELS, HUTTO* SHOES, also MEN’S aiid BOY’S CALC
LOOTS, A LEX AS LOOT, also CALF STRAP
BUCKLE SHOES, also Common KIP, THICK,
and SPLIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
finally, call and examine the QUALITY and PRICES, and you wiil be sure to buy. As I propose to
give al! GOOD BARGAINS as long as they LAST,
if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the
place, at

H. H. Johnson & Co.,
with

out

II. Sargent, No. 8 Mu In Street.
$5.00all.00 Corned Beef
lOal 1
7i>&73 Mutton
78 Lamb
1.50 Turkey
OOaOO Chicken
1.00 Fowl

Buy

to

Reduction

-l'ou-

a. a. nmisEv

By Charl:ls
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

place

Continued

WELLS’

Boots & Shoes
The

TO

GO

Great inducement to Buyers of

REMEDY IN

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <fc.,
And all disorders resulting from COLDS* in

erywhere.

and taxed the boy with it, whereMany people suffer all their lives from Indiupon he said he came because he had got gestion and Dyspepsia, when a free useofTaLhis “stent’’ done, and wanted to sharpen b«»t‘s Iron Tonic would afford them relief ami
cure.
the plow-point.
Try it and see if it is not so. All curane sixteen piece.'.
The citizens will be asked
After supper, Butler told his wife he ble Kidney Diseases are reached by Talbot’s
lUb-cribe a sum for out-of-door concerts.
11ion Tonic, the Patient reeeix mg benefit from
had some business at Hig.igate Centre,
-.!*
tlie first dose.
2vv4‘J
the city rum shop has been closed and a
and asked her if she wouldn't like to ride
has
been very quiet,
in; *loyed, our city
and
Nervous Headache.
him.
with
She
that
Debility
over there
replied
.! there hn\
been n*» hr**-. Id 1! :i -1 would have
Chronic, sick or nervous headache is generalshe was not feeling well, and guessed she
id m**re m n ;■ in her pocket, us well u- a better
wouldn't go. .Something was then said ly dependant on, or accompanied by, impaired
hail been taken years
dtution.
thfrsi ■;••[
by which the circulation ami nutriabout Talio’s going, but when the team digestion,
tion of the brain are deranged, and the nervous
was ready he said he would stay with
centres vitiated.
The Peruvian Syrup, by
.-Sunday, by one d tlio-e spontaneous move
Alice, who had meanwhile gone into a reinvigorating the digestive powers, lays the
m--;.!- of fa-hion which take captive the female
bedroom below the stairs, opening out of axe at the root of the tree; the brain is duly
ili the women of our city were to appear out
the nervous symptoms cease, and
tlie dining room, and laid down upon the nourished,
v\
the headache disappears.
bonnets, one millinery concern prepared
bed
Butler went away at 7 o’clock, leavyen
of thc.«e head decorations. Ami, after
Think for Yourself.
ing them alone in the house, and no other
was u rainy day.
Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering
is known to have seen Mrs Butler
person
from dyspepsia, a discorded stomach and liver,
ii ..-i. Ti’.u'i.
The lirst trot of the season under
alive after that, except a little boy who
producing biliousness, heartburn, costiveness,
.*
management of the Centennial Circuit will take
came to the house about half past eight on
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raisice at tin I’urk Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
an errand.
ing food after eating and often ending in fatal
ihe track has been
.•u, Mth and loth in<t.
Butler returned at about ten o'clock, attacks of fever. They know they are sick,
! improved and is now in • xcelb nt condition.
get little sympathy. The unfailing remedy,
put li s horse' in the barn, and went into yet
■r furiln-r }•:■.!*icuhirsand purses see advertisement
which is yearly restoring thousands, is DaCosAs he apthe house by the kitchen door.
ta\s
Radical Cure sold by W. O. Poor «V Son.
o.otln-r column.
proached he noticed that, the house was sole agents for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent
An attempt has been made on the part of some of
dark.
Opening the door he advanced a for Orland. U. B. Stover, agent for Buckszen- to have tin- nation's centennial birthday
few steps, when los foot hit against some- port.
but
without
success.
A 25c. bottle will convince you of its merits.
celebrated
In
this
•p*-rl>
city,
thing lying on the floor, and by the dim Don’t delay another hour after rcatUng this,
crus as though we ought ii"! to allow this anni.
it
he
saw
that
resembled
a
human
light
but go and get a bottle, and your relief is as
oy
ji.-i.-s by without some public demonstra*
being, and supposing it. was Tatro, who certain as you live. Will you do it, or will you
when the smaller towns in the county are takhad gone 1" sleep there waiting for him. continue to suffer? Think for yourself.
I-n’t there public spirit
_• l.o'.d of the matter.
Professer Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup i<
he called him by name, (letting no reugh in 11»icity to have this day, above all
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No
sponse, lie stepped to the box and struck physic required. Costs 25 cents. Try it. tf'4i>
mts, properly commemorated?
a match.
It flickered and went out. but
cm
morning last week a rat tvn m-.-ii t<) come
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea
by the flash of light he saw blood on the
•!
under the sidewalk by the Savings Bank, ami
floor and a fearful heap of something 1_\ ing Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills, These
rag- among some corn that had been spilled in the
there. The next match burned and re- medicines have undoubtedly performed more
rei-t.
Our neighbor Cates thought he coul.l hit the
vealed tlie terrible picture of lii.-l wife ly- cures oi Tunsumnuon man any otuer remedy
.:
with a pi->tol bullet, and got bis fire arm preing on the floor in a pool of blood, her known to the American public. They are com:• d.
A crowd gathered, ready to laugh at a fail*
clothing nearly all torn oil', stark and dead. pounded of vegetable ingredients, and contain
But when the rodent appeared again, he was
.Aiinosi
paiai^/.ett ai me spectacle lie nothing which can be injurious to the human
*.
: u:t with a ball through bis head. Anybody with
obeyed liis lirst impulse, and rushing to constitution. Other remedies advertised as
to be killed can bring them along.
the barn, mounted his horse to ride to the
cures for Consumption, probably contain opiA subscriber at Shanghai, one of our Belfast boys,
neighbors for assistance. As lie reached um, which i« a somewhat dangerous drug in all
.v has wundered to the far off shores of Chiua, and
the gate he heard the sound of contused
Hands a fine steamer on that coast, writes to us
cases, ami if taken freely by consumptive pavoices ami met a group of terror stricken
urting his subscription, and adds—"The Journal men
tients, it must do great injury; for its tendency
to
the
led
house,
Talro,
hurrying
by
i.
of joy eurlie-t recollections, and I should miss
who had nothing on but the tattered rem- is to coniine the morbid matter in the system,
geniality a- I should miss the smile of a dear
which, of course, must make a cure impossible.
nant of a shirt, and was crying and bawl:
M ini,
-o plea-e to keep them journeying hither
ing like a madman. The party proceeded Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to
urd, and keep up as close a-connection with u?
to the lmitse ami made an investigation. contain a particle of opium; It is composed
slestials as possible.”
The murdered woman lay upon the floor, of powerful but harmless herbs, which act on
Delegate- Ki.i;> n:i>. The following list of del
near the hack kitchen dour, her head lit- on the
lungs, liver, stomach, and blood, and
•■gates were chosen to the State Convention*’ut the
erally crushed in. and the brain protrud- thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel all
Helfast Caucuses on Saturdaying through ghastly crevices iu the skull. the diseased matter from the body. These are
•><
I•
Democratic Convention
ph Williamson,
Her hands were beaten black with some
tali Mitchell, W. H. McLelian, L. II. Murch, U
the only means by which Consumpti<4i can be
blunt instrument, and she was bruised
i.uv, L. H. Mitcliell, John Homer.
cured, and as Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea
shoulder
and
about
tlie
scratched
the
upon
the Republican Convention—Win. M. Ruat»
Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are the only
neck.
Hersey, W. W. Castle, Ceo. E. Brackett, A.
medicines which operate In this way, it is obher
on
the
floor
Close by
>. french, Ceo. E. Johnson, o. O. Bailey, Calvin
lay three sticks vious
they are the only genuine cure for Pulof stove wood, more or less bloodstained,
rve
W. M. Woods.
and an old musket, which usually stood jn monary Consumption. Each bottle of this inAdvices from
A Bin.fast Vi.-SLI. :n Tiiol'iil.h.
the stairway.
Leaning against a stick, valuable medicine is accompanied by full direcille. >pnin, -late that sell. i. 11. Livingston, ('apt.
close by, was an axe, one side of which tions. Dr. Schenck is professionally at his
M'Donald, ot this port, has had a line of $4000, in
was deeply stained with blood, and on the
principal ofliee, corner Sixth and Arch Streets,
luition to the freight nu*n< y, imposed upon her by
floor, near the stove, the pants Tatro had Philadelphia, every Monday, where all letters
>panish government. The Livingston was from
The usual sleep- for advice must be addressed.
worn through the day.
v Yo: k with a load
4w43
ol'oij, and the trouble i s that
ing room ol Mr. and Mrs. liutler was up
cargo and manifest do not agree—the cargo fall
stairs, and adjoining the one occupied by
I ho tan It i- v\ 1th the shipperg short in weight,
Tatro. An examination ot it showed that
Children Cry For Castokia. It is as
New York, out w .'l undoubtedly have to be bornt
some one had apparently been lying, not
!•; tlie vessel.
pleasant to take as honey, and is absolutely
undressed, upon the outside.
harmless. It is sure to expel worms, cure wind
11 ai.Tin
Brig Josie C liu/eltine has been fixed
The bed, floor and walls were covered colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and
Nev York for grain to Europe. If to direct port
with blood, as were also the floor and overcome
sguing bills of lading, o shillings, C pence; if to
irritability caused by rash or cutting
walls of the hail and stairs. A stove-pipe
fc for orders, United Kingdom, 0 shillings, 9 pence
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,
room
was
knocked
in Tatro’s
down, and and for Costiveness in
any port between Havre and Hamburg, 10 per
young or old there is
that also was blood-stained in various
additional. This represents the outside figure
nothing in existence so efleetive and reliable.
the recent demand for grain tonnage.—The deal
places. An old chair which had stood by 3in41
the head of the bed in Sutler's room was
li ter of schr
John C. Smith, mentioned in last
found in the hall broken to pieces, and one
ek
Journal has been abandoned; it is probable
of the legs appears to have been buried by
;at s:ie will load white pine lumber at Bangor for
The latest, greatest, and most reliable
•:r*-nada, and return with Turk’s Island Salt.—May a terrible blow' in the murdered woman's
iiead to a depth of about three inches.
remedy ever put together by medical science
: ship A
Davis was chartered at Bombay to
The boy 'Tatro was examined and was for Rheumatism, Wounds, Swellings, Burns,
-;id lull cargo for li ivre at iiwith
consignment
found to be covered with blood, his hands Caked Breast, Ac., is the Centaur Liniment.
-runilabiou.
being crimson with it, and blotches and There are two kinds. What the White LinistaM-Anos
1 in e.xer* iat the installation
Rev. Din'd 1
!.-;<•
spatters on his bare legs and arms, lie ment is for the human family, the Yellow Cen,i: Pastor of the Baptist
was watched, while Mr. liutler rode rap:...rch in this city, on Tuesday, were wry interest
taur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained
.Alter an organ voluntary and
idly to llighgate and brought back a phy- horses and animals. flrn41
’o
Dcx^jogy, there sician
ami ollicer, when lie was immedi«
I he Sermon was by
prayer hy Re.. J. A. Ros.-.
I-* w H. ('. Estes, D. D., ol Paris, father of the pas
ately taken into custody, lie was nearly
We ask attention to advertisement in special
Prayer of Installation by Rev. W. O. Thomas, crazy with excitement, sobbing and cryiardmer. Charge to Pastor by Rev. S. P. Merrill,
ing, but stoutly denying any guilt. "J his column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF
<
wlh-. Right Hand of l eilowship, Rev. II. \\
morning a coroner’s jury was called by and TROCHE POWDER—a reliable remeleu, Augusta. Address to church by Rev. S. L. Justice Lewis Christian, and an inquest dy. tf
*'*• Chase, Rockland.
w as held on the scene ot lhe crime.
'The
The exercises concluded with
losing prayer, singing and benediction. After the jusun: unit juijr cAaimuni me jjiuiuises
SPECIAL NOTICES
vices there was u social
gathering at the vestry.
carefully with results as above detailed.
N eva AnvE/tiTshMEN is.
Tie evidence of the bereaved husband
Attention is called to
did not (filler materially from the facts givtie millinery opening at B. 1. Wells’store, which
Democratic Caucuses.
T he murderer told a rambling
en above.
ludes all the arts and devices of fashion. Also Ids
Burnham. TJie Democrat* of Burnham are re>i
.. goods and rubber sheeting- Display of millinstory, manifestly false. He said he heard quested to meet at the Selectmen’s office on Saturgoads, &r., by Mrs. Richards and Miss South- M rs. Duller cry for assistance, and on go- day, the Tenth day of June, at 6 o’clock I*. M to
choose delegates to attend the State and District
ort.ii who always have u first-class
8to<jx. Piano ing to her assistance lie was attacked by a Conventions to be held at
Bangor, June 13th.
The
verdict
of
the
W.
-II.
II.
was
E.
Gould.
Forbes
Per order Dem. Town Committee.
miug by
|offera great stranger.
jury
that
Tatio
committed
the
lie
murder,
was
in
close
boots ami shoes, as lie wishes to
irgains
Brooks. The Democrats of Brooks are requested
allervvard examined betore Justice Chris- to meet ut ttie School House in district No.
it his stock.—A. G. .Jewett has a notice to stock
2, the
loth
1*. M., for the purpose
>-< rs.
tian
at
The city of Belfast wants proposals tt> colHighgate Centre, and fully com- of day of Jure, at G o’clock
to attend the State and Dischoosing
delegates
u tiie taxes.—Geo. DelToux calls the attention of
mitted for trial and sent to St. Albans Jail. trict Convention, to be liolden in
Bangor, June 13th.
I’er order of Com.
ople that he lias opened a furniture and repairing
Belfast ( or?e t Band was rc-orguniz< d on
day evening, with the choice of Vincent W.
of Seur-port, as ieuder. The Band consists

Jackson's O&tarrli Snuff Boots, Shoes & Rubbers

ful

B. F. WELLS’.
Belfast, J

line

8, 187(3.

RECEIVED!

\ LOT OF FIRST RATE POTASH, WHITE
iiL and Pure. VERY STRONG- Makes beauti-

—AT—

B. & M. L. R. R. CO.
is hereby given to the stock
holders in the Belfast Sc Moosehead Lake Ituil
that the annual meeting will be held
at the Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday, July
5th, 1875, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following matters, viz :—
First. To hear the Report of the Treasurer and
Directors of said corporation.
Second. To elect nine (9) Directors for the ensuing year.
Third. To transact any other business ihat may
properly come before said meeting.
Per order of Directors,
JOHN 11. DU1UBY, Clerk.
4w49
Belfast, June 8, 1870.

WM. O. POOR & SON,
Johnson’s Block, Belfast.

WORKS

Of every description at lowest prices.
We manufacture our own goods and are bound

by

combination.
Displays for cities and towns famished at short

no

notice.

Flags, Lanterns, Balloons, Masks, &c., &c.
Political clubs furnished with Flags and Fire

Works.

CELEBRATE

ThFcENTENNIAL.

HYDE & CO.
No. 52

Chaunoy Street* BOSTON.

-C

Tapestry Carpetings
a

raro

tnr

Notick
Hoad Company,

FIRE

opportunity for customers
good selections at

to

make

Boston

Ladies’ Boots.
I would call the attention of
the ladies of Belfast and vicin-

ity to

my

large stack of BOOTS,

SLIPPERS, TIES, &c., which

Prices!

Oloths,
Hemp Carpetings,
Ivlattings.
Rugs, IFeatliers,
<3cc., &>o., &&o.

Straw

on

hand, and competition

and Poxed Button Boots.which
I

am

selling very low. Call and

examine

prices.

We intend to mako
manent department in
trade will always find
hand.

cannot

Carpetings

No Charge* for obtaining

Willi
in VJ2<NrU±U)

unless

successful.
Pamphlet free. C. A, Shaw,
Tremont Street, Boston.

J. W. CLARK,
13 Phenix Row, Belfast.

to

sell

Furnishing Good?, Hats, Caps, Ac.,

At Lower Rrices
Than similar goods have ever before or can now be
bought for, either In Belfast or elsewhere, tuntie
meu wishing to buy Wei.l Made G arments Cheap,
will do well to call on me, as there is no charge for
examination of my goods, and the prices at which 1
shall offer them will convince you of my determination to offer good bargains. Remember the place.

Gw48

D. L. PEAVY,
7 Phenix Row.

Trusses! Trusses!!

per-

Stock, and the
good supply on

-:o:-

our
a

1STew

Tiling!

ISTickle Rlated.!

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

49

17 PHTIVYPQ Patents

meats which enables him

on

be met in
a

C-

Ready Made Clothing!

Oil

offer at the very cheapprices and assortment
est prices. I am receiving daily this locality.

splendid bargains in Kid, Sergo,

The

:o:

interested in Saving Money will
please take. Notice.
undersigned has made entirely new arrange
men

Gents

Constantly

now

All

NEW AND FASHIONABLE
SPUING AND SUMMER

—OF—

I

Centennial Demonstration!

‘_‘5 Different Patterns of

lO Cents pei* Pound.

49tf

TAPESTRIES!

Soap.

Hayford Block, Church St.,
BELFAST.

MAINE.

CLEAN,LIGHT, DURABLE!
ENAMELLED WOOD PAD!
JUST RECEIVED AT

WM. O. POOR & SON’S.
Johnson’* Block. Belfast,

W

I
BY

Come!

MARIE

LE

BARON.

In the air of the mountain, in breath of the sen.
In the winds that are straying o’er meadow and
In lark song and bee-hum, in opening ol‘flower,
I eo.'re in my beauty and freshness and
power,
The spirit of spring!

lea,

At touch of my wand break the leaves into light,
The birds of t he air wheel skyward in flight;
The waves drift to shoreward on v iiite wings of spray,
And murmur, lik«- voices ’mid shifting sands grey
Hail spirit of spring!
I awake, with a ripple that laughs down the hill
The fount that in snow bed slept pallid and still;
And 1 leap from the rock to the mosses below
With the bright curling waters that call, as 1 go :
Haste spirit of spring!
1 weep in the cloud where, full-bloomed it lies,
A nd laugh in the glittering blue of the skies ;
Through the .stars that entangle the dark I behold
The gates of the morning in splendor unrolled
T

i'

out

ir

on

dressing

Unfurling

or

spirit

of

spring.

This kind of weather makes a man feel energetic
and kinky, and lie gets up betimes in the morning,
eats a hearty breakfast, looks over his garden patch,
takes his hoe and spade and—puts ’em in the shade
and goes down town to see a man. 1 Rutland (Vt.)
A miser named Hiram Spinner, aged about 07
years, living at Kiliot Neck, was found dead in his
bed a few nights ago. lie lived ina wretched, squalid
state, and on searching his effects some £10,lino was
found secreted in different parts of his house.

move

Hie snow of the mountain I lift from the crest.
And the cry of the eagle comes forth from the
Above and below the wild forest birds go,
A' if glad of release from a prison of snow
15y s| irit of spring.

nest,

1 cornel o’er the meadow my pathway is seen
<
hfsping the daisies with girdle of green ;
T ringing the poplar with leaflets like gems,
And banging lair buds on the tremulous stems,
1, spirit of spring!
Let voices of men chant my beautiful birth,
Their souls I awake in tin- wakening of earth,
As 1 fly with mv sunny-hued tresses out blown
As swift as the air lat encircles a zone ;
Bright spirit of spring!
And I bear, as I come, on invisible wings
1 lie half-forged loves of vanishing springs;
As showers strengthen earth these memories bless
And consecrate lives like a holy caress
To spirit of spring.

reported that eleven out of twenty-two of a
Cincinnati party of wealthy young men who recently went to the Black Hills on a frolic and for sight
seeing, have been killed by the Indians near rust.tr
city.

Thought

and Devotion.

DEATH.
on some silent shore,
never break, nor tempests roar ;

To die is landing
Win r< billow*,
The well we feel tile
J.ife! we’ve be*

n

friendly

stroke. ‘Lis o’er.

A Case of Six Years'

Standing,
accompanied by distressing
symptoms, cured by the
use

of two bottles cf

SANFORD'S

RADICAL

CATARRH.
Helped her the

most of any Medi-

Judge thyself with the judgment of sincerity,
thou wilt judge oilier* with the judgment
of charily. [Mason.
This morning I received a letter from a young
girl dying of consumption in an ini ttnous den.
“My mother died u Christian,” *aid the note,
“and. < >. if I could only get to some place where
I could breathe pure air a little while before 1
die.” [Woman’s Journal.
pleasure* or the world

arc

decciiiui;

they

CATARRH.
Shattuck, Esq., late Foreign
Entry Clerk, Boston Custom House.

Gentlemen,— I have been troubled with (!atarrii
for sev eral years, but by the use of your remedy it
h.t> been greatly relieved. This summer I have been
entirely free from it. 1 make use of it in my family
for colds in the head, and tint! it an effectual remedy.
1 can confidently recommend it to all who are similarly atllicted.
Very trulv yours,
October gO, ISM.
GKO. W. Sll V lTLL’lv.

PERSEVERE
In the

use of this
remedy until
cured. It contains the great
healing elements of plants
in their essential form
as obtained by distii-

are told that, in the depths of the ocean
mighty rivers. Mowing with calm and noiseless currents from the pole t»» the equator, and
from the equator to the pole. Down, deep
down, where tin* roar of the tempest is never
heard, where the la*h of the raging billow is
never felt, hidden from tin
t ye of man. they
The.se are Mowings of
pursue their silent wav.
the mighty arteries, preserving the life of its
waters, moderating the heat of the centre and
the cold of the extreme. We speak of the wild
and stormy ocean as if all Its scen t depths were
stirred by'storm*. \\Y forget that it is only a

AV>

agitation. The great heart of the ocean
i* always calm and peaceful.
So a believer's
life may be full of comfort, in the enjoyment of
the Saviour** gift. “IVaee 1 leave with you,*'
say* Christ. "My peace I give unto you. Not
a* the world giveth
give 1 unto you. Let nor
your heart be troubled, neither lei it be afraid.**
sui'laee

All those things for wh'n-h nx n plough,
build, or sail, ob«*y virtue;” said Sallust.
"The winds and waves,” said Gibbon, "are
always on the side of tin ablest navigators."
So are the sun and moon and all the stars of
heaven. When u noble act i* done,—perchance
in a scene of great natural beauty: when Leonidas and hi* three hundred martyrs consume
one day in dying, and the sun and moon come
each and look at them once in the steep defile
of Thennopykc; when Arnold Winkelried, in
the high Alps, under the shadow of the avalanche, gathers in hi* side a sheaf of Austrian
spears to break the line for his comrades; are
not these heroes entitled to add the Inanity of
the seem* to the beauty of the deed? When the
bark of Columbus nears the shore of America:
—before it, the beach lined with savages, lleeing
out of all their huts of cane; the sea behind;
and the purple mountains of the Indian Archipelago around, can we separate the man from
the living picture? Does not tin* New World
clothe hi* form with her palm-groves and savannahs as tit drapery? Even does natural
beauty steal in like air, and envelope great actions. When Sir IIany Vane was dragged up
the Tower-hill, sitting on a sled, to suM’ei death,
a* the champion of the
English laws, one of the
multitude cried out to him. “You never sate on
so glorious a seat.”
[Emerson.

had

a

legacy

in his eollin and buried with him.
Was
there ever such a waste of good money?
But the sympathizer was equal to the occasion.
“Where is the money now :J” he
asked, and was told, “in the hank.” “All

he said, “you write a check on the
bank ami put it in the old boy's eollin,
drawn to order.” That young man ought
to get on in the world.

right,”

Last Sunday two girls, pupils of an Illinois
seminary, wire about leaving their room for
church, when a dispute aro*e as to which had
occupied tlx most time in dressing. The discussion waxing warm, a bet was made, to be
decided on the spot, and three other girls were
called in as judge*. The contestants removed
all their clothing, and at the call of ••time,"
sprang to the route*!. For a few moments the
nir seemed filled with flying bit* of feminine
drapery—shoes, stocking’s, garters, etc.—and
tlx* winner was all “hooked up" and had. her
bonnet on in sev n minute* and thirteen second*, tlx- other girl coming out le*s than half
n minute behind.
pjx’Ii million of children born in

)f

a

t i

o n

atarrh, in its extent and dostruotivr force, stands
next to
and is closely allied to ir; for
in certain constitutions the transition from one to
the other is only a question of time. It is therefore
a singular thing that those* afflict*. «t with it should
not make it the object of tlieir lives to rid themselves
ol it. A single bottle of any remedy cannot, in the
chronic stage, effect a cure nor even bring the sv-teni
under its inlluenee fully. In many such cases the
bones and cartilage of the nose are eaten away, the
organs of liearim:, of seeing and of tasting so affect
ed as to be rendered useless, the uvula so elongated
and inflamed as to produce* a constant and distressing
cough. The return to health must necessarily he
slow, under the most favorable circumstances, when
set seriously alilicted ; but as tin* evidence .Tit'
great
value daily comes to hand, we become more and
more sati-lied that there- dors not < xist a case of
Catarrh that cannot be* cured by a judicious and persistent use e»f >AM'oiti>’s UAitjcv’i, Ct'i:r. i-m: < aai:i:ii.
I'he relief in every caue obtained from the
lirst dose is an indication *-i'what it will do wln n the
system i< brought constiturionully under its influ-

UN

EQUALED.

By any
(’<

other

nflvmcn,~l

have kept S anfoi:i>'s Kadk ai.
Ct i:;: on hand since its tirst introduction in this vicinity, and tin* sale and satisfaction in its use have
bee-ii unequalled by any other similar preparation
within my knowledge.
\V. If. WILLIS, m. d.,
Druggist and Apothecary, Reading, Mass.
September 10, l5*r0.
I-.'ich package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Sanford's Improved Inhaling Tube. Price s'l.Ou.
lor -ale by Druggists everywhere*.
WKKlvs Sc
PoTIKK, Poston, General Agents.

£«f*l>i:
the Great l

SANI

<

iKD'S

JAMAICA

aini.'y .Medicine.

Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says:
“My wife lias had rheumatism for live years—no
rest, no sleep—could scarcely walk across the floor.
•She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur
Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recommend your wonderful medicine to all our friends."
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Centaur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.”
Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved
my leg. I want to distribute it,&c.”

folly

hut

a

few

Jt will

cure.

makes

a

lazy

man, as sure

crooked sapling makes a crooked
Who ever saw a boy grow up in
idleness that did not make a shiftless vagabond when he became a man, unless he
had a fortune to keep up appearances?
The great mass of thieves, criminals and
paupers have come to what they are, in
being brought up in idleness. Those who
are great and useful men were
taught in
boyhood to he industrious.
a

tree.

An ardent lover was once
pressing his

suit.

The lady said
"1 like you exceedingly, but I cannot quit my home; l am a
widow’s darling, and no husband could
equal my parent in kindness.” “She may
be very kind,” replied the wooer; “but
be my wife, we will live together, and
see if I don’t beat i/our mother."
“The blessed man that preached for us
last Sunday,” said Airs. 1’artington,
“served the t.ord for thirty years—lirst as
a circus rider, then as a locust preacher,
aud last ns an exhauster.”
Sterne says in his Koran,
I never
drink—I cannot do it on equal-terms with
others. It costs them only one day, but
me three; the lirst in
sinning, the second
in suffering, and the third in repenting.”
Said

school miss to her companion the other day : *Oh join our Church!
There isn’t a man or woman in it that
there isn't some gossip or scandal about!”
a

to

spend $20,

for

benefit,

The Lewiston Journal says: A day or two since
workmen were making an excavation near F. M.
Jordan’s residence on Laurel Hill (opposite Judge
May's) and unearthed a well preserved skeleton,
probably that ot an Indian. The teeth were in such
an excellent state of preservation as to move a little
girl standing by to say: "Pity be died, ’cause his
teeth is so good.”

When you are contracting for your coal, always ascertain which dealer has’ the lightest
driver, as it makes quite a difference whether
you pay §7.50 per ton lor 120 pounds or 300
pounds’of driver.

In

selecting

anything can. It is
Farrier, when one dollar’s

worth of Centaur Liniment will do better. The following is a sample of the testimony produced
W. I*.

Hopkins, Postmaster, Fiqua, O.,

“Centaur
time.”

Liniment can’t be beat.

It

every

For

postage stamp we will mail a Centaur Almanac, containing hundreds of certificates, from
every State in the Union. These Liniments are now
sold by all dealers in the country.
Laboratory of «J. B. Rose & Co

They keep

ties ol Caiitor Oil without its
and

griping

His

unpleasant

preparation

sent

far, till
put it
wonderful in its effects, particularly with the disordered stomachs and bowels
ol children. It assimilate* tlie food, cures
sour stomach and wind colic,
regulates the bowels,
expels norms, and may be relied upon in croup.
As a pleasant, effective and perfectly safe cathartic remedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cordials and Syrups. It does not contain alcholiul, and
was

he gave it the
up for sale. It is very

adapted

name

for,

of

near

and

Castoria,

a

full assortment of
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Is

with NEW STYLES
and good advice.

always ready

C

S

A

II !

HOYS

NEW

STYLE

LOWEST PRICES !

Have Gome !
of the Finest that

somo

Attorney
NEW STYLES IN

LADIES

Bring tlio

&n c.

Oasli

of

Special

SHIRTS.

CRY®

THE

—AND—

COLLARS!

U. S.

<
:ir<

\

I I l«) V

-i

dd,Incomplete andlnreliable works
see that the books you
buy conFine Eng-raving* and

KVKRYTHIXO

being circulated

tains
"rml for circulars and extra terms to
dress N ational PruFiMiixo Co.,

$12

HOSIERY !
OF

All

Have

USUALLY KEPT IN A

at home, Agents wanted, Outfit and
free, i iil E &, CO., Augusta, Maine.

Furniture Store

FOR THE CAMPIGN !
1 he events of the Presidential
campaign will be so i
fait hi u ly and fully illustrated in THF Jf E \t!
* WBK
as to commend it to candid men of
all parti***; We will send THE WEEKIA EDITION
(eight pages; post paid, from now till after election
lor »« el* ; the* M \ DA V
EDITION, same size,
at the same price; or tin* DAILY, four
pages, for
$3.00. Address (Ell E HilW, New YorkCitv.

LAN BE FOUND AT

X_i

o

-C"

f»

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.
do its work speedily and thnroughlv.

It will
It is
the great friend of the sufferer from rheumatism and
SOLD BY ALL DULL GIST*.
gout.

THIS CLAIM-HOUSE ESTABLISED IN 1865

obtained for Officer*, Soldiers, and

PFNQIHNQ
LliOIUltlO

4u

W E A R !
And

anything

vou

Want in

|

Seamen of Mar 1M<»I and &,
and lor their heirs.
1 he law includes deserters and
those dishonorably discharged. Jf wounded,
injured, or have contracted any disease, apply at once.
Thousands entitled. Great numbers entitled to an
increased rate, and should apply immediately. All
.Soldiers and Seamen of the U A It «f IW1» who
served for any period, however short, whether disabled or not,—and all widows of such not now on
the Pension rolls, are requested to send me their
address at once.
enlisted in lbGl-2 and 3
Ma,,>'
u\juii
ure entiled,
bend your discharges
and have them examined. Business before the i* %.
TE1T Ot f'ICt; Solicited, (.officers returns and
accounts settled, and all just claims prosecuted.
As I make no charge unless successful, I
request
all to enclose two stamps for reply and return of papers. GEORGE L. LLMUN, Lock Box T7. Washington, L). C.
I recommend Captafn Lemon as an honorable and
successful Practitioner.—S. A. Hurlbut.M. C.,Tth < Congressional District of Illinois, late Maj.-GenT L b.
Vols. In writing mention name of this paper.

A

GREAT

A

I:i tin*

GA

lor them

w/x

Visiting (Cards, with your

fx I I printed, sent for 25c.
p II V Agents Wanted.
\J \J stamp.
A. II.

name

at home* Samples worth $1
QE f A COO P(*r
V*1 IU vuU free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.

4< OSVCIIOMANCY, OK SOUK CHAKMING.’
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
X
love and aflections of any person they choose, instantThis
urt all can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts;
ly.
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,out,000 sold. A
Queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO Pub’s,
Philadelphia.

oiler

All of

the very

at

CLASS

,

W

give all of cur
jK-rtVrt s:itisfaetli :ii
to

--q

LORD,

:c>:

.3

ciistumors

REWARD.

Ht l'ii'f

purehii.sinjf

elsewhere.

H. H. Johnson & Co.
lb

ilu.st, April 2o, 1870.

l.J

Great Reduction
IN'

PRICES

OK

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

D.

Farmers of Hancock Co.

JUST RECEIVED.
Get the Best

Horse

Lhavo

&

BONNETS

STYLES
And

everything

in the

are

Millinery

Line which

selling at the

LOWEST PRICES
MERRILL’S,
-Hayford Block, Church St.
BELFAST.
PWWIAIVW No Charge* for obtaining

TO

INVENTORSc.acsSET:
Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw,
110 Tremout Street, Boston.

*********

Tt’CKKR.
cars

Wringers.

Prepared

"1 h

who

n

testily

l>v

ami
11*15

DlEl’.V SAlYUlt.

Apothecarv

Pivp.

ZVI. R.

COLBY, EMERY
the licensed

Rake I
&

CO,

manufacturers ami sole

Agents
for the sale of the Neal Horse Hay Rake in
ARE
Hancock
We invite the attention
County.

Farmers to

our

stock of Rakes before

purchases.

of the
their

making

SHIP-BUILDERS.
We still continue to manufacture Boats, Water
Casks, Junks and Lugs, Wedges, Ship Carving, &c.
Stock of Boots constantly on hand. Also, sloop
Rigged Yacht, for sale, centre board, 21 feet long,
10 feet wide, half decked over, cabin contains lour
berths. Correspondence solicited.
COLBY, EMERY & CO.,
2mll*
May 2, 1876.
Bucksport, Me.

NOTICE.
wife, Sarah M. Martin, has lef,
my bed and board without justifiable cause
I hereby forbid auy person trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no bills of her contracting.
NATI!ANIEL MARTIN.
3\v47*
Searsmont, May 20, 1870.

WHEREAS

mv

Caps and Gents Furnishing Goods, &c.,

Which I

hough!

PANIC PRICES. I am selling
them at Prices to meet the times.
at

Chevoit Suits at
All Wool Pants,
^
AH my Ready Made
Clothing

$7 50.
3.25.

my own maimlactur, which I warrant to give satisfaction.
Custom \\ urk done in tin* latest
Style, in the best
manner at
SIDNEY KALISH,

Belfast, April 33, lsrf,.

are

Street.
3m43

Sanborn. Mouse.
-O :o: OJOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,

Announces to Ids many friends that he has
returned and again taken possession of the
well known

General
li1 1

1

.v>i. .Mi.

97

Cooper,
customers

Sand
M. it.
tfH

Belfast, AITiy 1, LSD*.

Something'

Exchange

and

1

're-

ItlltKCTOliS

Jo.-hn Mus-ey,

Hair.

"i

circularA. W

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,

ITew

JOINERS,
omCE:

"

,;,i0

WORKS: bur

r.

A X n

I T i

S Id Id

WADLIN & MERIt 1 MAS

wBWfegir

My Illustrated Floral Catalogs* for 1876

V

ivpppfini
V Lilli UUJj.

1 his tirm c*>viiid» utl> .ts-ure tip' masters and o\v i<
•t.' ot .-hips that
they have the b*--t of facilities t- r
• xeeutilly ever\ braueli
of.-ldpw.uk, for both wo -u
ii and iron
ship-, in a manner guaranteed tog
sati.-dactu n.
tf'Jti

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May -til! ’.*• found at the old stand ot
1»;
Moor**, corner of Church and
>pring Mrectlias all the Inte-t
s for'<*p«
instruno-u:
improved
rating upon teeth, la
ci idling

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
US

MAIN

STREET.

«bst

by which the process is rendered much le*- painfi.
and tedious than by the old methods,
fecth ins*-::
ed in Kubber or Celluloid Base, as person*
prej.
II*1 has th*' country right for the use id'

class

Horse
•Semi for

Hake !
(

Dr. Folsom's Improved Denial Plates.
given to making and Inserting

Particular attention
artificial t* « th.

A.

tHii

ireular

M

f RED A 1

D.

WOOD, Winterport, Me.

NOTICE.

i»en.

Agt.

SALE

rPU UI!"M I! MW ni\n;i;N'
My husban.i
JL Nut hunk ! Mania, 1 i-l wu-uk advertised im* n
bui iiii* Irlt I
1 iiml board without justitlal'i
imhm-.
! will ?-!tr thru 1 did have justifiable eaua*
as lit* misused me and allowed
hi- friends to do th>
“anif, an I al-i> neglected me in sickness and
poor
h ailtli. i h it 1 iin l.io aust I could he hotter take!
rare «>{
among -trang**rs. I shall not contract am
bill oil his account, a- 1 run provide for m>-tU lot
tor than he can, or did, for no.> Alt All M
MARTIN
nr.-mont, June 1, lt>70.
3w4o*
■

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

Commissioners

Room

Papers

-AND-

\\rtedi

HI-,

V

f

and
estate of

rt-i\e

I

BM’RIRFRS having been appoint
.\
u
M i:
Esq., to

by tl
i•

Notice.

11
xa:i,i111•

lUr

ci.uui-

of creditors

ABNF.K Iv. IU MPS. late of

to

tice that

BORDERS

tie

Thorndike,

deceased, represented in.-olvent, do hereby give

no

six months

are allowed to said creditor-*
their claims ; and that we shall
attend that -mice at the house of the late A. k
Bumps on t!i< seeoud Saturday in June and the
•wound Saturday in November, at nine o’clock A. M
l.ORHAM
!.Ol till.
;;uC
,-.v Ml!.! N. Ill rov. , Commissioners.

bring in and prov

to

e

,,

VERY LOW AT

J. 0. THOMPSON & SON
•10

Paints, Oils & Varnishes
PURE LEAD AND OIL
X, MASURY & SONS Ready Made Colors for
Painting interior and exterior of Houses, Burns,
Fences, &c. Call and see before purchasing else,
J.

where.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Me.

fully

Is now ready. Price 10 Cents, less than half the cost.
William E. Bowditch, W5 warren St., Boston, Mass.

r

DR. Or. P. LOMBARD.

I

W

& C

)

C A I. I,

3w47

-o-

!: ,:"1

dehtisthv!

nipt upon Petition of his creditors, t»v the District
Court of said District. March 15th, D76.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.

■\TriIEREAS, William Gordon, of Belmont, in
the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, on
the seventh day of November, A. 1>. 1870, mortgaged
to me, the subscriber, by his mortgage deed of that
date, a certain parcel of land#situated in Belmont,
described in said mortgage deed,
aforesaid, and
which is recorded In Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book,
151, Page 417, to which reference is hereby made for
a description ot the premises, and whereas the con
dition of said mortgage has been broken, I claim to
foreclose the same, and for that purpose give this
public notice according to the Statute in such cases
made and provided. Also one other parcel of land
situated in said Belmont being the same land which
was conveyed by said William Gordon to Charles
Black by his mortgage deed, dated September first,
A. D. 1867, to which reference is had for a more particular discriptiou,the same being recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, April 4th, A. D. 1868, Book 138,
Page 404, and the same was assigned to me by said
Charles Black, by his deed of assignment dated December 21st, A. 1). 1867^ and whereas the condition
of the same mortgage has been broken, I claim to
foreclose the same, and for that purpose give this
public notice according to the Statute in such casts
made and provided.
JAMES BICKNKLL.
3w48
Belmont, May JO 187G.

inf. .Filiation address
vooMB.v >ecretary, Portland

*r

HERRIftlAN, WARMINGTON&CO

DOPER.

lu

Foreclosure Notice.

.,

L. D. M. SWEAT, President
A. W. COOMBS SiMTt-tarv’

it?z* l

and
»

VNII S IIA PKHOl.I ■!:}

11. J. jjhbv,
Jacob Mcl.ellun.
Phillip II. Brown,
Williaift Hammond,
Frank .Noyes
A. W. t ooiiibs,

iron Ware!

FOR

the
Magic Chimney Clean*#, Dish
Washer, Egg Beater, Cork Fuller and Duster (5 articles in
one)* Sells at every house,
and shop at a BIG PROFIT. Everybody buys as soon as they see it. The best selling
article in the country. Samples and terras (very
liberal) postpaid 10c. Buy at Headquarters and get
bottom prices. Manufactured by S. P. WORM
WOOD, 600 Washington St., Boston,Mass.— S4vv I7

.-ta t

Street.

1-. K. >w:n
William b. Gould,
William <.
W II. Anderson,
L. I). M. Mv* at.
Abner ( "burn, Skowhegan,
Anson P. Morrill, Beadlm d,
Joseph Dan**, Kenuebuuk.

a

At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand Sawed i bub
er of all dimensions, Pine, Hemlock and Spruce
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

Larthe9, Cement. Lime,

l.egi-luture of liulin

Hi:

PORTLAND.

iron Ware!

day of May, A. D. 1870.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his ap
rpHE
I. pointment as assignee of Henrv Wvmun, of
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, and State of Maine,
within said District, who has been adjudged a Bank

act of the

an

Safe Keeping of Valuables

GRANITE

Bankruptcy.
Belfast, the 11th

E

and the ItiA i.u. of Sai s in irs FtKi: Pkoof
B !:* .L vi:-Pi:< »i>k \ » ’is*

Agents Wanted.

SANBORN HOUSE,
where lie will be glad to welcome them. The house
is near ttie depot, well titled and oilers
every inducement for u quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. Give
me a cad.
JOSEPH SANBORN, Jlt.
Belfast, June 1, 1875.
t!4S

by

t.’hurtcred

NEW LUMBER YARD

Before purchasing vour goods. There you will
find General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
anil VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRK ES. Don't
forget
the place, ANG[ER’S, No. 1 Flu-nix Row.
April 20 1875.
til2

At

a man more

bop.

Lumber Yard

AT

(

hesitation in

assuring Inventors that
competent and trust
of putting their
applies
secure f**r them an
early andluvoi
able consideration at the Patent Cilice.
l.D.Ml XD liL’ltK H, late Com’s’r of Patent*.
"Mr. it. II. lli/DV has martt forme over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful i«:
aliiio-t every cn
Mmh unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability *>n his part leads metorecommend
At.i. invi utors to apply to him to procure their
pa
tents, as they may he -t>r* of ha\ ing the most i'km.i
tul ait* ution he.-towed upon tlmir rase*. and at u
re.t'oliaide eharg. -.
JOHN 1AGGA1U
Boston, Jan 1 1S7A.
l>r”7.

1ST E W

creditors to the estate of Samuel Y. Runnels late
ot Stockton deceased, represented insolvent, do
hereby give notice that ?ix months are allowed to
said creditors to bring in and prove their claims;
and that we shall attend that service at S. F. Ellis’
store at Sandy Point, on the first Saturday of
.July
and December, A. D. 1870.
LEVI STAPLES.
■Svv47
L. L. HALL.

/

tvo no

OTllKUS.

Gil A X I T E

the

most capable and
.ictitkue.r- wit!: wlioru I have had ot
i'•
GilAULFS MAM)N
Com’s’r of Patents.”

T 11

BOTH OUXAMKNTA1. .V I Sl-.l l I.

SS.- Wo tho subscriber-;, having In* n
appointed by the Hon. Win, M. Rust, Judge
ot Probate, Esq., to receive ami examine the claims

In the matter of IIENRY

-.-

u'orthp and more capable
tions in a form to

RICHARD H. MOODY

GRANT,

WYMAN, Bankrupt.
DISTRICT OF MAINF, ss.

saved ills ent*u

SKAHSPORT. Ai Id.

late lion. Win. McGilvcry for past ten y.-ars

the United states for

St.,opposite Kilby St.,Boston

they cannotemploy

A. Hnyford, Esq., l'.x-Mayor,
Belfast, .Me
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison liny ford, Farmer,
1’. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Rockland
Kbeu W.Seavey, Hotel Beeper. No Sear-port
Robert G. Arnes, Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheri if.
J. M. Hale & Co., Stage Plops., Ellsworth
'V. E. Cleaves, Prop ol Liv. stable Stockton,

W^AErx)
▼ V

Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings
Hats,

Thirty Dollars

Hay

just returned from Boston where I bought
large line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC

re

succ*1'still j
tieial iuti rc

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

In the District Court cl
District of Maine.

OF PATENTS
or ltfsigns,

\ ATF.lt an xt'iisive practice of upwards of
JTX ) ears,continue* to s**cure Patents in llu niti
Mate.'
also in Great Britain, trance, ami other f«.
eign countries. ( aveuts Specilieations, As*ig
in* nts.and all papers for Patents executed on rea-<-.
able; terms, wit! de-patch
Besearches ma<le to d*
termine the alidiry ami utility ot' Patents of line:
and
and
other
advice rendered in a
tions,
legal
matters touching the -a me.
Copies of the claimfurnished
any patent
by remitting one dollar. A
sigumeuts recortiml in W.. hiugton.
A'o Agency in the
nit"! 'fates possesses superb>
facilities f >r obtaining Patents or ascertaining tb
patentability <>/ nu tations
All iiec« ->it> *»i a j.Miruey to Washington to pn
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, ar*
lit

ILLS OF

tf-iT* Wit ness the names of Genth-mi
to its extraordinary merits

--

Come and “Tx*^ Us

GRANITE

A.

OF ALL THE LATEST

El S

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Belfast Hardware Store

OF

a

HATS

OT J

informs bis

GALL

FOR SALE AT

finely

■■ ■■ TER WEEK GUARANTEED to
M
Agents, Male and Female,in their
M M own locality. Terms and Outfit
M
free. Address P. O. VICKERY &
m
CO., Augusta, Maine.

we

Iron Ware! C iothinC!

We have 200 styles.
» samples sent for

FULLER & CO., Brockton, Mass

THIS

L.

MERRILL’S

Your name on 50 Bristol
Cards for only 15c. bend
Agents wanted. Outfit 10c.

to-day.
Mamples free. Over50kinds. MERRILL
BROTHERS, Elm Block, Auburn, Me.

OF

to the conviction of the person or persons who have caused the lute
incendiary
tires.
Oils BLACK,
v Selectmen
D. S. SIMPSON, >
of
1-. CURl’ls, Jit. 5
Searsport.
Searsport, May 31, 1870.—3w-i&*

FASHIONABLE GOODS

STORE.

tl

HUNDRED

A FULL LINE OF

JEWELRY

a

DOLLARS REWARD IS OFfered by the Selectmen oi' Searsport, lor inforI^lVM
mation which will lead

—AT—

Desirable Shade.-!.

must

Assortment

$500

SOS, Ml Broadway, N. V.

TV Cf

keeping

iVTerciia.nt. Tailor.
11*41

OFFER !

HORACE WATERS

Full

H.

—

HERVEYS

ot

bargains

RflllNTY*

uispoiw of lOO new and second-haud Pi.
AJION «V OIKrAAS
of fir«t-claii* maker*,
including WATERS’ ut lower prices than
ever before offered,
lew ? Octave |»|«
anoi/or $200Koxetl unalNhlppecl. X«***imt
)f-iO cash and $10 monthly until paid. A>n
5 Octave -A Mtup Organs with hook closets
and stool warranted for
$100—$20 cash
and $;»montlilj until paid. 1 llustratedCataIAgues mailed. AGENTS WANTED.

I intend

C3r O O ID St

—IN

Low,

Druggist

Commissioners’ Notice.

Ribbons.

R. H. EDDY

No. 76 State

••

and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding stable connected with the
House.

-AND—

which

and Solicit Trade to Sustain it.

great

and h.vhh

AND SORES ON A 1.1.

Agent of the Boston 7darine Insurance Company,
For fsLARSRoiiT and Vicinity, mid Agent fm-the
sale of 1*ITC11 PINE I.EMBER, and 1 EMBER, for
>hin Orders, Bridges, ite.
From W. L. BL ( IvS’
Mills at Bucksville, S. p.
7m f
Searsport, Me., April 2(5, 1S7*A.

Silks,

UNDER.

PATENT-

For Inventions, iVatlr Marks

Very

Belfast, Me.

HENRY H.

KuKEION

n->TIMONI A LS.
"I regard Mr. E*ldy as on*1 of the

TUCKEIt BROTHERS, Proprietors

A\ itil

I

w

PRICES !

qualivv

old
Hotel. HEREBY
public, that he has opened

JS. F.

AND

SOLICITOR

OINTMENT

Law,

Savings Bank.

TlX’KElt.

...... 4j

*w!5

Casters.”

IPrioes

fore purchasing elsewhere, l or sale at
E. J. MOBISON it Po’s. 52 Main M./Belfast.

Laces,

c—

NECK TIES!

may and does attack different parts of the sys.
ten), the cause is believed to be a poisonous acid in
tHe blood. Purify this by the use of

Pickle

receive

IJAILY IHCNCU WtilXGKlt.
1 l.e best
cpm:
X clothes wringer in the market. Pall and -c be-

GLOVES:

EXTREM ELY
Screw the finger as tight as you can,
that's rheumatism; one turn more, that’s
gout,” is a
familiar
description of these two diseases. T hough
each

Stock of

PHILADELPHIA

AMERICAN

Jan. 1 sff 1875—tt

J. U.

1375

Mr-^ WINDOW GtASS.EOTTLES &C.

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

of srrLitioi:

Coaches to convey passengers to anil from th.

j'UH.-

Globo Mills Standard Spices

—

AND WILL BE

—AT-

Sj.n’iu*^

FLOWERS.

SUSPENDERS
—AND

J. 0. THOMPSON dc SON’S
SOLD

received their

Hats, Bonnets,

Pa.

day
terms
a

just

KINDS

Agents. Ad

Philadelphia,

10

H.H. Johnson & Co.

J.i'KiJIT JJRS

'-it-iUfTC '!!

COliSFYGlASS MFGCD.

Coffees
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents t«>r

***Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Repairing. Miot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot
clos...
No. 46 MAIN STREET.

Main Street,

nMMMrnratrp.^

1

••

Molasses and
Cotfees.
Roasted Daily 'vifli the Burns'

RE A D

American

-\.v

P,,i;r
f0:-.z.Sr•t

SPECIALTIES.

n’AYE

CUF F S

j he great interest incur thrilling history makes
thC the fastest sej ing hook ever
published. It eon
tains a lull account of the Grand < '< nteunia 1 Exhi-

r
/;.

Tobaccos, Teas,

REMOVED to their new Ranking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
eelve deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days ol June, July, August and September, and
December, Januan February and March. 1 merest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received dailv, (except on Sunduvs and
Legal Holidays,; from 9 to P2 A. M., and 2 to 1 P. M.
Saturdays Rank closes at PJ, noon.
John II. Quimbv, Treas.
A>A FAENPE, Brest.
Belfast, June 8th 1874.
tf

LINEN AND PAPER

AITENEVIAL

6
<U I

177 Commercial Street,

AND MANY

Belfast

B
p i 5

UKOCI.irs,

Mfc ss

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

We Have Heard of it!!

'^AlT0?S

v"
W itOl.LSAI.I-:

tfJ4

T

32

scH'

KNIVIdH,
FORKS. SPOONS,

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Faints, oils, Class, &c. No. 52 Main

Notice.

Dinsmore A Son are making a change in
their business, and all persons owing them
MUST SETTLE UP inside of THIRTY
DAYS or they will he obliged to leave
their accounts with a lawyer for collec-

in part of Fine White

in Prices of

W f

!

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,
Gr.

—!:

■-

TAIJLId

tion.

Large Decline

*

ltY

HALL &. CO
Nashua, N. M.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

MACHINIST!

FURNISHING GOODS

'.INCUR,

wash >ff.

nor

ANL'FA<’TL'IiKl)

>

:C

P.

Morisou,

Street, Belfast, Me.

-ok£.i

% !*
lllv-V'T’S

MAINE.

Successors to Carle &

Will SEEL you CHEAPER than any
other concern

Consisting

at

f IV'' ^

’<».

v-

other

any

E. .1. MOBISON & CO. HORSE-FLESH!

DIX8MORE & SON

to any age.

By regulating the stomach and bowels of cross
anil sickly children they become good-natured
and healthy. They can enjoy sleep and mothers
have rest. The Castoria is put up at the Laboratory of J. It. Rost: & Co., 40 Dry .St., New York.

or

1'

1

mctzi
METAL

,,,,
*3
7"

black, ut discretion.

or

AND O THE ft

BUSINESS SUITS!

Splendid Line

t'oimsdinr

s

r;

to

on

Chios* 1

and

a

will

beard from gray

shade, to brown

n

::p0^Wtc%jri

Dye,

ARABIAN

BELFAST,

DRESS SUITS,

Also

the color of tlie

M

W- P. THOMPSON.

S l* E C I A E T Y

A

him

Massachusetts,

FOR THE WHISKERS.
elegant preparation may be relied

which will neither rub

at Law!
to

of

^

J

SfSA^K

easily applied, being in one preparation, and
quickly and effectually produces a permanent color

WALLACE,

!« <t

^

It D

46

11 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K Boyle.

SI III: LACK BOOTS !

c.,

Hayes, State Assayer

rf
~\

/

A

it: “I consider it the best preparation for its

undesirable

at Law!

Attorney

'>!;f
\ i UJ
:
\fJYir)i‘T>

:

effectual,

so

Silver Plated Ware.

JOliNSOM,

GEO. E.

been found

has

PORT LAX I >. M I !

MISS

£*‘Ali bushier entru
rompt attention

be had in the market for

can

change

if Wanted.

AlilSIE K. KELLS, wdl receive u few
pupils for instruction upon the 1'i.tno and Cab
InetOrgan. Special eare taken with begiuut r- For
terms impure at H3 Main Street.
Nov. 2J, 1875—tf2l

am! (iuotl School Boots for (Jills at

IJ1A

desirable.

This

Soarsport.

vigor, preventing baldness,

dressing nothing

R.

Musical Notice.

Attorney

dandruff;

becomes white and clean.

use

Buckingham’s

oilers for sale a yen
North port, one mile
from the Camp Ground. Said farm contains
50 acres of land, good house and two barns.
It is a most desirable location lor a watering place,
on the shore of the Bay. M ill be sold cheap lor cash.
J. C. ROBBINS.
Apply to
tl JO
Northport, April 0, 187t>.

E.

and

of

V E taken the Agency of the Bn.fast Mak
itLL Wokks, Clark & l'ernald, Proprietors. l*ersons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any descript ion can do '•> of me as cheap as they can buy
auv where in this State.
A. T. QL'IMBV.
tfll
Searsport. Sept. Id, 1875.

Intended purposes.”

tf ;.>

Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
bv Lemine Colley, consisting of-6 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DANV HARADEX.
ipgj
Belfast, Feb. 15, li>7fi.

UiacIeIcs Slioes

Goods

Spring

a

says of

now

Immediately

People

hair grow thick and strong.

the

condition.

G.

COver Forbes' Store*.';

tf44

Aud

MADE

Which they will warrant to do good
service, and which they will sell
very cheap tor

MRS. RICHARDS.
MISS SOUTH WORTH.
No. 11 Main Street, Belfast.

or

sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
feet of Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good

Will be Sold

youthful color.

eruptions, itching

their normal

making

SUBSCRIBER
rjAlIE
desirable farm in

BOOTS & SHOES

{3**DON’T FORGET TIIE PLACED

and

Farm for Sale.

;Q

CUSTOM

MKS. RICHARDS IN i H j

DEPARTMENT.

glands to

Nos. 175

taste

effect.

finally

Street,

To the

as

By its tonic properties it restores the capillary

half
One
It e 1 in o n t
Enquire of

of the new houses on
-Avenue. Terms easy.
-GEO. (}. WELLS.
29, 1&70.

all

removes

faded hair to its

or

and the scalp by its

Valuable Rea! Estate for
Sale 1
HOMESTEAD of the late
John liaradeii situated
IMIE
Church
is
ottered for

IX ALL COLORS

Over Coats

Samuel Pitcher,, of Ilyannis, Mass., experimented in his private practice for twenty years to
produce a combination that would have the proper-

YORK

l'i»f farmers anil Carpenters, they have
some solid

DRESSMAKING

It

on

Children’s Boots

SPRING

Dr.

Belfast, Feb.

the only Agents for the ceh-hruttM

NT KW

Articles

St., New York.

Castoria.

arc*

Very Great Bargains

a

40 Dry

compounded with the

wonderful and satisfactory

are as

It restores gray

l T OUSE with an Acre and a
1 L of land for sale or rent.

A
S

tie red in Belfast.

Fur Ladies, which are the best lining
boots in the United States.

A T

“Yelvehton, O., March 2, 1874.
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medicines we have ever had. The demand is very great
for it, and we eonnot afford to be without it.
“P. II. HISEY & SON.”
Jefferson, Mo., Nov. JO, 1673.
“Some* time ago I was shipping horses to St. Louis.
I got one badly crippled in the car. With great difficulty I got him to the stable. The stable-keeper
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which i
used with such success that in two days the horse
was active and nearly well.
I have been a veterinary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats
anything 1 ever used.
“A. J. M’CARTY, Veterinary Surgeon.”

o

SI LLIMAN’S

Full Stock of Millinerv,

our

Choice

says
cures

1 tn y

and with our l’opular Milliner, we
feel assured that we oiler very

when

a

effects

Its

For Sale or Rent.

Shoes

French Kid Boots

we

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

Brooklyn

A plain-spoken witness said he did not believe
that any man got so drunk that he didn't know
what be was doing. To prove what lie said:
“If a drunken man bothers you, give him a
sound licking, and no matter how many times
after that he gets drunk, he will never bother
you again.”

Finns

Itimcii)

which it would not

cases

cure

Bress

|

Which they will have constantly on hand ;
that customers may try style before
purchasing; and having taken
advantage of the

Sweeny,
Poll-Evil, which
and

JTAIB

car**.

Dr. A. A.

fiver

HOUSES, MULES ANI> ANIMALS.
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin,

Ring-bone, Wind-gall, Scratches or
this Liniment would not speedily

rniFE packet 1*. M. Bonney, Capt.
JL Thomas Bckgkss, will nmk»weekly trips between this city ami
Carver’s Harbor after this (late.
Country produce of all kinds will be
purchased at the truing prices. May be found nt the
store of Woods, Mathews & Baker, or on board the
packet at llarudeu’.? wharf, lure for passengers,
$i.<K)
Capt. THUS. BUKGESS.
tf »9
Belfast, March li7, 1875.

ever.

As

Finest Stock of Gentlemen’s

have the

Trimmed Bonnets and Mats.

Liniment is increasing rapidly.

Is for the tough skin, flesh and muscles of

lie to Jbb erti ‘dements.
1,,

Southworth.7;

Cordially invite the Ladies of Belfast and
vicinity to inspect their

treatment.

and D.0O0 between ten and fifteen year*.

lazy boy

Miss

They

du Id

England

the in>,»h year. Tin? latest statistics confirm
the statement that females live longer than
males, and married people longer than single
ones, and it also appears that Jews live longer
than Christians.

as

Weak Back, Caked Breasts, Earache, Toothache,
Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions readily yield to its

The sale of this

DINSMORE % SON’S.
I

cure

Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whiskey soaked carcass. But it will always reduce inflammation and allay pain.
It will extract the poison of bites and stings, and
heal burns or scalds without a tear, Palsy,

standard article is

greatest

one and a quart* r story house
with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small barn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears 30 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO.
tf*2
Monroe, Feb. 3, 1870.

AND

present trial bottles to medical men, gratis,
guarantee of what they say.

FLESH, BONE OR MUSCLE AILMENT.
We make no pretense that this article will

is

Preparation.

Richards

Mrs.

use.

of these arti-

The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper,
will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet,
Chillblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary

VE6ETABLE SICILIAN

-o-

Consumption

Only ‘I;;!,olf) attain the age of twenty-live, and
but 421.11b that of fifty-five. Out of the whole
1,000.000 only 2.1,*>3 reach the age of ninety-five,
”-3 live lobe eentenarians. and only one attains

A

as a

Carver's Harbor Packet.

&ENEWER.
HjTliis

House for Sale.

cles will

<

2G3,000 die before reaching tlie age of live, 34,000 aiv earned off during the live following
years,

beiore been in

proprietors

but the

HALL’S

H

in full

A

left

him, but it was hampered with an unfortunate condition, which he hastened to announce to a sympathizing friend. The sum
was £10,000, but half the sum,
according
to tne testator's wishes, was to be placed

t

I

cheap,

are

village,

good well of water, and a cistern. The above
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO,
Monroe, Waldo Go., Me.
April 29, 1875.—ti l4

Stylish

and Farriers declare that
ever

lower

a

Cheap

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

From Geo. W.

are

gentleman

such remedies have

Words

used.

Sirs,— Enclosed please find three dollars, for which
send three bottles ul'Sanford's Radical Cere
or Catarrh.
The last helped me the most of any
medicine I ever used.
Yours in respect,
Mrs. LORA s. CHASM,
1S73.
July 5,
Hardwick, Mass.

promise more, than they give, iliey trouble us
in seeking them, they (Jo not satisfy us when
them, and they make us despair in
possessing
losing them. {Mine, dc Lambert.

A Hebrew

ever

Physicians recommend,
no

never saw

an* 1

i tie

CURE.

Mlssrs. Weeks & I’otteu
Gentlemen,—Please allow me to testify to the great
merits of Sanfor’s Radical Cere for Catarrh.
f or six years 1 have sutiered greatly, particularly
while troubled with a cold. The accumulation of
mucus in my head and throat kept me
constantly
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence in
company extremely embarrassing to myself and
friends. Six months ago I was induced to try Sakiord’s R\dioal (.Vke. Alter using two bottles I
find myself nearly, if not quite, permanently cured.
1 have since recommended over cue hundred bottles
with the greatest success.
Respectfully vours,
■\VM. \V. ARMSTRONG,
December 2o, 1S?L
l.Vj Harrison Ave., Boston.

lonpftogether,

Through pleasant and through cloudy weather;
’Tis hard t<» pari when friends are dear
1’erhaps ’twill cost a sigh, a tear ;
Then steal an ay. give little warning,
< hoove thine own
time;
Say not good night, but in some brighter clime
Bid me good morning.
ilrs Barbauld.

Winterport,

Liniments!
The Quickest, Surest &
est Remedies.

LARGE TWO .STORY HOUSE
situated on a very sightly spot

view of tlie Bay and River, with a
and land enough for a large garden,

It is an acknowledged fact that if you want
the very nicest, best fitting, anil most

CATARRH.

cine she
Jewels of

A
at

It is

sullenly by

spirit of spring.
1 stir the green dc pths with my scepter of gold,
And treasures of shadow 1 gaily unfold;
T-uibossed on the wave shines the seaweed’s bright
hue,
And flashes, like jewels, spin shuttle-wise through
The spirit of spring.
With

House for Sale.

MILLINERY!!

Globe.

the waters I sport in my glee,
the sails of the ships of the sea;
my banner—a rainbow—to fly

Where ice bergs, sun-conquered,

MILLINERY!

Centaur

30tl-

Geo. G. Wells
AS

just received

a

large

and tine lot of

Dill'erent brands, which he is selling for

UANFIF.EP, 1 ORKI*-TAU. &. ( <>., Mauufactut
Agents lor standard aud reliable

i*r>’

FIRE WORKS,
prepared to furnish everything in this Hut
for public or prhate exhibitions, in addition to the
irticles generally u-ed, they have a line collection ol
FIRE WORK> 1 large calibre and finest material-,
or 1’uhlic Exhibitions and Private use,
consisting ol
lew specialties never before exhibited, such as
«

same

has

been selling tor ten.

A

good

Rocket,, Illuminated Bomb
Shell,, &c., &c.

ity nntl I own Committees furnished at short
ice ami on liberal terms.
la addition to the ubore, we have
Flags, Balloons, and a lar/o assortment ut verv
Lanterns, on hiding seieral new stylet, also,
Other desrription of Centennial Goods. Sen,I
•very
or Circular and 1'rico List.
lot

FIVE CENTS EACH !
asoit-

meut ol’

TOBACCO.
A

FIREWORKS

Meteor

CIGARS,
Hie

Fourth of July

in* now

~

II

1776 centennial!876

Fresh Stock of FRUIT and COX FECTION K R Y.

t>y every boat. All kinds CANNED GOODS and
JELLIES, SARDINES, PICKLES, KETCHUPS;
*11 kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, live Bbls. our
Country CIDER by the gallon or barrel for family
use.

GEO. G. WELLS,
No. 13 Phontx Row.

Tandsotn,

BANFIELD, iFORRISTALL, 4 CO.,
26&28Federal4127 Gongress Sts.,Boston.

Pijino for Sale !
excellent piano, of good make
and in line order. Will be sold at a bargain.

An at the Journal Office.
Apply
Belfast, Feb. Z2, lb7ti,

t£H

